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Attached is a study compiled prior to 1956 from the files
of Pullach Operations Base on CATIDE cover firms. This study
is divided into seven paragraphs.

1. Paragraph one lists CATIDE cover firms and offices,
most of which are low-level administrative covers.

2. Paragraph two lists USAREUR cover unite used by
CATIDE. They are noted as either back-stopped by
Heidelberg or not back-stopped.

3. Paragraph three lists business firms and organizations
used by CATIDE predominantly on an operational basis.

4. Paragraph four lists CATIDE Special Connections contact
men and firms.

5. Paragraph five lists the names of organizations and
companies which are noted as "Filiales." These names
are used much as we use Cryptonyms and Pseudonyms and
they are not actual firms. Their locations change
frequently and consist, in many cases, of one agent in
a rented room (or attic), and a telephone.

6. Paragraph six lists covers and .installations that, while
no longer in use, were considered to have been major
covers.

7. Paragraph seven discusses the background on CATIDE
DECLASSIFIED AND RELEASEtafer firms and explains th purposes or -this study.
CENTRAL I NTELLIGENCE AGENCY
SOURCESNETNOOSEXEMPTION3B26
NAZIWARCRIME6016CLOMEACT
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(If the satire pa*/ iso be reed start at Poro4X4411
7.)

^

I. The following are ZI2PLR cover firms and 'rover offifts. The
size and scope of these firms-and offices range rnmn the. *lama Bair
to actual, operaAng, businese enterpriess. The ZIPPER oupl Body" is
largely a paper entity backstopped for tam and other legal A poses.
It awe* generally covers about twenty-five persons and is in0
for twenty thousand marks. ZIPPER ',Legal Bodies' are prosenl:sphysi
XY to the extent of small ren:::Xfices used from time to tbs as

laiLag pces, safe houses, or s callf4-40erating agent trailing Si
large communication facilities, and Dienstelle' administrativh boodg
ZWER Cover Firms are organisations which exist for the primity
of profit, or to which profit is an essential element of e
participation mayacasist of OM or two ZIPPER employees out
ploment of many, or of situations where entire staffs ars eit sr
Staff members or totally witting. The extent of ZIPPER parti41,pati
in some cases, difficult to determine. In the follow/m.4w
is considered to be in absolute, or in practical controli : . -

	

(note: a majority of it 	 in paragraph I are low level
covers. nearly all items in paragraph III. are°

1.
\\41, tA,(4
4eriosa	 isCOLTZ es CO.

6N -4)

This firm is a *legal Body* and furnishes cover for
of 900. This is not listed in a 513 ZIPPER list of I.

Novcmber 1955, but t/01,00d in current city directorie.

w--	 .wìet•2. lnegert & Co.	 if iWFr 1A 	 ts Auguste* Strytc.�711

	_13:mic,P.r)	 c. 	 -,-	 Fir,,,,	 kunich tA'''

This firm is a "legalAkdy" and corers @laments of Diinst.iiNA•
4-

3. Stmon & Co.	 BAC

614

-	
(tOrmerl,

wet	 5)	 .; .,

NOT SUITAIRE V'til tittCROMM
: Esia2L1b,,,erg  itt: Ism

This firm te a	 .Body" and covers parts of ZIPPER 2144B00,
ocaio.4 .4: I ,	 Odiiiii . stita004 rtioisi at,. 30 iikr io •
loner 100: iliViii
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ii-
Stieddeutche Industrie-	 TiaRINGIA
ye:- Lretunge

(SDIEUVER)

_.:Stry 30	 .jtunic.

•

ft?_Elcoil-rm i  atx, 50
and 

,ZakolPi Str. 1 
(formerly Schoenfeld

Pun1ch1/47,c

This office is a "Legal Body" and covers certain Commo,
personnel, while serving in addition as an occasional
'meting p17,4

5. Stgial Archiv bier e MAO
W =haft und
Technik

1.,:gaRE@EtA_ c.

This firm is a "legal Body" and furnishes cover for elements
-,41 of central overhead.

6. Dr* Starke u Co..	 ( PrilICOLA

14.5icz--„_
WRVIIA

This company 1J for the most part a "Legal Body" furnish-
, ing cover for Sections of ZIPPER Personnel and Finance..

Cr" 1-1-	 -
7. Sueidbayeriche	 g BAVARIA	 A F

Indlistrie Vervier-
tungegellschaft	 _Stra 7) Mach 

Office furnishing cover for elements of .Buero Bavaria.

8., Suciddeutche Inckstrie- Let CAVAS

vo,? This Title is a "Legal Body"..
?-1	

/Liiottol str. 6	 -
vetpertungsgellschaft	 . Uunich 
ObbH-

.44:1111g1t51a60., 

This "Legal Body" acts as cover for elements of Compound
Administrative personnel and parts of Sections 45, 46,
And

SuNdoutche Warenvertriebs 61eISABIA
GmbH

61%) -t

A firm covering administrative and finz:nce elements of
ZIPPER.. This "Legal Body" also used as cover for specinl-
ized purchasing.

A era., _Az
• --and-

(fa nrri rl y Pro-
nianadaplat.)_

ADO

S



A "Legal Body" covering a training site.

134 Hans Richter & Co.

67-1D

411145% 

444erseg-Wilhelm_Str*3L
Cfammerly Low-	 :

an

_YAnfl-Oeis str.59 
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10. ( -a - ZIPPER-Building)
	

STTHAUS
	

AI:Pcner-Stre----17-17itty
entrance:on-- - •

4a A. •	 Altenhof Str, 17, Utz
C.k.)

A ZIPPER su.:..t	 occupied in part .by ---
. a ZIPPER Cover Firm and by other offices known to be connect-
ed with ZIPPER.

11. OuedrLabor
-214a4ga

hleiner Str, 

•	 (f6,7714rilmd4rilge'rStr.c4...,:_z_
A 1:Legal Body" furnishing cover for S & T (Starnburg-attzing Rd
ZIPPER StafVI/ OE, and PI individuals. seo item a Li
It's offices move fregeently and are now being used ( 11 Oct 55 )
as a meeting place. A1s0 covers new Conmo Base Bid, Tutzing.(iton

P-
642 ALYMIA

ishee cover for e
U/a1-„J,

of: the 900 Seton.

1,77-1 , Sued Technik_ame. Landuelar-Str_?_35—

A1-c--e-

A "Legal Body" furnishing cover for 777Abw, several
ZIPPER Special Connection LLason Types, and a link in
the co-called "SGMLLENWIRG COMPLEX". *

14. aueddeutche Induritris04ISARKLAUSE
beratungs (SIB30)

,

A "Legal Body" whose offices cover
parts of ZIPPER t s Evaluation Group,
Navel Sifting Section gi/dE Sec-
tions.

0

ornrirr
%),LUi! E I

* See Internal Memo of 27 Mar 1951( 160.5 General)
and 1 GIC4W-6537_deted 17 Oct 50 (330 Special
Conneardils and Contacts II) from Clarence Le Updike,
and para III of this list.



0 Liaison Str. 66

A Residenz Str
}A__nch

.... _

-'
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22. di›NIVTIENITMG

A closu1sx_0.0441ces_covering parts of ZIPPER Sec. 60, PW,
PP, and Political Reports Sections.

23. Technischs-wissenschafliche
Nero von Spez ialarchiv fuer
Wirtschaft und Technik	 010n

. 9
*1-■

A former cover for 900, now used as an occasional meeting
place, and possibly for other purpooles. Also fulltime School. (66')

h(C
Lwaebischer Bilder- 0),N14AR

,;(10 dienet GmbH..of Stltt-gart-Berg -4/0444:44-

A branch of a ZIPPER Stuttgart Engineering Consulting Firm.
Suposedly abandoned by ZIPPER in December 1954. A former
"Legal Body" its capital is now used for Mannheim ZIPPER
Cover firm C. RHENANIA. Its uses by ZIPPER in Munich unknown.
(See 512 Memo #1412 of 27 Dec 54 and 513 Memo dated 13 Dec 54.)

25. 14QTAUI
fo.rmerly:

• 0)1e- HTechnische Handelsgeseli- 04.1p

achaft mbH	 6-gumma.e

Formerly used by ZIPPER Sec. 514. Now used in connection with
Special Connections. Used occasionally in 53 by UTILITY as a
=siting

26. Akade,....,; 	r Gen:0in-	 le
ftsverlag GmbH Munich 

",,jv

---&1111-2—

This ZIPPERZCover Firm founded by US funds 30 Apr 48 for 48,000
Ans., in Salzburg. laention to establish Munich Branch expresse
by ZIPPER in. 1950. Salzburg firm originally estab Shed to c
• General Agency A. Purpose of Munich	 •

v4
27 private	 nlaenger Str. 57

Wruenmald 64)6:414,_

Site of ZIPPER Radio School. Requisitioned under cover of
7920 Meteorological Unit. Although no record of derequisition,

probah17 turned back.

Pr:n-17Y
•:c‘l

eLSeefolder-212:.,_,
_



blenettietr. 4c_
Munich iCLe

32. Ibqtdeitioned
60P

roperty
6111!_q	 )

$ietzenhofer SU". 3
Dad Aibling 

33. Private Home .

Pagp -6- of para 1.

p . VVISTRA:19r, 	 Her st.r
N ...15011114EIF 	 	 r iberar See

Le: • - A-

Used by UTILITY as a moeting place for VIPle.

Private Ibtla

30. V Barth' 	 Soehnialn
(Stoelasin) er4D

ittotgsm
ZIPPM flictrical Appliance Finn uaed partially as a cover
for Psych. nee. & Reac. Saction 375. Nothing oleo knann.
(See 330 General File

ff-

31, Private ftwa§0)	 4,.

egtgatOlt
ting place mad by ZIPPER. See John von Freyend.

CUM	 s,___te_____ftrusti_Str,rovAsArdat

Ueed by ZIFF% as late an 1953 to cover element() of
Duero Bavaria. Preeant use unlmonn.

It
Graflehndorf Mr. 49
Munich 63

f.-orU 	 Lt. Col. i.G., Secretaryt.General
of . Theromfabred and Races Association. Residence used
aS a safe house, occasional mooting place for membere of
900 Section, and possibly as a cover.

34., Rabin Hotel et Gafe	 (-)t-1.is
c.

/,a)ITACC
	

t'lnAzat-strii 2-
Uunich	 Lz)-

AgVonalleeraMileillOallei

37. (fradio	 Station	 e	 ,	 A PuLlaehound.____

	

wci a .	 1,0 0,2

A nohonstaufem Stria38. Pe on Descaneo
Which

,Former'ZI:TER 44ont_train ing,AQ. Proeent tio.3, if ay. Un..

Imam.

it  Seemll 
Ltuniaht,42-1; 

Used by Disnst. 5 as a safe house and regular meeting place.
Bolisved to ,. b0 cowletoly ZIPPER controlled.

36pAt'ta3. Str. 1
tivuee



41.

42.4 ZaWanieta
	 	 6,c

hougIng alezegto of

ALhZIjCh (Le-

it
TORFSTICH Chiemme 61)

144.

/4. Litera Strip 3, 1 
Llannhelm 6,22,,,

Pam .17— of para 1,

39• Ladamia-Buchhandlung	 A.Turta.34 str, .5e
GmbIT	 tiunich.

COrner of %risen Str• and A'.-zdemie Str, fcnown as an --
trare-b Nature of activities unknoano but presence	 'Administra-
tive personnel indicate nature more or less permanent..

(if■J

	

1 )	 -

	

-	 _ _

(-646

A morded_meetiAg-he-m-betwen' ZIPPER anty,:orsegian 
Intellinorce.(See Heidephuch, Erloh,)

LICITTBILDVERIAG

kported ag ia ZIPI711 Øoviot Tactical and StratipAs
(38 and 99) Section% No further info or pour*, avail.
"able on card..

ViL_L-2;1"
Azulit33nhaue.Voroorgurce g HOSPITAL OJPI LY
Gemeinschaft, GmbH 	 ;,,,v.,CO.	 Dmernose j ...Hootifeld Str.h
Firm forced to Acover interration house. A esmi-"Isgal Body"
tho firm is . legally incorporated andmay be related to a
firm of the same name first appearing in Mach 54 Fhonebodk
at Loth Str. 13, Llunich

!louse Tbrlitz
s ;cid .ry. dwf,-.14.re.14.y.5.4 C.•-■ -f, ft --

.Former  Headimarters Of sIlnia .now

d
43. D/F

-t'4AiimeeNcL-
ZIPPER	 Direction Finding Station.

IZErgr• pare I.

SW' 332
IYUntArpfeffenhofetni

610eamodat4on nderons used by a number of ZIPPERites. Nature
of location unknown.

Bstuberatunge	 filtrzank
Gesellschaft mit
beschraenkter Ilaftung Ce3b1I

A ZIPPER "Legal Body" occupying the entire 5th floor. Suppostid-
ly operating only since Fobruart of 1955 when :: ."7;C1 funds

C'1",	 Ell
0!„.11AL:

•token Strip 30
A llunUti c_z)

i'AGIF.R HOUSE	 --50-Colttlenekr—Str.-
iiND	 c t ,

Ll'") C!r!gttrn.t7-
,Co-ver for

- .-_. "J-Z,s sAJL,A.	 e-k....,:V. '31	 L-----eli°

•	 9-
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(Item 46. continued) rxere first made available (See item 244),
• ZIPPERites have ueod the first floor when registering

vehicles since the buildings completion in 1954. The firm
was incorporated as an engineer advisory group on con-
struction. It acts as a covet for a portion of Dienst.
142and its lease an the fifth floor of which re axe witting
Winn until 1959.
i'Yrt,C)	 i4

47. Siegert & Co.	 (ADENsIA	 4.1Lntergasse-15-----
ONP	

• Zwingenb■arg Lt..

A part of the Uunich company (See iten 2.) this establidh-
mast encompasses a building and tmentirs annexes. Cover
tor . Dienat. 142. A ffLegal Dody".	 0,Ae.

48., Sohuetz
(141311113-	 zwp

63o°' •
Ae office covering  the C.E Etction of Dienst. 161. 

I) '	 i4
49, Schwa° lochs Indult:rise JURA	 41 Vera Str. 28 1 Kq14-5cAQ'

Deratungs GmbH4wj) 	 •
4Uttri&---,-. 

-i'. .2,?/zr

A nLegal Bede* covering_eoctiona_of comoo.._and_rgO. Section
512, Thin branch moved into the former office of Tg-CKAR----
Ono item 24.) on the 4th floor.

14 L--,y---v	 0	 .
504 ScL airth.p Co. eDAMLER - . 	 6paisburg.Str. 4b 

ez-z..)--e-)-t-

Found in the June 55 accountings of ZIPPER several pay
ment rare rode for this finn from ZIPPER, Cover Cebpany
Account. The letter head was blocloed out and Daimler
substituted. The name came through under a strong light.
Several other payments made for Daimler under same
account in other months, Nothing further known:

51. Schrebischer.Pildor eNTATra	 LKari-Sehuertz Str.
dienst . GmbD 	 _	 28	

44gRtt.-

A nasal Body" reported dissolved December 54 in ZIPMR
Vemo from 513 of 13 Deo 54. (See items 26 and 49.) Origin
ally covered elorrents of Diarist. 12.

524 Ochwabiaohe	 tRaertgado_Stort, 101
riandela.Gosolisci	 Vatil	 Stpttgaitt

Listed3I13 160.5 folder in 1950 and given as a cover address
for vehicle no. 9 in 1951 nothing further is ?morn other than
that a finl of exactly the same nave has been listed at Vi/Schloss
98a. and that this firm in a candy tihoissaler.( ZTPPFUt Memo
from 30(37) Do. 153 . to 25 of 4 August 1950 in outlining diffi
culties envolved in re-inbursing firms employing staff member°

• SEC ET

LATera.63.r. 63.
nuttaart



54 trill*. Import et
t54-1)

1; tAIO
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(Item 52. continued), detail° how. difficult it vras to channel money
threUgh a Alfred Almstead (no tram) for an office cove red
le his firm, a candy uholoa4er in an unnamed city.)

\A
53 0 Sued Industrie	 g THUPIIIGIA	 Akihnhoff Stx._

ek,r,
vertretungs GmbH	 9Jhr 21-

tive psreennel. In ZIPPER Memo from 30 to 25 dated 13 Jan
-A "Legal Bode coveri g olerente of corm.

1952 it vqs stated that firm waa in Fromm of liquidation.
Gfficoe still wdatant Feb. 1955 and Z1Mai paying interest
on ZURINGIA Gapitolization in Sept. 55.

,....,15	 9ZIZe &-IN4@ba#__

z	 ai..;,14_ -
PER as a cove for couriere

Src____L-Ba refe-ArGupcsal-eth

5.,5 - 14-Interexi5iltorman1itgesellscl

Itunded_by_Dr._Hanh_and used extensively by ZIPPER. Pre.
pant status of co'tmni.___Probab.1,y_lould•	 ,

41	 ,' 6
56.	 ar'l	 .-	 et, na,c-ra L	 (fame,- _BAIA:um	 .

	

..14.-t-4-	 __ .	 'MORT FEZ1	 Geortnar-str•-5)---C-

First formed by Rupert Mandel and later used extensively
by old GV A. eotó1knuj in August 55 and _possibly 

2

57. Akedemischsr Gemsinschafts- 	 (forge4y SalZberg
verlag

Forced by cnraa as Headquarters of old CV A, uith ZIPPER
funds. AssetsinItm .1955. parts possibly mmed
to Monet. 2 in Bad Roichenhall.

55, Haus Winter	 /Iliad Reichenhall.
_	

.Kariadz aj?:37-

Pormerly used as a meeting place for 512 Section. Now be.
; limed to house eleaents of the Menet. 2. Has not as yet

•	 been derequisitioned.
i+

59. SRhuabieche Handele-	 Linciar 39
Geeellechaft rnbIl, 6AD

&moral intercepts involvirlition. (See item 52.)

-



0
61* Schmaebische Hall

bet
Stuttgart.

L2556 Lange Str. 
And_

AStadtoldendorf

Page -10- para I.

60. A. Siebert & H. Schuenningor
	

Au!. dem Baiget----
Import & 

EXpert -0CLIWE=

	 StuttArt«Peigrloch

Firm Of former ZIPPER staff member°. Extent of ZIPPER control
never determined, but probably fully ZIPPER controlled. Pre..
oent- status not known. Firm not listed in Stuttgart Directory.

Cover for 712 Section. Used to screen agents, Requisiticimsd
under 7930 Mateorological Topo.'Unit. =PPM June,accountings
dhow location etillveryactive (Phone 12)1). PK?

62. Siegert & Co.	 BADENsIA

A "Legal Body". This branch also covers elenents of 142.
(tee items 2. and 47.) Lease expires Jane 1957.

	

630' Werthaue	 /)701Sainser_Str._
(CoroareAmt_Umiaser
aLat-ami

c-=-1=4Z6arktiliv.- 6„ie5bel
Bohn Liason House. 1,1sed-for_ilason-betmeen,

,PRtn.--fta?-nggnte Frequently uped by UTILITY. ( Phone
Bad Cott; 5229)

.0"	
4.

64.. Suedbayeriche
Industrie Ververi•
tungsgellechaft doll,

()Dote Sackea—
1:3

65,41Vorsandb
7t'an_

Frobab31 same as "Stamnberger Gssellechafts,now bankrupt. 
Carded as a cover for unknoval section. Original reference
33/45.4107 4- No. 220/hl, 27 Nov 50 lists as filed 160.5.
Original not in said file. Card registry lists 'as a
"Boolaselli4g&Formrding Agentgl Possibly mail-Order.

66, Weser Gypsum
Concern

Originally three eeparate plaits is, "Neeer (pet
GYPSUM PLANT, and um concim t a consolidation was
mulit in 1950. Prior to coneolJeation zimu invested
156,000 DU which constituted  910  of total capitalization
upon consolidation, In a 'chart ZIPPER shorn;	 GYPSUM
merely as a contact for cover purposee (See paragraph III)
but in a plant with soottemd-and numeroua shareholders

ougi

•

OM_Egglajaa_1010___

DUee_______ALUfftLL

BAVARIA

berg Co,

-6, Cautinger Str. 34

Stockdort  (-4-1 

Std.

04/11

7:1),)	 I( .6(-4-4-4
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r.: .,..
. %.* i.. UHL. r

(Tten 66.. continuad) D a capital holding of 9-;', al1w for a strong
and disproportionate control of policy and staff.

67. Private Horne	 --11‘''`u--__)-1-11r3ranr.')tr, 20i-Vrenten.______tz,c,

Covers elervInte of Dietnrk.-161.__Requisitioned under ?924
-Ainy ?roman/mint Team,

68. Siegert & Co.	 0 T3AM:SIA
Bsntzinger -	 ____ -__\--- ctih,,,__L.,•.__e_
A "le]. Body" believed to home elements of Dienst. a in
Brecon. (Sea items 2.,. 47., 4nd 62. for other branches of this
Mu.,

W	 14
49.; Dorddoutsche	 0,1:JAG	 L'IlInna Schuette_

Intense= und '	 49iAlISA	 Anne 9
Arbaitegerosinschaft 	 Prozaan iL L
fur wirtechafts
Politieche l'Innung Grill 	 t''''D \

..//g/NR*Fli\ ( c l -c 	.--

A "11444 Body" covering elements of Dionst 11.
_Li

D/F Staticei 	 (_(-) 17,CABOUG	 L 319 Schwaohhauser-
36 	 (formarlY	 ricer. adv.--

ki	 ioRadixtice under cover of 7921
Ustsomlogical Survey Un_

71. Schreceeror & Coo	 0 TAUNUS

-	 - ---
A "legal Body" covering elarannts of Dienst. 161, AlttouCt
the terns are na !mown the duration of the lease is ttenty
years fran it° inoeption 15 Aug 52. (See item 15.)

72, Governs:nit Building	 ec#Luc-	 rfolzhof	 A33/
A Dannetadt (1_0(

An oftEI.n this bAUgkgs__________WiL_ laaoss4110--
nants_ne-Dienst,--241-as late ae 1954. The phons ntraber at
that time was Darmstadt /#6484,

,,
-04 Sin= et Co,	 C_W 17 

	

OviD	
Afaxamilian Stab, 3/I1 

Coblinjw AVlic) !lbw% (06 
	 9r

	

Cor elernants of Diet*, 62fformar 	 A "Le!'al notiY"
t7ith clain office° in L'ainich(See iten 3.)

74.' Davapiart---	 ;&,23 	 ())..,	 AL_, 	 A	 Arogenten

	

,_._ r_einciantr-J44.-	 _I -	 ,	 ttr	 Durg c:C(cz)-2,--,,---
-7.--	 -

Arcuaikain ntrlhAr of offices covering  portionffi_of D ne_k
Fornerly orsod by Gestapo and deroquisitioned .early in 1935.

-{y\	 \ 0 v.)

Am Sees Bremen

L .	 e

70

tj iljjiCRDSFZ)

101/041
1191shof-Allee_362)
-Darmstadt _it 



,
754 Schwaebleche Induatrie JURA

Deratunge GmbH
Kathrienberg
Batsenhoftl
07.1.an_

••••	 .■ 4
	 • :	 • • . •

lease. (See ita 42.) .

station. (See item 110

AMarosia-Neyr-83k
Eaat_xtt-

-Bohn

Page —12. of para. 14

A "legal Body" covering elemente of Dienst. 62. A branch of the
Stuttgut Finn (See item 490, this office is leased until 30
June 1957. The ptlyeical plant consista of a large main building Colz.---4
with annex and adjacent farm Ian&

76. Private Roma	 (5, mpartus

(raiz
,61dg:*1/Pfl

-Leaned for an4(indefinite period under 7930 Special Meteor.
ologic.al Team Cover vitaa originally used by ZIPPER Como.

tv Present two unknoun.
Cio.ISAR/Ck/Nf

77, Schortyrbcf	 (formerly	 Okst- .1Vangeniteinchen

s	 s
5 v ectki 40*cy •	 44 6, cAv)	 izosieeneet

Long tem

78	 Max te Dame	 /Altar uar _.12_.
formerl,y L1cx Gayen 	 6-,0	 liCaIlly: 11_
& Barns)	 laggi4=7;E:\ 

A ZIPPER supported firm covering and backstopping members of
Dimwit. 124

1179. Ainithaus
or

!bares Rinketelle

80. quad—Labor

4
saWriliG

or
IALIXIOFF

(flA

SoeckingiStambers- 
611D 	 	 <

0
• ,a6212�—, 

CQL

A "legal Body" covering comm.. bade
c- .. c1 4. 0 1	 apr. 1412.

Geritahaus	 FOgSTIIAUS
gAi•

CL}

Starnberg en,	 711

Uee by ZIPIER aa a VILlicsiee In liaaan with altriorarmment,
. (Not to be oonftleed with caw Visrnhelmer Heide FORSTHAUS

icm, North of Menheim.) Aloo 1111M Cryptographic center
at that location under cover of "Studiengesellechaft".



84. Private Apt. rebe rg Stri 32/36Ain LL) 

134 Private none	 r.• ,7

g7omz -
,

r incn-,ALD A tiohen-Zeinonor_

isege1.-Xeeval-L-= 6 ``

scitaDT & co.

/-2

Page ..13. pare 14

1)
82. Ytlia Sonreck

•

	 tieinheissAlsdA_Darg ..St
ti*eWL.

-16k;_n-tiuraia1le,110/M3. WIC atetiOill  And oacaaional 
a41Ji	 Forrerly at Hulalang near Stuttgart.

Itlanual Otis,

Site No. 729
tarnberg c.4)

!poled ae a rooting place for 900 Section.

Living Quarters and Office of 14002. A SiK year lease beginning
I Mar 1953. 97V

115 4 Sued Mochnik
HMM3

86. Area 236
Wir et Intercept

0,!:72

A	 Direction F aindingdt Intercept Station urging cover
of	 . egrensechatsepo •
large barracks with living quarters ins near,atynaaa 

are a
inn. 

33
f\t0

A ten year lease at this address begintring in early 1953.
Lead for offices of UV/111021. Not to be confused with
eletents residing at 33 rlAzabeth Str. 1Y.

09. schmeger ec Co. 5.0,) c, 4fAtTilio,
6 tr'"--

A "Legal Body" covering UV 5000 of Dienst. 161. Office and
rooms rented sail 30 Apr l96 .(For main office and branch
see items 15. and 71. reerecti

1+'
89. Suedieutche ';are.rprtriebs	 /48ARIA	 p Untere

(kW	 /bath 

"Iegal Bode covering an offiee and "City Store Room" for
undisclosed 1-vrpose. Possibly connected with the extensive
purchasing done by till° cover. (See item 9.)

ctcprw.,'T

th Mr.

41 berkon Btr74 a 0 CI PI I/
Munich Cc_



*DONAU

..... •••	 •

,

Y\-
90. ,Spezial Archly

ftier Virtechaft
and Technik

IRquland
Munich 	

Page -14- pars 1.

A "legal Bbde covering elemsnts of Central. Overhead. This
office was leased as a meeting place. Present lease 'expires
13 liar 1958.

91.	 erti)	 531St',Strip
�6W&*20--\ 

Offices end rooms for UV.$71 and V-4160. Preeent lease emq*Lres
34. April 1997.

/4-
920 Schumebiscan Industrie	 JURA	 4 r%gablitti_str._aa/-20-

Berattuige GmbH faimea 	 Huniablissiarablng

zp\PD

93. 411•Pb.t	 itartirenneseilar Strip
ç• t fri°	 raril_dUrtitialn	 Ct-■

New office of 7900. Term and duration of lease .mnialonn.

94.
8.vp	 Yintisreeg Stye 13

ciatazgaio	 Anrankturtota.

Mu office of 5700 and parts of Dienst. 1210 This part of
Menet. 12 fonrXy in Berlin and at 43. Mdneer LandiEStr.

950 &utches Post
Bid.

A "legal	 4, Leased, as a " substitute nesting place for
30" (UTILITY this probably replaces the Merton Ste. 7 address.
For other uaes of( JURA 800 items 49. and 75. The lease covers
the first floor of the address.

ragkS

itMIRRMTA7=—
01)40.1gLasmoracifices-of ZIPPER Sections 12. 62, and
an unman administrative section. Office numbers and
door titles not known.

Prenkfurt/Vain	 CL,

96. stalozsi Str.
hru 4

The third floor at this address comprising 15 toome and 2
toilets was rented for living qLrters of school 661. Terme
of the lease not known' nor its duration. Since Schloss
Viel*taml yes returned 1 August 1954 it is reasonable to
suppose that the Weinhein whoa 661(See itci 824) MAY b0Yo
been returned or converted to other uses. rar location Or
School proper see item 23.



Rlektron Str, 
; 2 y

4/4-0

or
(• KAPITOL

•••e.	 •es

tATEtunua 51r, 7 

Page .15. pare 1.

i4
027CARLTON
	

Oneuhaus Str.11_
C 

•AI 4.7

	 Frankfurt_L-L_L,c_,.L,

ono um mention of 	 nfurtIPTIM	 dUrt Field Office.
This location was under the paw cover unit of 7924. PobabI.
dropped, but no definite vii.nformationin file°.

98 •
	 ColiCORDIA

(not to be
confused with
CaiCORDIA

e1riiønti 	 JOrtrrt nal&
Office(29.2). Formerly under parer cover unit 79244 Prob.
afiWtro	 c ptoiynn formerly GrailSANIA.

)1	 0
99. Schloss Kransbe	 60 CAPITOL	 Litransberg L,ct,-,_,

4.3 4.1,2

1004 D/F station	

At 792LLt.oro1oicri1
.AgIZO7--11ait1ForawlyeLUST13111, 	 5.476c,r/I

HECKELIRO
14-

1.___IyandepauTituaip_Ar.-

o iA

(OPT
rly

.TOM 
CI)	 . and

_Taurus str. 
.63m1.)

. • • P .	 Of	 0 I Station under cover of
7921 teorological ourvey 

'eUedde1034	 utche Industrie. e THURINGIA
vertretungs Ombll

(SINDUITER)

u• tt by Z11111". at this addrese unknown.
H.	 tI 	

102. : cl. Ctrs. Compound	 r KAlaeria
ilidg. 13	 (Formerly

1-14‘-ADLER
7 is.D	 f_1(:. ma)	 .

GRTI-1}NT/,,5
mean/Aim Berlin A.G. now 'generally termed FUnkstal3s,

r trisnst. -Nflin.	 •	 ..

\-1	 ---	 -.-	 4500112tf.

10. Orbip,OmbH

Park ALUe 119
Bremen

14#404.1.J4wLIAxthen__4„__
.f)s--c■.Nct -071-	 vv, 14s

p: I,	 ik"•*-54-0,5-f-, k	 N'n b h.
Thie (Over firm for Menet. 11 made a paynent of 62,700 W
for a fite year 1.orme ant

to connonce 7 July 1955. )
1.)	,	 t.) s/1	 ‘(-\/ a tte .etz,..-k	 evl
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•

Schwanthalsr Sir. 5-L)

afikatob,

aro Bavaria and one clamant of Dienst. 12

03"/0

109.Titl. Militaer-Regieruns
Herr Schmidt

zAsinsoniTs.

(No

104. Private) Residence

Houses elements o
(old UV/nIfiti).

6 g INCIDENTS HOU,
ONESE%k

Active 83 Of 1 March 1956.
_

106.	 NTALLEICofF , katt,4,,z_
6•) 0 .043:1;;Fagi 

Ghia *

107.	 0,-tp 
toolassierE-

105. House
SIZ

A ikulinen	 .
1orl4p4.ichterfe1do

ri -Dahl= Le.)6e-c• 

Sophie Charlotte Sir. 42
paerlin 

Part time office, mating plum), aad remittance of Y-5617.

14"
108. Firma Clara Toss

grJo

&Jo
ZIPPER onductd a lion with this oddness. Purpose unknown.

110.1Herr)Brultexel 	 A)iemor Str. 17 •
rherbach	 idtin1012 

ZIPfER vales thi imOUWats_sidrass_in addition to its Stud
Lat,Or &Me at this mama address.

111. 0/01 Hilsers Wens. on.
instrument* u. Apparate Alai°
Medizin Wissenschafi. unterieh
%In& Technik

• ZIPPER Accountings show a constant relationship between ZIPPER's
5 3.4, Section and this company, both in purchases and reembursement
forianknownreasons.

Vt112. Paul Hammer
(rents autos)

L-ItRad
6 1.12 Soho, Sir. 17

j*Laes_theidfices-ot_AdmiracigzIPPER
Patzis i s exclusive phone 226.

SECRET
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\/\
1130 r/fagenhatle A Hugo qtr. 6L , 

c	 000114/nteglit

wiU a;artment building privately rented by ZIPPF3 for
unknown purposes. The meneaer of the building, Herr Offenbaeher
is believed to be wit

r6,2idoriltedtarnig_m_ _
_DerliniSchlachtenese±f-1—

Rented by t713 for unknown reasons. Nselbly for  staff,

115. Private Reel/knee	 0 MB

Dented by WED for unknown reasons. Possibly for staff
housing. See above.

136, on al April. 1954 us received report of intercept frau Abt.
that one Diblko Kranefeld received instructions re. new
Organisation, "islat Berlin. ltranefeld, at that time was a
zIPMRit,c, i.e. 0=0 time in late 516 Kranefeld &owed by
O man, 31 auumm, 1953. ZIffi.ttiVatinenha. informed of the
details of the case, so it4s not certain that the eddreseee
in the intercept-mere known to be blown. Due to the *lama
of time, however, it is probable that they have sines been
dropped as a matter of normal turnover.

134. Private Residence	 Cq-1113

Eiderstedterweg 15a
Herlin/Schlachtensee

amnesic! I s address as
listed by ZIPPER

7ranefe1d ta contact address
(believed by Abt V to be an
allied intelligence agency)

Kranefeld e s address as listed
by Abt

117. Custoole Office

Eniesbeck Str. 8/
ChatletUu4xmmI11erlin

14:en Str. 24a
rfelAkWest/berlin

Libellen Rtr, 17
Herlin/Nlicolasee

ZIPPER Case Ctfiaer reported as a austions Official.
(Att 7 to ,10PA-7196, 10 Oct. 55; 271.4) see FLEGgIl fnu

Wadnanrialusterdanca
Perlinitegel

Oct, 55 trial of Gerhard Llajunke listed his case officer
RAACK(Otto?). Att. 7 EGF4t -7196, 10 Oct. 55. Bee LAJUHKE, Gerhard

Sf.7714



122. Newly Constructed

Ileide1ber5

(not to be confused
with 56 Inge Str.
See item 61.)

:5040•4•13.44k*  iv I a 5 c1C
which occupied bY 7 

t	 Pr	 Lit

jaor str. 36
hornitiennover tvet.8".,43. 

Kruen bek fatten.
Nag

Pace .18. pare

• .14,,

119.. ritiiirbebtunts Franz Engel	 aterlin

(;fsi	 C	 ported in interrogation of Irene""795mmiElna4'me
39894.- This office repeated to furnish cover for els.
rents of V113. See att.. to 123 Dams 22 Pbo  54, to 124/54;
240 TROSFTICZ, Ronan.. 11-

120.	 gLAGarcumuR
.A061111. 

A ZIPPER nef2;a1 Bode paying interest on ,_:IPPER 911001034.
Accounte". See none to 827 frea 513
Receipts", Dated 3. Mar 1955.. 	 • •-•

PILES

flew	 address for Zipperitte s r FILMS,

56 Wes stria
45donobiodho Hon

vez7 of SPC.184

0 S5

12:6 Cover Address

Lang term leave starting 1953. Terms not known*
Purpoee of ZIPPER element houeed not Pmown. Pros
bab3,y connected with Bd000t, 12.

.la, Konfektion Haus	 — AuJurnizia___

L . 	 tCnon_a_Nam_houeed-eleraante-of-12,
in February 1952. Prompt status unknomn4

LqAV mute
	1:2;1=156rE	 Ofi66:-c_x% 

Rouse° two prfiga room, one of
• KAMMER.	 ;

t3/47

Known to hales elements o ienst. 111.. and c 1IAGNSI1s, flans.

c -J2 e

,Pf.cD

126. Recreation
ratablishnont



t4berzeismering 
bei Tutzing  LL

A von Werth Str, 4-14

f 4, 1.66 6 g 
_

Page .19- para 14

;

• ((Item 1264 para. 1. continued))

Given Cover Letter of "Industrial Research Unit" (See
para	 and 0.1.134) in 1947* In 2enting.estab1is1ment4
ouner t9Id that it Was to be used as a recreation center for
Germaa-eaTaoyees of the research unit. Known to be active in
1952and 1953. Present Status unknown.

127. Aerlinguaormern
Robert Gerling & GmbH

tsiD 141174/11
An insurancefirm listed in 1953 Telephone Directory.
In Pullath Motor Pool on 2 June 1954 Ralph Billings
discovered that ZIPPER vehicles were being used by
this firm.

The 1955 Berlin Directory lists a Gerline-Konzern,
Robert Coning & Cie which at one tine was cOnnected
with TOEMMLER both in a business way and through a
personnel friendship with Walter Fbretreuter, a Member
of the Hoard.

This,finn should probably not be listed in this
'paragraph since it is large and has branches in every
German city. • It is so listed since ZIPPER might control
the entire Koeln branch.

128.
MdEttZi6i

Offices rented currently Oct 55)[by Dienst. 24
/*thing further known.

129, trschungsstelle
fuer OstwirtsChaft

A ZIPPER cover which purchased replacement parts for
a polygraph, June 1955. Nothing further known. -

4	 .	 .,. -..-{—
1304 *lierf . Schreinerei

	

	 -1!-Q--,--

A ZIPPER Cover used to purchase most of its compound
Office supplies.

itunich/Pullach

4
131: Sued4eusche

Industribberat
GmbH	 Q. t3

(Dr) Helcut Whit

lirtschafteprufer
”unchen

r I
(6) MMUS

.	 J	 -

Alsetella-Str.-7
lhmicb

rtn eet 	 -f-

Used in the purchase of a ZIPWR vehicle. Latei. changed :50551
over to Sinduver.	 CrilrrT



-133.
/I r

0.tialan Sty, 90
Zaartich

6 r,11)

31011"119;

11/2113non 
■„„,4-Y

e	 F.,,c)	 s-•

rage 19s pars ),

Nee  offices of ( DatatLands,01,_Lanhauw UJ DUSK, the
-Colonels' complex, has moved into his old offieee in
WelhalleAr

	

134. Friu;s1 Steiner	 43(.; 	 6.werwsedepromen ce,c"Loc.

Apailingmarer_for_Diauste-11•'See ZIPFR Acetnee Jan 5$*

joadhft Rein	 c?-.8(-1E=. Bremen e

A Palling cover for Dlondi_ill& See znnEa !mange Jart55,

3360461testnio1nschaft fuer

	

international.	 •vshorung

440 V. areMNIL

A ewer for Dienst 11, See ZII TP-R Acctnas Jan 55.

	Mr %other Weise.	 4.1?raine Schuette 

=1"--

4411114A18-00Ver—far_140,11L-11. also addreoe of c HANSA.
See item 69,

3384 &shturzealti or *-aCINARriALD
6N,)

ZIPPER A • i_	 !A■

"VA___ftS4P	 e7:6

339. frf

1.-• 4. �‘, &es? e

4114•04 r,P	 *.•■

--11114	 6/6 „

140 41 glinterale 11011adanta1,rik

of Dienst, yli•nown to be located here In 1952,
of ZIPPRII contta-over firm and__Rmaelat...cituatien

•-•

r



71"

phyerischos LeichmetallwerkjBAVA
METALS F

Suedbayerisches LeichmetaI,
werk GmbH.

Hans Kaiser (S,.1941) founded this fira for the office of
30 in 1949 ON File #201.24381)., The bhnich directory

shows two numbers for this firm in 1955, but no address.
Intercepts show that both Kaiser and Special Connection
Erich Heymann are in constant and present contact with the
Organization. Schellenberg, UTILITY.. and ROGER have also
had dealings with then. Heymann is employed here as 4

.	 specialist, and is payed by the Org. as 4 consultant..

1424 Aussenhandel

Ihrderly published by 9per & Fetere, the rublioation
irna ctroPred by them sofest%e in 1950, probably september.
It was then picked up by the Administration for Trade !t.	 6,-JD	
Industry, It is an_econômie tdo. •

prepent ,fitaloned lar	 f Z • • w. tee, if not 	
solely 1io	 editors, and probably the head of that
amitsubi.aection, is Staff Dembor Friedrich Wilhelm Vasa
Wm. axe item 1 PorotTurb 3.

Geesllschaft
vete+ Z -	 C—LI�SL,, R4-

Appears in theIgWle =In Account for January* ZIPPM
is either paying their bills directly (a few anyway) or
ma$ntaining a very close liaeon. See Win 540 Una expanat ion,
sOe-3*--Paers-	 _, 0	 1•• 14-	 e`-. **Po

lidoi ,Geeellaelaft iVer Timhtaxede
(GIV)

Molar v/	 IA a member of
zn)PratW t..&" of mew GOMIS through Eugenec-Bauchla, ZIPPER Staff =beret and Special Connections abound in

this committee. See WALUX, r:SYS, and SCROD. Heinrich.

145. Lag Neues Atendland Georg Fur/It von Waldburg eu

0,119
	

Rauch abr. 

A ZIPPER controlled 	 run by Semi,,Staff
zIPPAilite Wolfgang Langkau. ZIPPER Staff member Dr. Mach pub-
lithos their magazine "mum Abendland". The orgAdzation is
right wing, tinged with monarchiam. aka Abendaandischen Akadamie,
or Verein der Freund. der Abendland.

2_3(tmich L (Lc. --

•



0-
146. %Man Fischer

Kaufban
liOoldberg Str 6

151. Apart/rant
	 0/,7

Paco .19e- para

Y!°

	
6,11j44. of tte InduntriAl

It was tumid hack in 19524 Now by some
coincidence, the representative of Zir De Cover Firm and
"Legal Dody" Sinduvwr, lives and maintains his offices
there*

4 4,, Lftauphofar Str, 391470.. 1 	 Fxnat
eh tt,,2rautenbacter

-401
This firm occupied In October of 1951 a Diensty	 Operetional
house,. A UJ mum source lilted F'net Lautenbaeher as owner
UGUAXAMIlAste the phone of this firm as in "frequent commindr.
OaWn with Dienstk142•
-tff	 a

14/340141 Dim (-r_	 6t4D	 f-)Itaffli  Str• 6

	

‘k\:sf c ze-470**044441W : e4oigiook 	

04Nlottf2r._ 0140 maintains offices at this address« >
We it full noted ZIPPERitet complete with payroll number
( 4556 gate pass, and US financed Christmas bonus•

149,- L.Dtandouteches Archly 	-	 •	 tAk4ch •

This was r,j-A:!71:77Pil
C—-.-

Thin-----
Amtemrecht as "gemelnnueteigo Koerpereohaftw with
"spOreveland in cooperation with SL" ( Sudetendauteohe
Landsmannechaft)• This is most probably a "Legal Node.
Fbr fiirther information on this see item 654 ;ere 3.
(end for original source ). This is to serve as Cover
for, Dienstatelle 624 It does not appear in the phone
bodk which strengthen° the posaibility that this is

, a nLegal Bode.

1504 	 57Am	 Haua Eden,
Ar2sching (4)
itannatela	-* 

A twelve room house ‘ned by COMO  136 under cover of 7920 liateor•
()locum' savoy Unit. No known telephone number*

r_4,a00Mnin c,L)
stir. 3

Under finance prOloct 045 wa ranted an apartment for
0 0 *14002 Fax 900 Como °Meer, Atha lease until 1!

March 1959.

	

152. In the June, July,	 August Dienatl 142 ZIPBER Aocountinge,
out out receipts f some tyre of Administrative office
show pencilled nota one of a "Sued West" in Mannheim4

	

There is an office	 atfunk in theSajIij,m directory.
614-0

LT
	4	 -

_
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153, Residence	 ***	 • th Str.
'ci-c4"c6.'4-4

This address vas leased in 195, for a period of ten years, A
memo frau 30 on 26 ammulry1954 stated that this had been drop..
ped by ZIPPRR. The 1955 City 'Amatory ehowed four ZIPPER Staff
medbere and a known candidate for the Bf9 in 1954 $ residing at
this adAress. Also an A. Lint who might be Identical with an
4. Lint arrested by the communists in April of 1955.

154. Frtedrich Beisswenger 	 4Bobert Alum Stro. 33 

6 6'4 
ttnnbeim 

HtlniCh 

441144	 ,„_,

Operated by the chief of P1 14, the June and July Accountings
ehow that this office bears a portion of the DienstatelIele
Odminietrative burden. 1'1 1_

155.W:tens & Meth	 ,4.D

A oemo from 513 to 827 on 3 November 1955 shows a payment made
to this Base from ZIPPER for a miseellaneoue expenditure. The
list of some 27 Legal Bodies was . specifically entitled "
celaneous Payments for Organisatiopal Cover Companies". The
payment was made on behalf of Dienst. 11. Nothing further le
known dbout this =mew, tither than that it is not in Munich.
Li- „si o

156. Indents House	 -	 4Pealmes-Ariv12--
Berlim.14ohterfolilsk.,6,1,-;

Here is housed Hans KUechIer of Dienst. 142
who is the administrative chief of the incidents houee, and
Klaus Pamerich, V-5644, the ZIPPER Kerlin Senior Rep., who to-,
gather with the secretary . Traute Jansen * form 29.1 the Berlin
Headquarters.

157. tfranz 7,741,1,1
lerbebuero

first reported in the interrogation of IreneA V:IP
Beenei. This Office was reported to furnish cover for elements
of WKB. (Soo att. to 123 memo* 22 Feb 541 to giSNP; 240 WM.
/MUM; Roman.) This company ieractually a 	 of the Wald
kapelle Complex headed by LAN(, Paulo V-301, whoa wife is
a full time ZIPP7R Staff Decker. c LAME actually does moot of
his work from the offices at his home address: Delziger Str. 39,
Berlin-Schoeneberg

The 'A,likapelle Complex does ZIPPER's investif ,dtive work. Its
Mcomonants are:

)/	 14 Y.

Herbert /Nouse
AmigilaJujetektei NralWq_	

r777

Lcr'11n .11 15, RhiAn tr.-1=2
The epeatest burden of Lunge's work is born by this office.

("A



on a rise 1.5 
Kilometera due

-veletratiti
edge 
Soheninelan-44.1CL-...„

ate . 11

Paae -196. para 1,

(Item 157 para. 1. continued)

Benntik	 -)„,-

-tBerLin*Lichterfelde-vieet,
Finckepstein A31M7-94 LL'

14--14sof Schinaelprenrdil-
--Abskunftsbuero Max Schinuelytennia 

Der	 .Str 26 0_ , 	 - 
O'

"xeril Musette,	 -
ABerlile4iarien4orfr-Ankogelseg-82-

:any hter

I Toppe_ zt„r„

Herbert Krause le Office is probably ZIPFER Controlled. Max
schlayelptinnig is moy be. The reatease probably only envolved
to the extent that work is fanned out to them.

LIAMUUMA1043 _ 
• Verauchannatalt
Draunechwelz

, ri r over_fins_fur the
Fritz Bednarzik, manager. See

fixect_statinnact JUTTA t
lg1a.14074. 17 Bay 1955 att.

390 =II; Dr. Strainer. "amot address of offices in Braun
exthweigs unknown.

159. fte3d

"D rte cf"P tong

\-\
*shawl*	 lagesellachaft

!Amish 25 c_.z 

Fel tire ZIPM cover company. Vas first uaed as cover (1950) •

for Punicetelle Berlin, The Watch Branch first appeared
in 1952. WA 2) Liar 1952, 1054) This is run by Guenther
Eitiaard Berthold Ihniel vat lialhausen who also has office° in
the Mulish U.A41. offices 4_52 Vets Stir. and is one of the

SFr:T-1

158. 1Nnketec1nieche
or

4;tann

160.



(Item 160. pare 1. continued)

main links to Faber in Turin. The eo.called KRUECKNER

emplax. The building is owned by Neumayer, JamoPhs a
pm-tieing phyaioian in Kaiserslautern. Alec the office
of the ZIPPER conpound physician, Hans Dietrah (Dieter)
Schnemalich o smarm is in this butlding. The firm
name no longer appears in the MUnich directory. so It has
possibly been abandoned, but there can be no doubt that
they etill control the physical establishment at this address.

This firm was forcorly at Simmern Str. 41 laaidah, and
was used as an export import firm at that time. Leber, after
,, es cove, the only refftences to it are as an Eisengresshandel.

,-/161. Firms Marl Gross	 -
Broil% Hamburg

 u. Used

Pelts Sprigath, v.18924 is listed in the Berlin telephone
directory as "OesOhaefteleiter 41. Pa. Karl Oran, 2Agadgatalla
W•15, Bayerische Str. 33, (SaaaPeditinn& aseller.0 * ardeath
works for Menet. 11. Whether this is any relation to V.7976,
( Earl GROsS, is unknown. Though it is fairly doubtful since
' Moss was recently dro:ped from an entirely different
Dienat. (Hobert:smacking 161, the cover, for the new Menet. 6)
and since ZVI:Mites don't usually live full time under an
alias. However, 0 GROiss is vary wel3. documented under this
alias, and does live In West Berlin.

A memo was observed by RIB on 0 MUIPMER Io desk on 1004. •
1955 which contained a notation "to GROTHE Irani =MANN" to
the effect that V48926 has been endangered by daily visits
of one of his V-persons to a DDR, Ministry. 	OTHE was pcmosibV
GROTHR&CO., the ZIPPER cryptanymat that time for V-1172, Paul
=EH, Menet. 11.

162. r4ch und Textil -	 Leap:a str.----
(TX) mulch

andier
Hems Textil

Thip firm was first formed as the Tbohno.lextil Export Wft,
and alternealy as TETEX GmbH, of 28 Bauer Ste. 8e, The
dumpy partners were Hkigp Peter Oinsser, Manager Of the Elhelor*
Main Bank in Frankfurt/Hain, and Henan Baun4 The tine was
*intrusted" to &run g s eon and nephew. ZIPPER financed Us
firm through Ham with an initial payment of DM 48,000, part
of vhich me to be deducted from future office rent as per
an agreement with Fries & Co., for a period of six years,
from its inception in Nevember 1949 till 1955. TETEX rented
an entire floor. Throe offices were used byTETEX„ an garb-
ment pan occupied by Roman Shellenberg„ an apartment by ZIPPER
Staff renher Henning RPnat Max Heinrich Gottlieb Wolf.Dietrisk
Make, and an apartment by Herr Wohlgenut, Bairn 'a driver.

Haysrische •Sty. 33 •

West 15



Page -19g. para 1.

129e unknown.

(Item 162. pare 1. continued)

According to exhibit C to WIA.1365 of 28 February 1950 the
firm was "to exploit the possibilities, knowleOge and corr.
neetions of Schellenberg." The report went on Anther to
say, in effect that the company would be dropped in 1950; with
relationt an an informal bags and no further monetary support
of the firm. "Dr. Schneider melts inclined to hand TETEX aver -

t* Schellenberg as is because the organization desired to keep
up its relations with Schellenberg for some reason or another.
Since it is doubtful that an outsider can be found who would
be willing to invest money in the firm without knowing its real
origin, it is proposed to write off the whole enterprise as .
one of the bad investments of the organization."

MGLA-9771 of 2 January 1952 stated that "EUROPATEXTIL it
an alternate designation for Teppich and Textil Industrie
=EX.. It further stated that "the Teppidh TETKX outfit has
cannon office, with Europa Taztil and lIsfzet AG." Although
M1IA01365 stated thatlE=Evould die on the vine after ZIPPER
financial support was withdrawn, five years later in 1955
TETEX still had offices at 28 Bauer Str, next to Schellenbergls
apartment, and had established new offices at 26 IsopOld Str*
on the same Mar as Europa Tartil and %fist (and incidentl; .
Net* FilM Vial)* GMbH.). Europa %Ail and Tefzet AG. had
=meld from canon offices with TETEX at lbelzer Str. 40 to
ToelsmWStr. 186 where they Opened larger offices. 	 •

The 26 Leopold Str. address is owned by Verdlnigte Kranken•-
versicherungs Akt, GesellsObaft GmbH, which appears several
Lbw in the ZIPPER January accountings in an ambigUous fasklen.

4RMS :again illustrates one of the weaknesses in ZIPPER physiO. •
al security, ZIPPER has a strong tmndancy to occupy the sem0
genera area, or even the WOO bu4144ne, with several differ.-
ent offices or cover firms.

Working for the filnaprior to ZIPPER's writing off" TEI1EX
waa V41 126; We/Aar Richard Golly. He is now in the US. 	 •
Bann is dead." nicks is in Section 119Aof ZIPPER. Schellenberg
is everywhere.

16,
 4

044	 .7
1	 Werner	 ..tein_Str.rg3

Hamburgyluv-;----
1±_

COwned an .1i :4 . , ie'd by V-1L157	 Kurt, true name .' 6 ez r=:,
:-.-.	 <Horst	 Hartung. WO r is cpLoLthe 1.1114n

4_81.71-: , ''..rding to Bauh l s Diary (II), cc fnrm the
.621:4eto-ZIPPER ' . nomic 'Cover Staff* This is interesting in

- that it ill OM Of the few casek where a ZIPPERite live? 6::44.11:
and operates under a psuedonym.V7'..f..--,!4 :,i-- .:.•,-..,/,z, . ._.,)--L,!---,,,-47---1;(7....

164. PirMik Roth	 ( 0 qURO,	 ,-/N__, Derchtesgadoner Styr4A -
' .Thad Re



31)6.	 • Zvelgestells	 Zveigstelle
KOLLENTI

Tage	 para 1.

r-;

165.	 VVERLAG
(not to be cone.
fused with tower
Verlag")

This is the w1i ttive autm,.headirters_tur(ti 	 OpOrati r __Headquarters ftir 

1-)AlrOO2atle Aril 14

Sa	 '-)4

168.

Cl8porsr SW.- 14
aad

gaufi_agsf sts. 39/3tc)

Attarsamms

167.	 'terra sato& Haltsr	 Nitax liatastuL _SU.
angst. Kaufmann
	

Stirsberg -$01111—PONMKPOssm--:-
— - -

This is the hoes asi offing' of V-50.  Ohle IPPIIR re-
prmato.iv■i.U.__GREGuUr_t_1-

N-"rm Horst taiseh	 borwoNWalder_Str._26_
Jatèh.3i4gg*

This addross appoeria -im-1U—Nbvember 1955 ZIPAR
Assinatines.

169. Unknown address oa Stuffiness' Str.. Nunish. UZ DUSK
is reported to have moved here. Telehersebet, Teehasehal.
Xteneerits, Staphanve, work here. The to/aphasia amber
is NO 73317. exteasion 880. This was lose believed to be
• Basaquarters Compouad amber, tad amoral latereepts
would toad to inditate that this is a permanent type
ipstallatioa.

170. 0440sias Sehuitz
Pelsimodara Vertrieb v.
Sussesa.ftlanaehmaseh.

,./;10111-4?4. 6/0

V-2403, Chip! %Tap-Dims% 142 =Wales offiges at
the Kaufineer 33/3 address, and has dope so for at
but four years. This asy be ideatisal with the address
above.

171. D•ntsahar Wirtsehaft.
	

AUkter Sashsoahausea
dieast GmbH	 i;fJ.0	 -LL	 Koilz tt,

This showsd up is the ZIPPER November Aosouating as
a mover orgaaizatioa.

172. 'balks Teohaisehe .77777-.(
Versuohsanstalt-Elm

Helmut Rusbka 0 RUERMANN and Fritz Hedaarsike main
taia offises hers a$ telephoas number 0
somas wider ProJael_IJUTTAAL t 	 3 95 ' This

SEPPFT
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Page -191- pars 1.

173. Almdeagesollsohaft
Wisseaschaftlicher
Arbeites mbH.

(Jor)!!!!Efija
uPPIR4parer_affia•,usaer the cover of

scientific work. / Thli is called the 522
Is 	 (7, v,r.= 674/p9-

174. /4ra. de Oadarza
400° ,02_,===---

Mahlon am Rhein
(c:,	 Cr.

a study society for
Institute by ZIPPER.

7c 	 r	 C24 re

2-\ Friodrieh	 Strs_
Miad•Wweetf.

Cover fo Ramos do Oadarza, 2 RAIMUND, Former Abwehr or Wehrmacht
Colonel. Be was made ZIPPER Liasoa Officer to the Bavarian Ober-
!loans President andilavarlas Ministry of Interior in 1953. Wheth-
or o RAIMUMD still costisues is this *opacity is unknown. He was
used prior to that time by OW A.

175. Offloe asd

	

	 /-Bermaa Imposing 1
-Homo	 (4011P"'	 %,er 4-\■, Bad Homburg._

Raoul Lamm, former parachute officer in HOpaad Abwehr Operatic)**
former ZIPPER motor pool superistesdant, maiSaiam as office at this
address. lurking further knows. A Major tau Liveque appointed Bre-
cutive Officer is the French (FFA) Headquarters.

re& Laserk & co.	 e4P,
,:offeitt

Listed in Move 1955 as a !KB Cover.A
177. • Time Hein auttkau

6 Flughafen ?asps
6a Latium& Berlin

Arahl4feaweir,7_
Berlia-Rudow C 0-2

.e,t40

Listed is Sept . 1955 tes a WKB Clover.

178. ii)mr Erich uad Co. ZALarlsplats 11425.1—
00101.	 Maio&

A ZITTER Office engaged is the procurtmeat of Swami* Cover.
It is nom as the gapfasgbuorom.

• Althougnthe building has a 5th floor nothing is listed about it
is the Munich City Directory which could be used to determine
the true nature of the establishment, that is it's ostemaible

\business, or it's eiz•.

179. Auikkunfte Detektei- Argus
K. L.Mueller,	 Oga Str. 44	 aiNttgart_

-
Thii is • fully controlled orrice of Dienct. 11, Mock. Section.
the old Csw . The telephone is listed under N. at L. Mueller (Aut..
241498). In answeréag the telephone the code same saelsebueros
is used. This is also the account same for this motion in the
ZIPPER Accountings.

SECRET



180. Ltchtbildverlag /:Ge
ea 

182. plederboyerische BUochers

4iftitmor Str. 54_
. Munich

185. Herrn Kept. H.
Glossier .45,Nrc)

liadAlbart Ste.
wilhelmahave

Page 49j- pare 1.

SEE;;;ET

—
Dr. Heinrich Aatoa Kurts, 0 KILLING, of the Polish section operates
this business in conjunction with his work. He acts as a represent-
ative of the Encyslopedia Britannica Films of Wilmette USA. Hs is
also connected with the Niederbayerische Huecherstube.

181. Firma Schneer	 irrP	 ---INlittaich-Pullach
Ilectro-Institute

Used by ZIPPER to purchase electric supplies of an ordinary
nature. see Item 130. Most purchases by Sectioa517.

;%" address deleted
-	 Adunich

At OW tine run by 0 KELLDiG, and possibly still so. miza top
UPPER accountant moved from Aillach to this cover Nov. 1955.

,
183. 'agog der Osteuropa	 z-'30auting nach Starnbem

Str. 4.2geeellschaft	 Oirmeringen

Helmut Klock., ZIPPER political analyst, receives mail, and materials
addressed to the above. Ibis relationship, if any to the Oat-Europa
Institute, a =BARK CADORY Proje", is unknown.

184.' Sueddeutsehe Industrie- , 	 _ _ 4),ktaioh..0autLas-----7—
beratunge (sIBEO)'.' s' i___ r.r)-e---,'---- SemmeminSw.-5-tra--42

A new location set up in December 1955.
15 Section. s lie0 is ZIP/Tal e largest

See it 	 77. and 14.

185. 14ustria1 Kantor

-4,P0
F. Borgia*. Kaufmann	 t;___'`FD

--iler771--.

Office and cover maintained WV-4430.

to cover parts of the
administrative cover.

Helmut Gisler, NERaa. dr ped from the payroll in April 1952.
'Nov. and Dec. accountings bot show that Glossier is paid and sup-
ported administratively by tI Evaluation section 125. Aubject is
known to be connecbp440 the/Ii_gaMi Lpragrnm._but not in what capacity.

SUbjecit does most-of travel for the 400nOommo section in connection
with EIINT but what the nature of his work would be for the evalu-
ation section would be is unknown. Subject li_a tormer German Naval
Captain, and now works for Generallartini. His home address is

SECRET • _



approved by 0 osravium4 Chief of the Na
.186 1 Ohemische 	 rrto

ligessayer Sty. 
Munieh 221,L5Ie-,7„._

(Item 185. continued)

Grtv

fiebel_444.....4_144410shavsm
liaval_Americ
US many times (Q1)A.559110,(Q1)A.559110, 5

sently_sialms to work for both
sad also to have been in Whe..

955). Subject ragy_ponelbly?be.
ubjects

Kvaluation Staff of':

I'Veraten Str. 1

This zIPPIN Corer bought photo supplies and chemicals is
Div:timber 1955. This may be 0 ZUGSPITZlita loWirtschaft" which
. ig known to be at this address* see Ito* 17

187.ludiongesollsohaft sue* lberdermeg 	 ;A

issessehaftilcher Arbeiten N.
 .

*Moiled by POD Gomm*. in Ainuary 1955 (se. ROLA 12276) as
2big is a section of the old Frankfurt Field Off ices. See i
Frankfurt reports that the Elestriehe Firma Willi Weller%

' is conneeted to this firm.

188. British Documents	 Detmold
Rensarch Oehtat

Unnna taking this over from British. Monthly budget 25,000,
leset address end future °Over unknown. Possibly no cover a
center will 13* cvort.

189.141041116 Reportage Pressedienst
I DrUck and Verlegl Thomas So ggier-
! Verlag u. ARP Preasedienat

zulimite Soggier- is the editor and
Fiablicetioak 1,456144 Boris Lawns
contributor. This
Thia is believed to be a special/

190, 411.ORLt lila Verleigh

1

Uttar. 4111711414(011111e. -Yq

•rted owner of this

ZR awned-or-indmaLiSse0
handled  ZIPPEa projltett

hWRIAoh_2L/J_ae.GmbH 

WITER first partially subsidised this firm when it Was known
as the Sued-Film Vertrieb* GmbH of Haus Midgard. %Wag, and
Wiedenmayer sty. 391plaptChis oompany at that time • April
1947, was managsdihf r. nor. Kurt Baguet, Hans Fischer.
It had ostensive film stock, one stock room containing 520
German motion pictures. It was the America' UNE distributor
for Hevaria-Filmkunst, Terra-Filmkungt, Ufa, and the Vienna-Film
Ltd. It had long term contracts with the Deutsche Filravertriebs.
GmbH.m Odth. Bavaria-Filmkunst 0mbH. In 1947 =TER joArALIMF
company over asd re-named it the GLORIA File Verleigh. 14FPRR -
established a second office for the firm at Beethoveaplatz 2.

Frankfurt • with sub aril:flier North Wuerttember, Baden, and/
Vrp
kit:u

A-21-pprv



29—Badach-str._
*smash (AjC,u2}-f--,----___

192. 'Meuse Abendlamil

(Item 190. pare 1. continued)

Greater Hesse. Kurt Hagusat became V-3051, and a member of Dienst.
142. He was dropped is August 1953. but remained as a Special Con-
nection. Hs travelled for ZIPPER in Oct. 1955 under the alias of
Ernst Guenter. visiting Duesseldorf. Hamburg, Stuttgart, This is
not to be confused with another UPPER project which Pa financed
and went bankrupt ist1952. This consisted of two traveling picture
projectors and two traveling ZIMaites. c	 11-(t.)

191. MPOBT 00.	 San Salvador, El Salvador

As part of a XUBARK agreement with UTILITY two zIPPEAltee will be
sent to San Salvador. a LOPS, Frans, and 0 BALLING, Hermann.
SebUVEBT, Franz V-2473.' LUKAS will represent among others

Rodenstock, optical firm Munich. and Neubauglans. costume jewlry.
Kaufbeuren.

This publication and its offices are part of the DJ DUSK eom-
I plox, a ZIPPER other than joint complex. The other components
are the zrem Cover Company Richter & Co., Zalhalle Str. 7. Hanish,
and the ActuelIe Reportage Fressedienst. Zidenmayer Str. 31, Munich.
Members are: Porksehe Ernst, Wanks, Dr. G Dr. lathraii, Henke, 0
MIME, Fr. Morgenstern 0 Fr, moans, and Uhl'. Frau, Ph...
General cover for this is Abendlaendische Aktica

SCET



Page .20- para 2*

• 7 771

1

II• U5AREUR Cover Unite employed in connection with ZIPPER
mey be divided into tmo classes, those *back.stopp pd" in Heidel-
berg, and them nbaolo■atoprod" locally* Therm tmo dlaeoes maybe
further edbdivided into units used by us for ZIPPER i.e. Travel
Orders, etc* , and those used by ZIPPER on a presently continuing
basis* However, due to the time consuming woes veteran**. mow0
emery to such a division and subdivision, the unite are instead

"bacle.stopped", "not back.etopped" Heidelberg, used by POD for
ZIPTTIR and used by ZIPPRH. Those supposedlybecAstopped
are not coo listed since this mizht prove to be an unwarrented
sumitinni

Orders published by 	 unit in April of 1954 show 22
cover units and the respective arm Sections which thiroovert
Cards currently in registry, the militery cover unit folder, Wail
and cards in other offices, also sham this information* Since,
that tineshowever, ZIPPER has dropped too many unite for this to
be in anyway practicable.

At one time these once numerous cover unite provided a
screen for actual& operating orgenleations with an American Came
Officer Cox:sander, i.e. Oollihew, served as a requisition author.
ity for bowing, and provided voluminous documentation for nearky
every staff zInsaito outside of the Pullach Compound. In a sense
usAnsuR Cover Units still dov all of these thing for ZIPPER, but on
a vastly reduced scales and in nest cases as a convenience to ZIPPIR
rather than as a necessity*

ZIPPER now nate cover units as being used primar4y for
Cover lettered PTVe Weapons Permits and Interrogator Cards * This
documentation is sent to POD forAmerican anthentiaatian, ZIPPER
is, hover, capable of reprodncing any such document, Including
lacentations with forged authentication * There is no known sass
of that:lever having done so*

A. COMM UNITS BACK■ZTOPPRD IN USAIEUR(Heidelberg) *

1. 6434 Signal Operations CompoRY

2* 6640 Signal SupplyCootrol Agency **

3. 6857 Spacial Instrument Testing Detachment**

4. 6966 Special Detaahlamt UsAREUR

5. 7921 reteorological Survey . Unit

6, 7924 Arpy Procurement Team

* As listed in EGQA.68513 dated 21 Sept 1955
** Not in current use either by ZIPPER or POB

SECRET
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( Paragraph II, A. continued) 

u.A .;	 E

7, 7930 Special Topographical Unit

041• 8136 Ordinance Procuremant Team

9;• 8117 Quartermaster Procurement Team

B. COVER MITTS NOT BOR.:STOPPED ZN USAREUR (lisidelberg)

Rconcmia Survey Unit

2; 6211 Mgineer Servies Company

3: Field Survey Detachment

Historical Research Institute

5. Diduatrial Research Unit

Co USED ON USABEUR POB A.UTTIENTICATED DOCUMENTS PCBs

14 Travel Order.

•a, • 7921 Jieteorologia9,1 Survey Unit
•b; Industrial Research - Unit
C. •7930 Special . Topograptdsal Unit

Becinomic SurveY 'unit •
e, .7924 Army Procurement Team

7802 Claims Office .Unit
g: 0440 1#18Aostir Topographical Unit
h: 79. 20 Meteorological Satter Unit

7960 spiOdallteoroligtool. Unit
, J+ .0116 *1400 Itocta..iinorit Team
k. sul COrt*rias* ,:PkIctrisment Teem
I. Reeeaz 0040.0aiiiiit • • .	 . •	 '

a! 7934 Wit 41403'. 1)etacitment	 •
• n, 0211 Engineer: Servi0c-CoMpany

of 6434 •Signal Operations Company

* Appareintly from EGQA...68515 not bacle-stopped either
in Heidelberg, or locally,



Feto •Zhp rara

2. Corer bettors, 11Wss, Weapons Permit.awes	 • sod adISSollater

	

Oiver	 all unite la 32•Col•

	

b# Wet	 lbaaapoztat$00 Amato) OP. wits
-	 la ttoadile	 '

sio *wow risitto t '1100444,..
ga ratorvegator Cordes 32•00140., i. 3w• 141 slie sod

(
nat -ooll •	 •

Here the odor is indicative in part- of the DiOnlay .
abbe telltO is for Oath aetivitiee, Orsin far
Oman, end Mae for Midis)

D. UNITS TO BS DIBOORTMIRD /ft WPM 1 NOM= 195$ 41*

l• IMId Survey Detaehment

2• RistarUa3. Research Institute*

* OMR Intends to continue this wit under the Gerson
of gilisterisabill YorsehonstinstatatS_	 SS

that they wq at sime Mime date es00000 this
so a NINA liod"

It stkecid be understood that *die dsaments of a team.
axv nature will cease to wry these unite as memoir co 1 Nev.
ember 1955, i•e• Mt, other domments We as Interrogator
Cards ar1/3. oestirme with retired in the aortal coarse of *vents,

•so UNITS TO is cammvitc BY LIM ATER 1. KAMMER 1955 ati AN

=WM= DASIO0**

14 794. Noteerolsgical aurvey.lhdt

gb be wog cii Saintity eard.. Pillts, and Oster Letters,

2• 7924 Arm Procurement Dram

Ito he used on Identity cards, MN, Cover Letter end
Nespons	 sEtrijaT

mi novo sa. own fnia 512 to Mt 25 040 1955
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136 used an	 Mai 00101P WOO. ilali
toterni0100

Thatistris1 lieseed0 1441,0
to.bs %%04 'co *4* 0044 tWa end Offili IWO*

$000111 ike$1440 *

to used on 04007 Ord* od WOO!

(14 siatitsh5, sago* emus

• To le used in 110000 oarit

7at .011110001. 00000 COO**
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* be used ,On , IntOli*Sor. COSO :Okut 1.1.4 DOWN



3. •Canadian PromatIng
and Trading ComPa4V

HoZyroodo Canada

?a 24 Fara 3*

I1I„ Ao in other intelligence eervloes some of UPPER Is Staff
Personnel are covered by normal habeas concerns and legitimate or*
gsnisationa. In such cases eeployees and executive staff', except
for a few 1y Wawa, are jaralartmoitting.. ZIPPER utilises a num.
her of German buainess firms in this capacity, ln the peat POD was
Consulted In many such placements.* In more recent times our,knoWledge
of these actions has been sharply reduced by ZIPPER. Our participation
is now largely on a *need to know", or ad hoe basis.

This paragraph contains firms and organisations *doh
• ZIPPER has no large degree of control over, other than the placement of
personnel. The difficulty in determining ZIPPRIPs true relation to
many of these organizations, makes the line between thin paragraph and
paragraph X, a thin one. At least seven firms in paragraph I should
mere properZy he in this one. In mass of doubt the firms were placed
entire branch I it the placement was believed to be current, and an

branch or geogrephioal office thought to be active or witting.

The division between this paragraph and the next, paragraph
IV, is more tenuous, but more clear. It is an arbitrary line based
soltilly an the extent of our knowledge. Here time are listed in whichmom either has been known to plate personnel, or whooshing, rela.
tions with them preclude much doubt that they could do so,

It should be noted that the degree of relationship between
ZIPPER and some of the firms listed is expressed in degree of Mang.an.

 support. In such came the following quotation ilica Dr. 0
SCHNEIDER4 ammo no. in or 28 september 949, should be kept in mind.
"the employment of emaciates in firms rimmed by this organisation
seems to otter ti, beat possibilit•y40..e. in contrast to nonmfonetioning
cover type f ..,, It would provide our emaciates with the necessary
cover and in ,en tion with the means of a llvelyhood in the event of
their leaving the organization, at the same time guaranteeing the re..
funding:of the sum spent in thls field." The difference between item
66. para, I, and item 1.para. IU. is not one of movebro but rather the
ratio of investment to total capitalisation and whether or not the In..
vestment is In stook rather than plant Improvement or tax refund, In
othermordi. the degree of control such an investment gimp to ZIPPE114

3.. Sijiis & petmAQ AuseNNNI.D64 /..ac h eve% /1111Mati

In return for a loan of 27,000 DM,eowtr was prtrgr nig*/
for 11 ZrITFRitaa. This is a publishing firm. , e sr, iL

2. Wambold Hameln Agway	 Hameln

An office eat up by Spelers & Peters, possibly excluaivel7
for zIP1F2, and at one time furniehIng cavorter 2 ZIPPERites.



Pass -25- pare 3*

4.n.1Li

atom 3. piva 3. continued)

Max Braun-Wogau etill carried as a Director of ZIPMH cover
company Weser Elypeum in 1954, moved in late 1954 to Bol000d,
000 , Untrominand (NO. BOK 1231). Intercept showed eabject
connected with Canadian Promoting & Trading Co. 4 Aug 1954
Intercept indicates that subject expected a VA, to join biz
" in the Firm" at some later date. BraunpVegeu returned to
Germany in early 1955. A former(?) Staff 35 member, subject
stayed at the home of a Stott 55 contact Jeers. ZUTT. He is
also known to have contacted H.L. von LOSsOW a 35 Staff member,
Next intercept shows that Breunuftged returned to Canada by the
summer of 1955. 10 My 1955 intercept ehowe that Pr. SOBRLIM.
B3RGAtaiT 35 mentors expressed a desire to visit "Max" in Dew-
foonlibuld at some future. date. (See footnote to item 13. pare I,
on the son:Lamm COMEX.) Letter to Ilse (ZOTT)? mention°
"the HANSI plan". This Iset intercept dated 0 Auguet 1955,

Arparetue Plant

A noon" of 37,000 le woo made by ZIPPER to this plant.
There i.e no financial record of repayment. At one time
known to furnish cover to at leant for members of &vie*
°tells 12.

5. oFORTULA	 vie. Wertheita

The following amount e were given to this company by =FM.
50,000 Rm., 25,000 DV6 and another 10,000 Am. A memo from 37
to 23.57 diaousee 37 1e definite intent to liquidate ZIPPER

rest in thin firm, A search of our finance record
cLo en no information on such a liquidation. It is probable
that ouch information =lets, hotover. Any eudh liquidettin
would have taken place before the passage of theAnsteneue..
gleich equalization of burdance law. Regardless of whether
such a liquidation took place, it is probable that ZIFFMR's
contact with thin firm would remain good.

A quote frau a MOW of 25 Sept. 1950 coneerning the n
FORTUNA Firm is interestings "the organization had the in.
tangos to penetrate foreign countries by the export of
g1asmre 1 a chance that was extremely prosperous with rigard
to intelliganoe." In disouesing this firm mention Is made of
a one time intereet in the establishment of this firm by
Corning MAN Works, a large U.S., firm* A Dr, %extol re pre-
canted ZIPPIR'o intereq in the firm. L. 'II c.,/ et etc
c-r. "301, 	 o44 ile co.),.. Tssw ZrPP&Q Bookj _ yd	 frie

6. British Zone

A firm which mum lent money to in 1949. In 1951 the
rocessity arose to provide etsaxiby D.Tssensportation and
admitted that they had Invested in the firm by selling

	

	 CIZ =U.S. currency (15"0 re. for U.S. 8110.). Maw eueh
closure of previous investment have some only invediabely

Mn44 Standard Grinding Glass 	 le

5-5/



price to isgendiag bankruptcy. i.e. 0 FORTUNA. LANDRUM para
ineeetnent as known but not the extent Stendprd Grinding MAW
AlferatUe Plant/ otos	 "-fed 4 $ (Te■ e	 t pp t /see4

0	 e	 NalicE1-1, sae

A pleat know to or too Stan ApperitOs in 1950. WM
ISIS that this asaeocepUehed throgb operand. connestions
and interning= WM state authorities." Nothing farther

7. Worm
Plant

Pao .26- porn 3.

(item 6. pars 3. continued) SEC;r5T

Dortmund11. Kemper
Ehalaselo Firm

This non Waal to cover a BUB illintlito at one time.
SZPIER states that ths induconent i. seic ring in tons
end gifts of olgerottou This is elanlar to, but not
identiesel to item 524, Pet I.

Karp Lisdied
Cooireori•
Engineering Daman

Know to cow three ZIFFSItites in 1950. Know to be
in nes by Mtn as 3ato as 1954.

10. Boma
leoloinla Fine

Ccriersd IOW WHIRLS* tor a ps
• neat sae a daVing in taxes. Nothing

114 An noldentlilcd
no410 station

W.	 eaTitigedh,,	
taalla 

„,,,A * This as
raw be the sta.Ar..._..tbronith	

,;kr 
contact

ompushad

Maio*	
vamker of lipiza 

in 1950Coiered

10008ag
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(.14. para 3. continued)

Congressional. Representative from Wisconsin, had atterapOtd
on four occasions to intercede on behalf of Edgar Hilgert.

a MEER requested that FOB intercede singe the triola
travel wan to be purely for business reasons ( "travel for
purely business reasons."). It is interesting-to note that
Bensmanns and Bischoffs Abwehr backgrounds eonsistsd of
extensive operations against the US in WWII. It is also
interesting that Po3B intercession in Often only requested
when numerous other means have failed.

Both Baumann end Rilgert sawbloom to bee utensil',
econectione in South America*

Kneen in 1952 to employ two active Z.IPPNR agents, one an
•actual AMY typo. Nothing further known*

16* Rmeg A.Q.	 Beethoven SW. 32
Wish

December 3.950 Schellenberg (See item 134 Fara 14) Iv*
•calved a letteeltem the Pim Bogs" Ne infested Harr Breit
_von elkelatest talk and be would Like to talk with Pilo
lb iiilitAustriai boa where he will return to Need* ea

•January 3rd or 4rt1(1951)2 Soder caecomende thet Setenp.
ss hasten to *wish to be these then ( in eonneebten
with tag. rieeber who is vowed to slot **pot in Par'.

fisho13soberttrip net voseilds• An oodiAio'intnronPt
showed that Sahel/Oben had	 to Crietet some earlier
date.) Robert Orelf is a Be is a pertiner in the
Rog rim Ne i.e believed to have contacts WM British
intelligenee through a law* Meyer. He woe claimed to be
an active allied act (to Frank S• Wilsowa chief of =it
an expert firm of Th erilaaden.)Nmeg 044 has acted
in the 0* no ProhoePlig _ernt , • Teseeloria. and ier
Rusaniso This • Ms held in *le WO Of the Capitol
Shove Of the • 	 hutri,	 , An intercept ban
Mast° Keeherthel , to 'Schellenberg dasarthesliolf
4he ridneipal loam InftsgWa . an Ito opens* ee
• large sedan A VW* 1951 intercept&i*.ilehellenberg also
in Coonteet with Dr. Owe Seselerp. roskOr ofPiss 400	 •
:Tn march len or. August ark. Omani Banager of/hag
A.G. applied for a .transit Vila to the U.O. itteOltraCaas
Vin4Uela. This wae refused an the basis Of • avast
dadyeaat.weet trading, and it le current-	 with the
swim governmont. At that time (quoting fromilSZA 636)
"Considerable pressure was put on the U.S. Comdata Gomm
erg in Zurich by lisx .Roeetii Zurich representative of the
Bank of America, who stated that both Berk and Robert Greif
wished to enter the U.B. where they would receive a credit
•from the Bank of tummies? Beset& believed that "thin credit

r
OLUi':L::1 •



(16. pars 3. continued)

would be used to establish a new export•deport firs in
Venezuela.° Meen he applied for a visa Mork said only
that "hi wished to eon* with the Republic steel
Corporation and hi,..siectims with the lianufgoturerts
Trust Cw inHtfaxics. later the aritiohs through
the US Lleamt State also egressed their interest.
"British Internet in supporting Grelfs applicatiani while
expressed most seluotantly and ftntioftly at first. has
now begone ears open.* At this tins e ROOM, a ZIPPFaite
sue also trying for a US Visa three* PM

later Robert Harrapaughes. a British titian and
free-lame mining engineer consultants, applied for a Visa.
He indicated that he intended to do business with a
Thomas H. Hill of Hew York City. He listed swag his
New Yoe* contacts: Clement & General DINVelopseent Cleeinnetion,
International Coeveeditles Corporation	 imIndastrial &
Trading Corporations all of Hee York City. Later he admitted
In an interview with the U.S. Cannel a gnerel that "the roal
purpose of his proposed trip is to complete financial arreilge.
meat for woes A. Of In March of 1952 seneone from the office
of 39 nage a call to Dr• August Deli, It lasted 9 ad:Rites,.
rgli is a partner in the ?big Firm. In Pebruarr 1952 same+
one eontacted Dr. August Mark in Znerish front the office of
39.

19. Cerneni-Pakistan
Chamber of Conessee

Founded by must Auguet ilesssrechaddt end RIbni shettsi.
V maga new prInaipla ZIPPER Line tog This goes wen
with 1O0RKie wW neXPlorienese

la.	 0 WNW	 -item
VP," p, • r ev v1/4

ZIPPER Jims and Jui, 17 show ntlaursoment t9, a mbar of #
this fins. g yilio	 ce.fedect

SolenUfie Research Inst. 	 Wiesbaden
of

aers1=Cache0)

The KOlentifie Keesarnh Institute Cf . wIP00 (Kean sty, 24
Frankfurt/main) furnished cover for ZIPPER Stott= 454
under KORRU10 and 0 0r, KLOCKE. in KM. Kneen to have
Min connections as late as March 1953.

20, The 30 JUDO 1954 MISR Books liat under a CAPITAL OF FIRMS"

Account all of the *-it." -"Legal Bodine by eryptcnyas Among
these are also the	 unidentified Pim. =PM has at
least 20,000DU1 Invested In every other fits on the list.

SEC
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(Item 20. pars 3 continued)

• ECM
	

(listed as no. 2.)

• ilLIK
	

(listed se no. 04

Otters Liatod in this let soh as RiR1 FORMil ond
• 3OB1A1SIA10 were believed to haw been 3 ed -0(111110*

tin prior to June 1954 Wie* these ewes still esseled
be doe to the islainst capitalisation. It in pop»
that them capitol IMMO romainod in esouritios after

,	 ths rtlyeloal liquidation.

23.• Wend $.Aelt*	 Milan
Italy

Kneen to sow elements of • ziPieR no in NI$. 19494

22* MexaseAliff CkebK
	

Mno

Kneen to savor olasents of itraigetello aa Insots 19494

*• AOengbotorsche Amok and
Verisdiasstait
	

Dexutdms

Know to ewer • =Mite in novenimer 19499

2/** alifileks4 Devries* 	 Mint

Plot /I	 Str. 6

portant sins. It hes yids eenneetions InDemi% sofa out*

ocnsidering unarm ties With the •Ma it onsal prObah20

lbws na. sever been a proved instanse of this nos solo*.
Jog egy UPPERite* Rinverer9 it= peat actions of VIM= and

that UPPCB, 00144 siatir oh The Ms *11446317

)4. UTILIIVO &UAW had senneatinno with arellanto
So, MLITT knows Dewiest. Mao
It• 111 1949 both MOS ond • OMAN *O. Sigesiniess

efforts to oil POD en interest in Meat* Si
Divalent*

40 ZIPPRE doettrents shop still naintaine ootzootiono
with fine through SMOSER.

Oloesolos & Devriant hao• ft* had in 1949 two branches in the
east sone. Coo in Isipaig and one at5 neat* et". llsAin
SchoonSborg.	

liole Ott/eat' ffretv 3414-0
25,Cantivil (k). Pv‘ 141 -
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Fege 43 . rare 3.

Mee 25. Fara 3, continued)

In october 1949 an active ZIPPRRite is known to have resei
rented this. fire.	 L

26. Fanouth & Co.	 o HERDER se Firs
ambit

• Former Abeehr trenber Thome We Rustmer offered zmica
the facilities of his firm as clamor. Whibi-USVIlle__

• : •	 • .:1	 f

ends* k*	 in -I-	 cto

	

e'ef "	 • b• 4 3 c r • 41" 13'4 r	 Me We 40/a.
	27. Standard Rliktriahe	 1	 liellsnathAtrth

assellechatt Cahn	 ste•
Stattivrt/Zuften
human

act N, f
Roam requested atinitanee for Proonnel drootor

tleish Scheettle. Subject fever sating eceenniat
courier. This wan known as forner special ocnnestkes
This Indicates poodbilitry that UM could plass
pereonnel in this plant.

213. Raab & Karcher
ambH

It is known that ZIPPER was trying to pleas several seaters
of 41/Ro in this tirsr 1.951. %hie IS a large Munich coal
oceprow which her many branch offiees in ant out of the city.

29i Heinrich 	 0 DRARGE:RwgRK	 49/55 Uoialinger
Dragger GmbH

Inebeck

Know to have been used by ZIPPSR on several oosasionse
and believed to employ active ZIPPICRitee. Owner possibly
related to Karl Drueger of Luebecks HANSA Sea Capt. (V411322).

30.	 74 1/12 Kohler* Ste
UMW

Country estate ttonsidered by ZIPPER an two ooessions as a
training site and oyes as a poosible office eibe. Nbthing
knoun to be there but ZIPPER predilection or the • location
makes it advisable to list.

31, • 'pa	 46/1 arillotreer sts
or	 Munich

Dun & Bradstreet
or

Auskunftei Dun Europa
ChM	 SECPET

Jsbens Str.
Derlin/Charlet.
timbers

flauptbuaro at Kardinal,
hulhaber Stir. 15, WA&



passi32p para 3.

(Item 324 para 3.)

It* kuntah Branch of a large German Detective Agsns dth
main office in Frankfurt/Rain. Director of	 Braneh
named 14thar Osorg Reinetdee utlo may be Walesa with
zIPFSRite of same name. This branch of Dun.Hurope known
to be in contact with Auskunftai Schinselpfengs Blown Stir.
ls Reach.

334 leeetronie Oesellsehaft	 Untarhasidng
Hoehirequens and MAW-	 logarstmer Lendebr.
asehenik	 11$ belt Munioh

344 Mg, Alois Webster
Itlektrobau

A URI:Rite reported
thrcugh this

that op-workers had received discounts
Reported Oct 55 as a hangout of =Mites.

Thalldrohner Mr. 29
!WW2

sood•tabor purchased sedie items through this arm in
tobruary of 1953.

35. o MOLD (v.2059)

One titer head of BT•90 of Dieu*. 161. later moved into
Sten position of Menet. 142. In sejltumber of 1910 ythile
Bab3stst under COM' of AsSiebert red 00 Behweatiger Tepert
and Evert 111^ 42 Ant tium Nags%	 (item50.)
ma offered h‘m RepeuemoWve ofateutrad relfkruett.
MR. of Breren contingent upon procuring of eantreet fro.
old ROOM Engineers. The firm veumfactured mints, varnishes,
and oils. Whether the firm procured the contract or not is
MAMORU

(wR)LD was at that time resirenntative of the following
firms t

stemmata Import and Export firms Balsam. :4047

Sam Import and BerOrb 	 &IKON awitserland

?Alley and Co., Zurith Beitestriand.
Hanufaettues multdoicopy typertattere

Impex Ortbit.s British Zones aerman7
=OLD sold bout machines to %rob.

agent Firms Italy

Armando de theirs Brokerages Triode
Offices Ins

SFP:31:T
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I=Motn. In August 19490
there Imed to be an OW

tion to gist the amen
iitlen that this vas
probabli deOpped•

liochst/Priukfurt

UTILIIT talked with a *. Spells in
Ileacrdin to a Memo of 17 August 1949
eeilent	 iltor the owls&

There le nO Author
over dome* hoover* and the plan ems

434 Farbwerls tut
Merck

Pa. 4■34te Pra 30

(Item 36. pars 5, continued)
•

have ZZPIR Commotions, and that is any tutees ZIPPER
• °Poetic% Scheeler ocu.14 play a Fart. in Ievm.

37. Informationsbuero	 Dom
Wel4 Inforeationew

/e/aos Pie-te r' K	 tw

Menet
Ported to, nary *joy Gswerbehauskand Adodrea Owned
Petals longtime Mz= consultant and special eonnelebtoM,

3041 nauto & Schmidt 	 bug etr. 37
babe*

34•3 Memo no. 927 of 30 April 1949, states 1 in many oases
they have helped the organisation •• It further engseeta
that assists's* should be rendered them by the ~than
authorities. It states that the firm has made an interesting
oiler0 but doss not elarify this. It further states that
one peskiest coosworker is on the management of the Mau
In sotwary it again sellers to the onset as $ othe Offer of
this firm is Wen Into consideration in order to-keep a
we3i camouflaged cconsotion into the Eastern me. reap.
11{BLIti.

39, Indestatlakonter	 0 IRO	 Roonheimer Str•
Ostia. ChM!	 .	 Ueda

This fins formerly in the 40.11alimainanets furnished paper
Cow for a .nusher of ZIFitatitas in 1949, end- Wording to
ft woo of 5 Deeenber 2949,0 tile 30 (5) tO 14104121%
to furnish cover for Uwe* eeNworkers in Italy.
has either chimged its name or moved ilea Ikudih. Present
status Wagon.

40• Goodyear Tire	 Lumembourg
and Rubber

ZIPIER believed to have strong ties with this °wow thr0138h
Special Connections. According to Walter By 1..? , 016

.	 rr,t	 r	 8	 e	 e

It%	 r •Is	 4 °I	 hes Urge
both in the states, and in SWAM Iturope.

SECRET



Page .35. para 3.

42. Kreditanstalt	 Munich
finer Win deraufbau

Involved in 1951 in a plan for ZIPPER Staff Housing and
reported in AugUst 1951 as agreeing to furnish cover for
50 or so ZIPPBRites. 2111po.ntaRt!,!dth,
through a Dr. Schniewinda,yerftliangCrit'Of 	 t.
fuer Wiederaufbau, and incidintly proprietor of Neuvians
Ruesohel and Co., GmbH., a large private bank in Watch,

3p	 L4•=irc

43. G. Rodenstock
c	 <	 ,	 k	 , )

Ieartal Str. 39-43
Optische Werke

A Special Connection and consultant to ZIPPER in an un-
known capacity. Joseph Weller intercept shoes sgboilRt

.left in 1954 for North and South America after canfeanco
'with ZIPPER. e MGM claimmi to have Into:v*060d with
the Bavarian Authorities on one occasion for thiS firm.

/7/4 s cl.v‘t
44* siaB	 ct33.5-14 a l ,sped tarin	 t..1-0

(an abr.)	 nay.

' A cover for the office of 178 in 1949 and for cocci=
8-1950. From ZIPFSR Memo of 19 August 1949 from 344
to 23.3:

"lb. Artur Faber is a great industrialist of
textiles in 7nrin. Italy. Very worm/27W has been
patting hip enterprise at the disposal of SubmOreanisation
178 as a cover.undertaldng. At the saw time he has been
putting his offices at the disposal of 77107.ageat
S4 0950.4950 is nom 1‘4097 0 ERUMOKIBR

"As Mr. Faber has bean residing in	 for such
a long time during *doh he crmatettmanifold connections

'with industrial enterprises he is of great value to this
OrgemdsatAcci for cover reasons." The Memo goes an, and con-
cludes, "For nearly 3 years*. Faber supported the Organi-
zation without claiming payment."

An inter office Memo of 2 November 1949 states that
Fiber was "cooperating with von Thurn und Taxie in the firm
SEIB, mhioh i.e a longs range cover firm being fahwid fro
future use." The present connections of ZIPPSH with Faber
are unknown to a largo deem. a CRUMB and 0 KRUM=
are the present go-betweens for ZIPPER to Faber,

Maj. Frank Neubert i.G.a.D. vas the =lunar of the firm
in April of 1950. An Air !Wee trace request was received
on this man on 29 Sept. 1955.

45. KheetenaVerlag	 Hallindama 26
Hamburg

. A Publishing House owned by Cornelius van der Horst V-2951.

460 Scko1adinfabrik
C. ILIX

MIX Chocolate
Factory

SEC1TT
Bargteheider abr. 135 '
aahletedt/ha*Imrg



Page	 para 3.

(Item 46. pars 3. continued)

A Hamburg Factory owned by a Polish Refugee Family. Members
of the Kawalki family are close friends of V •.0602 and are known
to have Allowed their home to be used as a meeting place on

r
ve73* mcagimlas Se e r. 7 )10 104 r	 3 4 tA.)

	

g	 t'1451°` v	
,

se	 -P-•	 MX. 54e '1 12 C°1") 5f.f(-2'14/14).:1
47. Oetttschepredustrie	 Kcein,

Ible\group is a creature of the•Handesverbrand Der Deutschen
Indus‘rie, a large-industria-protective association roughly 
comparitive to the  American National Association of Mar'ufao-

p. It has occasionally, in its post war formative years,
been refered to as the Rhinsuauhr Club. Before WW II this
.organizetion, or rather a Binder One in conjunction with I.G.
Farben, ran an eoonomie intelligence organilatimilOuMeia4
IEUNA IS. In December of 1951a source, used indirectly by
a number of people including CIC and ZIPPER reported that
this service had been revived by the 	 -	 Bank (formerly
one half of Dresdner Bank A.G.; a large private industrial
bank)After the advent of WW II, this prApht service, the
LEUNA-IS, was taken over by Admiral Canaria and plated under
WilhelmHickes @ WCERMANN. It seemed logical that this might
also be the case with ZIPPER. A thorough investigation re-
vealed that the source one Karl Nitche l was a known intelli-
gence fabricator. ZIAR convinced FOB that they had no business
connections with this reported new LEUNA. The source reported
the Austrian Branch of this LEUNA to be an sus Deutechenbestehen-
den Nachrichtenorgenization. The existence Of this office was
never proved, but the listed members were real and most of those
named hold positions in an VAT political club( a right, right
wing Austrian political party). The head organization of this
IS was supposed to be the Gesellschaft fUer Wirtschaftsintar-
mation und Marktforechung at 53 Poppeldorfer Allem, Bonn.
A great deal of correspondence went on about the case, but
it was finally layed to rest, loose ends and all, in early 1954.
A Memo for the record shows that the organization was largely	 .
believed to be a fabrication.

	

,	 ZIPPER denials not withstanding, there axe two faint Special
Connection Traces. In Intercept (MGLA.5472) states .that Hermann
BAUN "is to be kept informed by the information service of the
Rheinauhr Club". mau 9644 shows that the Rhein4uhr Club was
on the itinery of @ JAKOBI in 1951.

On 16 June 1954 a report came in that Kauder4latt and
Hans Gostenschink 0 COSTENSCHNIGG, two known associates of
Karl Nitchs had established the Atlantik Rsiseburo at Schwartz
Str. 30, Salzburg. According to CIC reports this is believed to
be a cover for intelligence activities.

The original CIC Salzburg report stated that LEUNA was
in part financed by the Bonn Government( 7 Nov 1951). A
Heidelberg CIC Report dated 25 Jan 1952 stated that LEUNA was
unknown, either as an independent 'organization, or as a'sub.
sidiary of the Bundesnt	 Verfassungsechntz.



(Item 47. para 3. continued)

There are no traces to show that TEMA was, or ever could have
had any connection with the organisation of Pr*rig, Wilhelm
Heins.

=A 5072 -says that in 3.950 Admiral Pataig . (81.0 item 37)
called in Dr. Otto Meyer and offered him the deputyehip of a
new intelligence organisation of which he was to be made head
(ifrA 5872 dated 2 Nov: 1951). This Is not to be confused with
WV which it is knom that both Otto Meyer and Admiral were
considered hr.

Da 1950 the Informatimsbuer0.0ret was fomed by Klaus"
Dieter Kunkle*. and Otto Piej&ker). with Admiral Patetg
the background (Washington PaW,g fh3.3. time partner in
WIMP 34408, but subsequent developments don't 'Aar thia aut.)
On 35 June 3.951 RicA 51 from the office of the High Comisaioner
Reports and Analysis Division gave a maples account of the
Informationsbuero»West. It listed	 e-Dieter &inkier as the
principle founder in conjunction with Otto Mejer. It tated
that the organization wan receiving support from industrial
=rose and from the German Oovernment in Bonn. It rotated that
as of 28 February 1951 the Ministry of All.00erman Affairs
had spent 730,500 DM on the Informationsbuaro Dept (XNE). The
purpose of the buero was to collect intelligence on Baste-rest
trade. This buero maintained **latent contact with an American
arOup called "The Council Against Communist Aggression". In the
mow of 1951 Otto Lkajer left to bemire an official an the
Staff of the Deutschen Induetrieinstitute (of fioes in Eosin
and -Dusseldorf). The Staff members after Meyers termination
were Elizabeth Rapp, Herr Sehueler, and Meteschke, and a
Dr. Helmuth Dahlman, who me later to heed the Devlin Brian&
of Imp the Dahlman Duero, Eideratedter Weg 3 Derlin-Schlach-
tense°.

In 1950 the InformationebuerahWeet was alto associated with
the Kampfgrueppe and the Association of Free Jurists. Mese
organisations later becare astrainged Ayr DE.

Orr13 $iptember 1951. Frankfurt aided for the extent of
ZIPPER interest in VIE. qumetioded =MR on this
point the same day and waito3 that (PULL F 2651) ZIPPER had
no past or proaent interest in E, but that ZIPPER was makicg
an 	 to Flaw Admiral Pateig on Otto Meyer's Daepaldarf
staff. Dr. *wiled by now become the doechaeft4eueber
DeutechenIndustrieinstituto.

III SepteMber 1954 ZIPPER was linked dirmflaytith
by an Arv release *Lich named Dr. Helmuth Dohlmann as an asao.
eiate of Osrbxrd Prather(V-60004) In 1955 it was discovered
that the Soviets vere vetting a former ZWPM10aes officer
Dohlmann, possibly the same.

In October a W. tAtellairorounterfeiLinipaxpart,-
(144AamagUt-assiOnd,approae 2 MKTOPAZ employees fqamts-C__
cruitment..443	 dttermined to be Alberller
Heihn a ZIPP	

r
11	 	 payed at that tire out of the Plbert PitiEt

•

.71r



ram .38. para 3.

(Item 47. pass 3. continued)
	

•

Doctor ie 34 funds, Later-LfueLler-Reihn was assigned on the sly
roll in the documents section but travelled frequently on Section
46 funds OWN 250, epecial advieory group in matters of intelli-
gence, chief r 5CHAK). in December of 1954 (: MEMER informed Turner
P. Harrison that "Mueller r ..,0208344.-KMIalig-kjiMIULbak_the
mission_ on behar CA) P- I :4, 	 iinnts SVietiOn to develops West
German industrial •,.^ 40•14

; 	
determine what_induntrial, 

by_ZTYPER„ 	
On 25 Nemnbeir 1q54 c LIPMER represented at a "ftessnectuft-

lichen Beirat" in Frankfurt/Hain. Among the firma represented
tem AEG, 10 Farben, Leverkusen Chemicals, and Dr. D. Fransheiza
of Caws, BfW technical assistance expert. Here the inchultrial
representatives tere briefed by the Doctor on ZIPPER and its needs.
c . 'EMIR stated that "good progress is being made in itefield." It
is interesting that the trip was payed for out of 250 funds. ZIPPER
Accountings show thatA .	and July 1955 lateller-Reihn was
still travelling	 *6: out of Section 250. funds.

Inroroatkv, (LA 10335) ZIP i• M oa CR Chief stated that German •
industrialists have sot up a Carmen industry Protective Association,
which alma at protection of German industry fres Maga trade and
at setting up plant security offices for protection against sae).
tag* and Conaunist industrial eepionage. "LEW, head of ZIPPMe
CI agency, in in contact with the head of this protective Assn.
Further, he claims to " have" as an agent the headman for this
Assn. in Bavaria and also the one in Stuttgart. ZIPPER is working
on the one in the Nord-Rhein.Westphalia Ruhr area (Feb 52).

Generally it wens that the following conclusions nay be
draent

Gorman Industry maintain° acme sort of organisation for
collecting industrial intelligence.

The Donn Government has proven in the past its interest
in suprorting an industrial intelligence agency.

And that zram is happy to maintain effective liaeon with
any German Industrial Intelligence 0rganisatioc4 and even happier
to penetrate them.

Hut that to date ZIPPER has not joinbed in any close part-
nerehips in the economic intelligence field (as apposed to the
resent cosyness with Amt BLANK in the internal and military In*
telligence field), nor swoilowed any bodies idwae. It uttioubtedly
hap its van mechanisms:

48, Osteuropa Institute	 -Muth*
and

Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer
Osteuropa nande, Stettgart

Cover for KuBARE CAD0RY and not a ZIPTI1Covert however,
•/ 	 T'-  /,0
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SEED -

(Item 48. pass 3. oontImed)

Preto Hans _Koch. Director of Us Wash Osteuxopit Institute.
a CAD= Coop. acts as a spscial 'consultant tRi§IPIER and
is in vary:400s contact with theta* " Christlit Eat* is
a mblisatisci elf this coverr•

49. Institute her	 An rotainen 04:1414

Petroleum iterschum	 1100 32. ituurrver

Mentioned several tines IA the littrbisilh

50. Nordstudeutachs Btairske• 	 Marku$ Also 45

	

und Suetor.Cceapseste sbil	 Bram

Chief of ZIKER Base in Bremen is an official in this swami
and is lama to spend a good Oka of tins thers.(840 card la -
Subject's doessisr) !by wan be a full nod.* ZIPPER 00Ver finto

51• ARCO Molt Sty. 44
Import & Report 	 ilaskurg XL
Co. or
MOD Itan4lasse stR.

MAO. Malaga of North Pole fuse was manaser of this firm
before washing far ZIPPER* ZIPPER was ham to be In (onto*
with his at that Um. IsZvoal• 13parceptsrim	0152121

 warn In o
tAl:ritategemo in March 1952 after Mahon bed Wit * Whether

toor Ws	 is sonnected with the AIM SHIPPING =Pan of
area= which ZIPPER wished to work on CALYX (INZA.48 	usy 1952)
is Wanes*

52. DeratengsotOns	 Eagan
fuer InOustris.,
Schtrts

•
Gil*/ was mow. of Beratungsatolie fuer Betriehesthati MOO,
the Hamburg .Branoh. He was knoval to be:in 0,00 Of this WOO.
in November Of 52* He received his zIPTER E :40040entation•

of 1954.5* Essen Headquarters is a 00C1401C:source of
HelM. This office and its *Branches throughotkqence$17, are
the .instroment Of the Bundegnerbrand Der Deutiat**Itidustry
discussed at length In item V. pars 3. This particular complex
is mostly concerned with physical security of German Mints.

53, !trope= Trading Cos
or

European Trediatt Min
or.

raroPeosi & 0,02100e0 Wading Ougunir
SECRET

lame Uushren 9
lianturg 1



010bH. Varlag Munich

57. Firma O. H. UM=
& Co.

Hisseberg hot
lit floor
Hamburg 1

Pao 40- pars 3.

SECRET
(Use 53. para. 3. continued)

European AI Overseas Trading Company GmbH. first appeared in "XOPPERIe
notebook*. It later appeared many times in Emil Hoffman interoepte.

positive identification has been made between this firm and the
peon Trading Firm., Sturegetan 19. of Stookbolm. Sweden.

ohaft Aar

°&-(4 tOrirmr-'
EDP,°Moe connected with the • litical

the #ftra	 9.4 r	 at.

"

Ai-rP
Ao::_onne t said

he
SINBIL• dc:)>

a iltWA4

ittelte-Coffron

welfgagg Mensal -
--t17AK--- /

Otto Lens

von Oriesheim
	

Possibly ids:Inca]. to MitiliO TOO
Grieshein. ear Berlin =Mite.

Edgar Hanstaengel
	

No Traoe.

.Elide Hallman
	

One time =Mbar of a WAR& sup.
ported PP projeat. Support with

saw2_,Thissa4h1t1; a-cloaa	 ... ..	 ,..., tion .,.. . 	 .is organ.Pe

lagoons EPD Land 
is.ti4in l945ogather with Prittwits-Gaffrom. Waldanar V. Kuser- -'-z---

drama la Hey 1953.

ZIPPER Special Connection, Emmanuel Elrnbauk is m ember. Dr.
Paul Kluke (Institut filar Zeitgeschichte) with close Dix connections
and Walter Dibble= (East.Weet Trader with Farbeereke Hooeht, .Frankfurt)
are known to have been speakers at a meeting.

56. Meador* Martens & Co.	 Brienner /hr. 47

-Ewald von Kleist works far this first. but INIMIRoonieetions to $111
are not neeessarily aloe,.

Appeared in Kappor in notebook end Kurt Balser in one of *tilers
intareepteused its phone. Nothing further known to date.

• Hasasl Becher und Co. 	 Mairmberg
isgixtfyinlyakiji6/45,his imatimal aetivitios. fto ZIPPAR

SECRET



60. Heinrich Beck
Verleg.

Klementinen Strip. 8
Munich

Page .41- para. 3.

SEGliET

58. International Tradi48	 64.0e 99th St,
Gummy of Map' York	 Fore et Hine 74, N.Y.

Frwasvion011icasimb corresponds regularly with this firm,
Though ZIPPER vigorously denies employing von 011genheimb,
intercepts show that if he Un it a bons fide staff member1
he's a special type of Special Connection, directly responsible
to 0 MERKER.

In one letter his co-correspondent Karo3alieDozeldi mentions
taking in, or rather anticipating taking in, a Car/ von Mimi.

59. NorisoVerlag ClobE. .	 Winkler Btr.
mornberg .

Shoed probably be in pare 4. Intercepts Shaw ZIFiFKR has Galled'
• publisher on several occasions. This publishinghoase publishes
Verlag d. Aot4Ihr Blatt, a tabloid not overerieney to the W00,
but successful, and Der Nordbayerlschen Zeitung about which nothing
is known. .

In 1951 a telephone number was used by the organization. Our
number cards gave this as a OVL ( Disnst. 142) numbsr. A ac
report of ay 1951, gave this address for the number41041.41140'
It was owned then and is noe11955) by the above IMO malatelos
his °aloes there. This should probably be in paragraph I.
On March 11, 1955 a trace request came in for a Beinriab
Beck lawyer. Not knows if any connection.

624 Anoperational
Apartment

The Barbi& Intercepts Shaw that an operational narthex* is
located here, but the number is not known. The follooing are

listed 4 that locations
Mohair Jae* Ang
Kolb Neg06 les
Sohaetelein Asp, Hptlehreitse
Viednann Otto Benin,
Fruehauf Ammar. Melon
Eckstein Paul. He& ob. impish
Mosel Jos. E. insts234
Lingl Gg. School& si.
toterl 1111h. Beg. insp.
Player Frank Welk

62, AllORGAIIA GmbH.
	

Hazieiliamattila

The hea4 of this fits is ow Harry Meyer, fatherainples
of ZIPPHRite e Maas OPPDr:i

Reiteser. SW*
Parterre Linke
Huai*
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	 soheeftest.

oho
Landesjusend

of returning tho
oPposition to KUBABK

Pegs .42. perm 3.
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63. Paul D. Fischer	 ihroburgifieinbetdc
Kea=

KopperIs notebook., This man rereeeents	 Goeppen
str. 22/26.

Trotbrueeke 4
Limburg

Found in Kopper os Notebook. Members of tide fins ars
Albert Diener, Oswald Crasemenn. and Heinrich Pension.

in Kopperie notebook an Duneker & Jay Vervisehera
und !bowie.

65 d	 tO01111 lant4gUiehati 	LA)

64. Dumber & 11017

Kerleplate 11

liersegelludolph
abr. 22

this is
Froioxiar a 	

Group or norm
are

4	 -4.•

	  4steneihky the landosinneebart 775-1,11.117.7X:3,•",

Rumelans).
is thrthering Oman t4t,ol
Sudetenland to Oeronny• This is
sponsored RFR political pitch.

This is listed hen since in
Budetendeutaahee Archly, a very
log unknoun elements ofDientit. 2.
#565/55 of 6 May 55 270.2/Dlat. 62
Thie was tornd with lappt•OVal and
814 11. To fano a nasal Bode if the
nection	 a invent body. loopliote

• I ...741170-

66. Institute liter Film	 licAhenbcosoohaussso 3.36
und Bild
	

Hamburg

Appeand in Kopper's notebook. A rr. Nitasche and a Herr Her ex
convected with this firm.

•

the
ties than would be tin sees tt there core aneeto
1.7 UPPoroo 041409 Or special cononstintie Of ZIPPOR under.
landomonnsohatt Cower.



67.. Fruit Canning thoto:7 Bingen

SECRET

Frans
factory.

Kirsh, U.0142,4390 aims, or is half owinorp, of a aanncanning

factc
11114670.050,	 ,..,:ilatatee that factory sight be go	 on

the rocks. 8ubject ZIPPERite is top DROP type,
zIppSR for possible ich	 contempIati*:thi,nking	 . .ting	 _	 •Id German Air: Force.. (Dec. 1955)

Detroit Michigast,;.r.,

Horst Ereemsril 11436 Klinger, Dstroitolfichigan, brotheridn.
law of ZIPPE	 aim=Rito leiter Paul '	 states that he works in
an unpaased laboritory. He gives the employersrs of soveral
maul triage in the U a• and states that he ean find employ..

for others in his laboratory.

69. V lag Buropseiscne • 	 9 c)-1-1-1'	 And#PPOr

This offic0:00aPlaa the "Me	 and *hares. the: sem
telephone sw:Oar with Martens Se Co* • Nee
both Jelerh*MteF oOd von (11)4enhOisb intereeitn,
rich von tiiiiiiii :.wOrko(for both Isztene tie°. and4hO
zoroluetanbe. -Ishrimeide. Both companies share the anna"

• *to taatheriv .,-,probahlron a switchboard bae114:.:',Xwal4
• . *on laniet i .W4evactini menber of the Geeflinehatt

. a fore#_ Joint ZIPPER, KUHARIE prOjectio
ZIPPER controlle4 Mea14 Hein:1.44 exact relationehip:..by blcdd
to ZIPPERitee:;1848 Heald von Kleist and th.igi von KULA

learribkilS still employed) is 141fne,?!.!•,

1st,	 One of Z	 I	 •1

they. zr2PM cove*

Alt
rolls,
ga revert
till
n4sr the

very
since it raFinienlin the first lawnm link bOtiraOn
corer Man YOM::(algenlitallib, who does a great de
tisap ova' contaat work, ZIPPER through
Gs.2 USTET agent and now working with ZIPPIE4
Wehrloadso and Josef . -50chsence	 • Beath

/cum Polit414 0004	 Bavarian
,

riv./: ••

• '

A
f

68. Unknown laboratory Manufacturing
Contact lasuies

appear at the
vouchers in the ZIPPER accountings,

by POB mewl showthot Ilene
out at %nub
• #40* pablichcO

location in
MIL

• cx
chart fuer

wyer and

siai*
built %wow of 44040
at oporotiono• Woos

(7,0 2--at



Page 4-44,- Para 3.

(Item 69. pars 3, continued)

1942 the British-determined-that An	 engaged in
intellifonce activities. Utilizing his journalistic back-
ground he made frequent tripe to Sofia, Athens and Istan-
bul. Holdlng_a commission of  CapWn_inthe Ab;sbr_he_  was 
appointed head Of Lle1 d.etrupp17C_ia__AthensT4n-Septemher
MS.  Upon the Subject's release tram internment in Camp
Orr in Austria  tnlIAThe approached ITS authorities and
pffimed to 	 2120 OWN year (in 1.2961_z___
KUBARK infOrmed tannr that the subject was available.
Nothing further is known about his present activities.
Although the forgoing would tend to show strong con.

•motions between ZIPPER and Theackn. Yertens Verlag, such
is not necessarily the case. By an error in intertwil rout-
ing a ZIPPER memo came into omr possesion (MTLA,4596)
concerning the memoirs of Walter Schelienberg. Mese
memoirs had been sold to QUICK, the magazine publiabed
by 'Meador Martens Verlag, and arrmR, probob37 for sec-
urity.reasons wished to retritOVe the material. After
talking with Schellenberg's widow ZIP11 came to the
conclusion that CVICK could not be induced to return the
same. Two possible contacts were mentioned: V-.139100Dr.
Wilhelm Schmidt, and a Dr. D., who might be Martin Demann.
Dr. Schmidt was known to the widow madman a former friend
of her husband, If ZIPPER does have close relations with
Martens Verlag then either ZIPPER did not wish to impart
this information to Dienst. 11 who was attempting to re-
trieve the memoirs, or sinci the Gilgenheimb and Mueller
intercepts are recent ( Oct. 1955 and 2usupt and Sept. 1954
respectively) and Dr. Andreas only appeared at that address
in the 1955 directory, where as the ZIPPER internal memo.
was dated 02/52, ZIPPER might have more reitently establish-
ed any present ties if such do in fact exist.

Intercepts show that Joseph Mnellar has . contacts with
Uartens Verlag through Ewald Heinrich von'Kleist, as provi..
omAymentioned, who seems to be a friend, and in a business
May. In one intercept Weller was arraingAng for a film on
Admiral Oanaris through a publishing firm, probably Martens.
The extent of Wailers friendship, and the basis upon which
it restikwith von Kleist is not known. They are on a- nun
basis, MhellOr has recommended von Kleist to a friend, and
has promdsed to do his stepmother a favor. Howevar, on the
WU of available evidence von Kleist is a ZIPISR man, through
probable kinship with ZIPPERites a closefriendship with
ZIPFERite Gilgenbeimb, ant frequent business relations with
him, and meMbership in a ZIPPER controlled organization.
• It is wholly 160ossible to tell from the tragn*ntary
intercepts and occasional circumstantial evidence exactly
where ZIPPER, Gilgenheimb, von Kleist, and Weller all fit,
in the 47 Brienner Str, address. I would however, like to
hazard the following supposition:

SF,P,"T



Pass .45- pare 3.

(Item 69. para 3. continued)

In one intercept von Gilgenheimb mentions being in Paris with von
Kleist for two days and talking business with him concerning "hip"
p4bIlah1ng company (von Kleist's) and certain material° to be kept
separeite for it. On the basis of this and the information previous-
4nentioned, I believe the Verlag EUropaelsche Wehrkunde is a	 •
ZIPPER office used for unknown purposes. That ZIPPER may occasion.
ally use the probable manager of this office, Ewald Heinrich von
Kleist, to tap in on the independent publishing company Hartens
Verlag, and also as an incidental reporting source on the Ulf DRIZZLY
complax through Joseph Mueller. Since Dr. Gottfried Andreae has
Shown more of a predilection in the past to espionage than pUbliah-
ing, it might well be that he is connoted with the Verlag.	 .

70. Rem-alotoren-Work r.t4 K. %gust	 Forestenrieder Sts'. 73
A large motor sales °cavery with no less than tan local HUnith
branches and affiliates. Intercepts (Leapold) indicate that
ZIPPERitss use one of the down.town connections of this firm as
a motor pool. Nothing Author regarding ZIPPER connections with
this firm are known.

71. Arnadarf School	 Weissig/Dresden
This is the cover name of an atomic reactor to be constructed by
1956. The construction aupervisor is Guenther Schustze. (E)0110.12000).
ZIPPER intends to establish liason with this group.

72. Zollfahndunge Labor	 Kooln
ZIPPER Secret writing expert Albert Wellsr-Reihn has used this

\ lahoritory in the past. See E0OW.7842 and EGLA.17047 of 13 Dee.
1955; 260/5ORGE, Charles. 

73. 142. ropaeische Osten	
.4_< •	 -c•u•

.---1-4/)

%

JAA7nLimATIDIE

/\,.. 1 supposedly no
reldges pabties

Hans Gut
the magazine,

of the
suppatt_of this magazine. ap

25,000 DM. a A1i toward its support.

,c)

boo among

Rudolf Hilt of SDI. is
S ial	 ion George

=LITT once
now contribu

Elam Str. 57/III
Schlissaf. 270

74. Mezehinen Fabrik	 MAX.
Augsburg-Nuernberg
TOchnisches Buoro Munich

This first appeared in Koeppler's notebook (Soo item 63.).
Franz Joseph von Gilgenhsimb called a Herr Hanle' in the
office here. There appeared to be ZIPPER ties to this firm
in the intercept. (Gilgenheinb intercepts 24/25 Nov. 55)
Also located at the same address and on the same floor 	 ul.4171



Fat 46 pare 3.

is the Sudeteni.De 	 VerLeg and the Sudeten-Deutische
Zeitung. pone offices are owned bTe sudeten-Deuteche

The Herr Hanle' in Guenther rduard Fkirthold
Honied. von- 	 *.sCHUIDTI, forms	 Afvo:

and_npg A illatit-Speelaketion. He ie a co-morker of
s "1950 f,__Sti_m_lbnial	 of the Halmhausen Brewer/
ond-ae late_m_1952_was the 	 	 the MUER
cover _ccoracy ..5)ehnieche._ 	 ; L ;	 15

the directory as an Eieengresehandel whose	 •Ele UM never
known.. Herr Haniel is the central link in the "KRUSOKMR0
complex. His communication to Faber in Ibrin is through
an export import firm whose name is unknown, and was through
Technische Handelsgesellschaft. He is also a partner of
Maim:met:seen CabH. of Hamburg. It is only natural that he
and Odlapriheimb would coarunicate since the work is einUlar,
and several of their 11: .os of contact seam to overlap.
Wether or not Hanlon, prarimity to the Aideten-Nuteche is
incidental, and whether or not he is utilized as an alternate
means of camication with them is unlulown.

HanieVe frunily was also once the principle stockholder
of bleulabit■er Neueste Nachrichten.

75. Otte lila
Luzern

Peveralt- rations wars financed t	 Ulrich le
IzjkaoecwtIn	 ieerieche_ Dank.s4achaft of

US. 
vmPA	

-

ofg 	...- ..	 it'd In ILr 12—,1
netting up this account ... a -1. 4 - '1::: ". V.:	 gk
who later  ricratett to the	 Schautthtur,k 1 the0._	 'AAP'

,	 4. 

son of a Berenstein who allowed his halloo on the Schliersas
Bavaria to be used-- _ZIP1111 00i-rational house

for  an um!	 Ulrich has many industrial contacts
in Switzerlandand has offices in several Swiss cities.
One of his offices in the Bundeshaus in Bern has been contacted
in several intercepte. Otto and his brother Max are known
as special contacts of UTILITY. Otto is special connection
number 4107 and Max VC24041 for ZIPPF2 under both $4984 and
8.,1986. Relation, if any to special canection Paul Ulrich
is unknown.

Brathsnburgische
Str, 20 '
Berlin

76. Cornelius &
Richter arIG
Inh. Bruens u Richter
Fahrikat. V. Dam. Maenteln
U Kost. Ulmd



Page -47- Fara 3.

(Item 76, pars 3. contirned)

This firm is owned by Hans Felix, Richter and Kurt Richter,
along with several unknoen associetes• This firm was re-
ported dissolving in IOWA 5491 when the flan moved from
Amiens ItirdheiroWestfalen, Krum* Kiesau SUN An Inter..
apt Of 4 Cootober 1955 shows that it is active and that
Richter is an active participant in it.

Richter maintained joint residenoe in Siamkr &antra.
Ma and Barna Ann 1938 to 1945. , On application for TTD
in Italy 1950 he stated that he was gnaw of an export firm
in Australia.

77, SEMIS & CO.
Appareta u• Machina

A group of factories and general affillatee ip among which
FOB has evidence of ZIPPER contact with the Ibllowlog

SMENS Scharckert Werke

SIMENS & IIALSKR

Muss Thlyeraut•her Mr.
310

AM liuttelti 93s	 .
HigeOeplats 6
Thitsfincthela
HtlabOd ate'. 66

* Nish. Vagnerplats 1
Olga titr. 52

in Nuernberg
*(also Memo & Halske)

Gross Stir. 4
Nuernberg
2.4 Schoeneberger Str.
Berlin SW n

*Luitpold St,. 45/47
Erlangen

*(also Siemens Reirdger vAirke
AG,)Abt, f, label u 'sit—
ungen Mds2 Diener. St;•
& 1$4,, Meath

Luitpold Str• 45/47

The above listed are only those with wich ZIPPNR has had a
recordad contact. Siemens & Halals* has for instance 15 office*
in Munich alone, The record of these contacts came from
lists of telephone calls recorded at this base. Mat the
nathre of the converegtions were is_unelolown. They could
eeelly been of a minor nature unrelalifer to intelliernce.

ZIPPlat t s known contacts with Siemens	 however, very
eitensive on masw

Kurt

SIMMS MINIM WFUMS, AG

ViIX 8s

i
40 ) •-:	 1^

eigel 7AS •:II	 vl,

• ORLI
rua Santa Marta



78, OKTAGCM Vaduz
Switzerland

(Item 77. pare 3. continued)

Commercial Cover contact men," ROGER has extensive contacts
with this firm, both from his own admission and as born out
byavaibihle intercepts. UJ DREAMER intercepts show that
Shallenberg has extensive contacts with foreign repreeent-
atives of Siemens. One ouch interoept...100Uhat Shalom-
berg had contact with a Faris representati4e. UJ DROLIERY
# 15 illustrates eoveral contacts employed by ZIPPER with '
this firm in monitoring a DA case. Joseph Wilhelm Biasing,
Director in the Siemens ReinigerWerkes AG in rslangen is
a former Staff 35 member, and present ZIPPER special con.
neetion.

In a conversation ith Whitney T. Meale t0 ROGER in
Washington aakediqueetione which gave the impression he
was aeldng on behalf of Siemens (30=a-3255). He mention
ad a contact of hie in Alexandria who rd.ght have been CODow.

rooted with Firma Siemens Orient of Cairo (or ilispano
Sulea).

79.

In 1952 the West German Govenmont was negotiating the
purchase of arms through the office of Blank from the
Octagon firm. Ms deal later fell through* On the board
of Directors of the firmware coven' officials of the •
UISPANO SU= armaments Works in COMM. zrppra, nein-
talned close contacta in the affair (as did FB PRIM)
through ROGER; Lt. Col. Geist (Geist and Achim Cater
were Amt. Blank representatives in the deals but UTILITY
has since claimed control. of 'Geist, )4/R 21 April 1955) -
and probably to a beer degree through Shellenberg and
Mans Klein ( this last denied by'UTILITY*),

The middlemen roll of Cktagon for RISPADO SUIZA
German reareement ums later dropped. RISPANA SUsSE esta-
blished the West Deutsche Induatriegeeel3achaft in Mannheim
In Aptil of 1953. Geist was named Ant Blank's represent-
ative.'	 .

ATRMIUM (1 nanutecturar)
sTMENCESELLSCHAPT (7)

German organizations in close contact with 6 ROGER.
In TT-3255 0 ROGER elm that ewe of the crypt*.
graphic equipement to be manufactured will come from
a plant to be eetablished in Mexico. ( ROGER asIved
if we had any objections (KUBARK or PB PRIME 7),
U/R of 21 April 1955 (motes UTILITY as stating that A-
TM, SSUDIENCPCRAFT0 etc. are part of the
Federal Republics ! Research and Developement Program.
S c. L A	lc A c Cy.e.0 41.-)w 6 4' 1	 ..0

°""''''



X. Augustus Schnakenberg & Co., 	 Poetechliessfach 1538
ambit	 %PIvital/WM

Prang Josef Ritter von Rentechel GilgenheiMb travels for this
firm, What his exact position is, or *ether the fine is vit.
ting of his ZIPPER oconections is unknown.

Gilgenheimb also travels for EGYIROPA which according to
a ZIPPER report of )lay 1954 (EOLA46025) has ()films In 8o,
C veler, Witch, Paris and Duesseldorf. A check of the Wash
Directory and Telephone Dock does not show a ZOITROPA listed*
Anther, escorting to the ZIPPER report,- von Gilgenheimb and
=THOM are in contact with Rable & Co., UUnich 13, tirken
Str. this firm is mrportedkvemaged in 'wholesale emport to
the south. ZIPPER also reports that von. GilgenheiMb functioned
as awcourier" for the fins of Adler & Dahmer, transport agents
of Schmanthaler Str•	 Mulish.

83... Ciesellschaft fuer • TAESLRUNDE 	 Lampadius SW. 12/11
Politik

Von =who/Mb was chairman of this group as late as
December 1953. 

1 824 Weetdeuteche Industry 	 Uannheisa
Geesellechaft

This is a creature of Rispeno-Suisa l Swiss Arms Combine.
According to Rudolf' Ruecheweyh, now deceased, he owed
45 1; of the Capitol, and Rispano Wise 55%, What happened
to the deceased's share is unknown. This firm yes the
aucceaeor of OKTAGON (See item 780. It is  important In
that it may be a promineult feature in any ZIFFma, Seise,

•understandings, if such exist. Ruechevent stated that
Wehrle had asked Uhyte (See 159 OCTAGON for background)
to resign from Ltehrle's fina because of his involvement
nithRuscheseyb. As an U/R of 15 April 1955 on German/
Swiss Arms Dealing suggests "OKTAGON promised a big return
dominating German rearmament prospects for the SWiSe."
The Swiss government remained aware of the proceedings
tram the birth of WAGON until the firm establishes* of
it's successor the WIG. At first the security polio, seemed
aomashat hostile as evidenced by a report of a conversation

• Director C. J. Kraemer of Hisrano.Suisa, S.A. and
Wn. Coulter (EsZA-$52 of 16 !larch 1955). " The Federal
Police have built up a theory to the effect that Ruscheteyh
was the centre of an organisatiml planning and working for
the re..arwament of at Germany as part of a campaign against
Eastern urope. In this respect he uas the local represent,-
attire of Garemmatkaut, the go-between.man being Herr Richter
of Uunich." The eecurtiy police became even more alameed

ct ir. 77,T upon Lt. Col. Geist's employment by Wehrle. Geist is in the
Westdeutsche Industry Gesbellschaft. According to WR 21 April
1955 UTILITY considers Geist his man. The Swiss security
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(Item 824 pare 3. continued )

Folios have dropped their more hostile approach, and any
Interest they continue to evidence is either quiet, or
bensign. Although UTILITY may have at one time have had
certain reservations about. krwwsl to Swteerland, an April
1955 conversation betweahC 	 ,)P and UTILITY
shoemi that mury and the Swiss were in touch over thin
and other matters: "Swiss have told UTILITY that E.V.D. Wight
works for a 'Munich intelligence organication....not Gehlan
Org0",

Of incidental interest to the ease is Report EsZ-324 which
mentions a purported agreement between the Swiss Minister of
Justice and the "West German m3ehlen intelligence service"
to dispatch 1,000 trained commando-type troops from Germany'
to Switzerland in the event of war between the west and the
Soviet Block. This plan is to be supervised by Mg. Helmuth
sallabe(P-22062) recently returned (Oct. 1955) from Itint for
the purpose of concluding an arms deal= behalf of the West
German GovernmenAl Although there is probably no relation,.
ship 04*	 010.6 Ruschaveyh :" "I. 	 large orders fora.theweas.: x: •. • :to placed naw in order to have a stock in
storage in"Germany, possibly under ZIPPER supervision. Source
would like to work out a project to organise a small group
of German-trained saboteurs and guerrillas along the lines of
the wartime "Regiment Brandenburg ,". Buschesayh stated in
ITPAp10819 of 28 February 1952 that "he has had several con-
versations with Egyptian representatives interested in arm-
ament purchases, among thus Prince Abbas Halals, Cairo, a
cousin of King Farouk, ending. Erich Dinner, who is working
on a contract basis: as an armaments expert 14 the Egyptian
Ministry of War. Source told us Dinner has concluded °eve al
deals,"... "from"lasFAMO SUM" etc. During the war XIV.
rrich Dinner worked in the Heereamtftwumt, under Lt. 001.
Geist.

In addition to working for the Westdeutsche Industry
Geseellschaft of Mannheim, Co].., Geist is also employed,
according to E.V.D. Whythe, by a new German holding coapaRy
organised in Cologne by a Dr. Steen (Baehrles Lawyer).

0FPA-2606 quotes Ruscheweyh "001. Geist has changed
sides recently. After having assisted Emil Buehls in ac-
quiring 40% of the German Dynamit Nobel factorise.

11_111a ;el	 L

Half owner tians ,. , ,. ; ut J.a a AS .	 , 04,4	
—.

2, $ 	 UPPAR0.,  eftv‹„---
• TailiVY'IP

'oil L `C: 
eamann	 an ARt2dMO -----•

r left Germany for South Africa
In 1951, oetensibW to establish a weapons industry with Hom00.
amanne backinl. lie returned in 1953 and was picked up on the
my rat. 4itralt2rwr" 4$ lea* ta,4 WU. 1 du.% 4 tn 1 f Cie L



64. Inters-0110 SeA, Liechtenstein/ Switzer-

Barcelona* Spain
St* Gallen. Ssitaerland
New Yost, USA
Via Wean* 24, Rau
Via AX Settembre 24,1
Genoa
Via Seraglio Veocio 5*
Pa3srmo
Vadkus

Alvin Robert Hausmann* brother of Hans Hansematea# and Hans
Honsataann ts eon are members of this firm. Sines Hans nause-
a= is only known as a slecial connection* ZIPPERws relatiOn-
ship would nortoolU be too vague to Winds the firm in this
Listing, homer* the following is quoted tram a **pert of
a garish 1950 (172.4147)! w A usually reliable . infoslant has
repotted that the wintemoundow Company* prior to and daring
the war(M1 XX) * engaged in political and mi.litery espionage
for the German goverment. According to the sem informant
the Company is still engaged in this - activity, but the inform-
al* did not state for what ompany.

According to MOKri.8302, of 22 March 1951, Interaludo
buys scrap for Austria from the soviet Union. One eudh deal
mos handled by Alvin Housemother Intermit:WO.
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840 (Behr Schulz  A_Ca, i- 	 3 .2440eashtmar...31-._
•Wurga  c.L 

d and operated by Paul Karl %neck, formar_mber_of
in Abwehr in Turkevt ,J1v rW-14_41dey, 	 Lt, Col. Hans Milo

rnsund, KUO, V.6330.. Subjedt 'resides in Turkey at pre-
sent time. Zitatt2LbasAginiscLany_ralatIe tii__osubject, but
srapartied_tbat_bsAa_ampactAgLas_ a douWAI:leat-for-taliT
lkit4.ah and an. unitnot020. Further mu reported that
Maack was present in the hits". in Switzerland with DIMES
when ELAND died.

Hoin	 D1ar2L(n), which has proved
Invaluable in understanding,, the ZIPPTP.R plane for future
economic cover, and accurate in AU imams respects Ili&
Paul Earl MnackiwonstAt the dx princi,Lien ok 

was 
.0) '5

_ffilture_plans for a wa rltLi dde _ •coaccida -ast.-
present at amoral oonfbrenoss with UTILI =dues givsn
financial support for that purpose in 1949 byBanne 	 -

Glnack has had maw lemma contacts with the
however, and it may well be that he was doubled. Dr. oTTO
is further quoted that COneck. "has had slight Connection
with the (' LSIDL group 07..30304 and may still have."

The Diary states that Ginsck was to work in conjunction
with ZIPPER Cover man Eduard Hougassin ALI PASCHA ban HUS7,24.

86. Bolisr-lOchnical Division Corporation

John R. Boker	 l Diane st,
N.Y.

Address given on application for visa to US. by both
UTILITT and Herr 1: 110(Ea. 03,3	 r	 I te'l

,--	 rc. 
87. RtngadorferorIz	 Godesborg

Followin information is on card of lierth, Alascondsr, I.
',Provides legal cover for 14 or 5 people in organisation'.
41 Ho 04lom) discussed housing problems of ZIPPERitss
at Forethaue with him. No reference. Cologne industrial.
ist; to sztablish plant In Mexico City; lease 500room
•bldg. to MEM init./Ohm for liason ataff0 Source of
info, unlisted on card.

88. Eastman Oil Well Survey Co.

Eaateo Import & xport

rkes(gudolfFerrer co .rxi	 von'
in %may. Ons of Glinskils
to the Boston Una; his office
in Wisabadsn.

1

Denver, Colorado

/ Boston, Moan.

represents these firms
be is as export secretary

for this function is probably

	

Glinaki Imo	 11.4n the Osman Military Intelli-

	

gence from 19,9 to	 Plring this tins, from 1959 till
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SECRET

(Item 80, pars 3. continued)

1941 he 17,142ed as	 tetport.imort manager in Kobe, Japan, •
While by coincidenoe Herr DOMR, Clima te ZVFIM contact
lias also engaged in work in and crowd Australia and &Mtn*

In 1948114nekt_setenailAv_lett_ZInEta- and-emigtated_to
_Caracas_Sensamalar a previous plaee of residence, where he
torked for Herbert Zander & Co., S.A. until 1949_ where he work-
ed a while for himself. In the fell of 1949 subject emigrated
to the US on a viva procured by Palo Waldman, exo4aptaia AUS8
formerly stationed KB at the seas time as alinski( this WaS
most probably an !log of friendship). In Demers Colorado*
Olinski worked fro Health More, Inc. Chicago, as a sales dealer
for Health Merv, Ins.'s Colorado distributer* and later as a
salsa= for Roe*. Mountain Filter, QUM% Inc. In 1950
he found a job with a manufacturer of or. dressing equipment
in Denver, and as Itxport Secretary for Denver Equiperasnt
Ccopeny, from January to Liarch. num rcbl95to date
eubjectilee worked_se 
fiurvey Cornrow,  manufactuzur of directional drilling and -
eurveying eqdpement, 	 =atom
_of-nastee-Dapcorpc&-atIon.

While working for ZIPMR from 1	 19 Glinsid
vas listed as "Interpreter", In actuality he was a }inane° and
supply officer for a Dienstelle, and was known to keep files • on
all economic and couceraial inteLligence gained frail reports,
radio monitering and preps. Herr G. ROGBR became ea,7,"InterpretAtr"
a year and a half later.

In September subject traveled to Europe for a months visit.
He net Hezy HOGER on the 13th and 14th of October, just before
returning to the etatee. Upon return ItUDARt attempted to debrief
Uhe subject on his observations and irapreseions on trip. He
was reported as "uncooperative". He described his ZIPPER employ..
rent as "interpreter translator, and secretary EUCal, US Amy
Frankfurt and Ifunich". Whether this reply based on discretion,
or not, is unknown. In July of 1951, subject was approached by
!migration officials in regard to possible membership in NSDAP.
The McCarzun Act had been passed while hi! was In Furope and
Upon his reentry he became subject 64 it. In September - of	 •
1951 IFIRKER attempted to intervene on subject' ''. behalf.
In October UTILITY intervened. In February of 1952 subject was
cleared and admitted for permanent residence retroactive to
22 October 1950.

ZIPPSR 30 Lbw to 2513, of 25 September 1951, states that
his present address is 1901 Sherman St, Denver 3p Colorado. An
HA in the Special Connection File states that wpm auggeated
that KUMARK might do well to employ him.



89. Pobladores Independisnes de
Alameda (P.I.A.)

Auenos-Airee-
7-r„

Pam 48 fw pare 3.

a`Shr
	 4

4
1PFEEtite 11.12753, Wilfred lam
OEM. 13111,. Dorn Is Paz,

Lichtenrade. Started as small
Verlag. Ross to

iea1Jat1Qn 14 it. Wrote Mit Dr. Goebbl.s-bis sun
Endo", DueriNerlw4, Buence*Aisse...exi 	

Subject was. a double
M§6-17-cantrictad	 A•• Eason	 KID. It is
thstwhdls the ease was . pro	

i
gress WPM was fUllyaware

of subjects future intentions to stsiggebe. Subject ins
84	 4	 &Magus.* of ZIPPER on further

r Tr'rrvP.,-broirght forth that he /bad emigrated, and they
knewnothing further. &Abject left in June of 1951.

In August of 1955 ZIPHCRreported that a Predrico ltuellsr
arrived in Germany in June of 1955, Awed in Bann approx.'.
inately three gooks went/to Hamburg to wafer with rime-
eentat*vee of the Xberqøiierican Institute; also visited
Berlin and Mulch. ZXPR reported Weller's discussion in •
Gemmuvrwas held prifierily upon the seconsendation of former
Seams Editor of"Pree Press ,' Buenos Aim, Wilfred von
Oven. ZIPPER further reported that A:eller attempted to
Contact them.,,butl that they were forewarned and repulsed his
advance. UPPER requested information on Mueller from P08.
CI	 •	 fluggested that this night be a sea* screen
put aptly Zile; to cover future intent. This is a taebb.

used on Dowel occasions by ZIPPER, notably in the
case, and lava' 011genhitib es activities,

Trace from Buenos, Aires an von Oven raveats that he is
a member_a_Pobladorenindependientera.
nationalist Group".. ?Other that he Is suspected of oarvir.

act4vLt4ALkyt,he  Argentine Federal
t he is known to have carried out oettalfi-fV.

renew:Mons been Latin America and ftrope,
nature unknown. Lastly, that he is connected with Jorge
Antonio, anin&etrielistwho amassed a fortune under the
reran regime and is presently in Jail' for certain
closed business transectione.

90. Pima Mascpinenfabrik ' .th	 Surth rods Ko2p4and
.S .. ef Si c fler:y O f knelt'
V4721 bou&t vehicle i 20 in name of firm, V..21406, V61721te
son, and several other Vmen have been connedted with this
firm.

V.21406 worked for Chemical Plants Division, Hlme.ftxx
Co., 930 Port Duquesne Blvd. Pittsburg, Pa.

91. Gesellschaft fuer Linde	 Hollriegelskrueth
rimmaschinen A.G.	 bet Munich

Cr;;s
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hI
(Item 91. para 3. continued) 	 & American Affiliate:

Blaw-Knox Company 	 Farmer s Bank Bldg
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Ce"
Hans-Wilhelm Linde, V-21406, son of Franz Mueller V-1721,
and adopted son of Dr. Friedrich Linde, Generald4.ektor and
part owner of Linda Eismaschinen A.G. works for these companies.

Hans formerly worked for the same firm as his father,
the MaschinenfabAk Surthof Surth Kreis Koln-Land, while he
was utilized as a letter drop and courier for PE. Subject is'
a graduate mechanical engineer, and specialist in "Betrieb-
swissenschaft". He left Germany in 1954 to work for Blew..
Knox in the US. BlawsiKnox in requesting his visa from the
State Department wrote "Mr. Linde will become a temporary
employee of the Company for six months, and it is expected
that after his return to Germany he will be able tO perform
helpful service in A liason capacity. At present BlawAnox Co.
has no plans for simular trips to this country by Mr. Linde
in the future." On 5 January @ %TINTER attempted to intervene
on behalf of Hans Linde, at the request of V... 3397. of Dienst. 5
( Hans had worked for'Dienst. 9). Hans had been in the US
for a year and wished to renew his visa. "ZIPPER requested that
any intercession must not bear any intelligence aspects. We
replied that FOB intercessionWrould, of itself, imply that
there were ZIPPER ramifications, and this provided an easy
way out." Last known address in the US at 2284 Wane St-.
Los Angeles. Subject living with Ernst-August Lassen. Sister
is a letter drop for MOB source.

The step father Friedrich Linde is known to have been
considered for exploitation in 1945, but nothing further is
known aboutZIFVER's aetions in the matter. A subsidiary of
Linde's, liaschinenfabrik Surth has been utilized by several
V	 j	 he-men including subject, all cover. Subject's father is
utilizing Linde cover for current "legal travel". Subject
speaks fluent french and mai be identical with F1425 dated
3 November 1944. "Gefreiter-Hans Weller listened to French
language broadcasts while attached to the Nachrichten
Dolmetscher Ematz Abteilung at St. Avoid, Preece, 19460"
However,. subject is supposed to have served from 1959 un-
till 1943 with the second division on the Eastern Front. -
Subject is a member of the',aut Wntagne" in Paris. Subject's
name was Hans Wilhelm Weller until 1943 when he legally took.
his stepfathers name.

The-Linde Firm specializes in law temperature liquid
gasses. In 1948 they developed the Clusius Linde procedure
for low tebperature distillation of hydrogen. The Hollrio-
gelskreuth bei Muenchen is a'principle producer of liquid
oxygen and fabricator of processes and equipment for the
production of liquid oxygen. This firm may be identical
with the Linda Firm whose special truck adds liquid oxygen,
as the last feel component, to the Viking Rocket before,
take off. The Viking multi-stage rocket, differing in
principle from the V-2, will be utilized in the US Earth-
Satilite. (See RIB's EGLA-15560) crerry-
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lielmhunder Stp, 81
Hamburg 33

and
Hersohol• - str

Fortner V.11740 awns this mown and is the field represent.
atilt* for a large number of other firm (See item 6•. para 4.).
Be has been reported engaged in intelligence activities after
his &petty?* tram ZIPPER on 36 41■1176 1951 "die to the pressure
of private Waimea* *. (EGIA IO233e . 9 August 1954).

92e. , Terramar

9). Deutsche Gesellschaft Maar Weltemaftreehong

afo net goalie
Stettgart.Zuffenhausen
Bab Ste. 16

iwrote to the Sueddentecha Intone on 7 February
951 ft" the addreee of this Orpilialitiel. 0112 ten Minor?

1941 auttgart Journalist, Frisdrioh Troth lints to C_
1.,	 LA giving the above oddness. At this time C951

was a ZIPPER SecdfaS	 mtaff eolbor. (12 22 altelerr 	 the
Gesellschaft fuer Weltreumforachung wrote subject that if
bee C.-	 `), meld specify the qua/Mations of the
desired rooloW speoialiste thgy would consult their filer.

mart ono* sated Dr. &WNW of this institute in
regard to flying samorep _in *vat of a visiting KUBARK
Permality (S40 KG(4461M) * Dri feensor is a world re.
nom authority on M os end 1Wile0 and works pert time for
Us institute in its Stuttgart Office.

The institute Is also in the Mink Office Ulm:tome
•Directory OSONA•0625) of 1954*

Praia the above information it eeeme that the Institute
is in no way ZIPPER controll.ed but that it advisee the
Oman Goverment in matters of Rocketry, and probably
furni,shed mientiet on a consultant basis to official and
end official. offices. It can pi‘oUbly be ompred with

eimalar office in the Natiaml Acaderw of Beisnees
Washington.

Paul Deheelt. JAMBI,. moils kncen to have COOD.•

tasted the Institute*

94. MG	 Bari= Mr. 42
or	 Stuttgart

Sun
Reimer Str. 104
Wiesbaden



97. Lents Letter=
Resiogrosebsigi

Rueckgebasude links
Schiller Strr,19
Nianith

Otis 94• pars 341 continued)

This oft*	 Otaatl, 	 t. mottOot.to (kit
deals inprops/Ay._ and_ is utilised by ZIPPIlt frost Use
to Use in projooto MO42000 mamoopla drop 144 0
..tois	 r dealt With this office lasktiately pH* to

on his Africa trip.

Association of Ma Jurist*

Untoreachungeensschose ftwiheitlisher Joist= deli
Basjots000

This to MURK	 3.,	 ch 23 4*4 190 c
Obsorrod a 410.rop/y frost this organisstiOn to .

=Mao misimplioos of Come, fairly goOd ocossastioas bo..1
*son the twO•

964 Sueddeutsche Soden Ueda	 iudwig Str: 9
Bank	 •	 ildaiCh-22

o 0012 smintained off Lois hem until Nov. 1955 What beCamm
of then after his departure for the now Oerman , Army 0.4 is
lawman; ZIPPIPS's relationship to this fire at present' is

• alsounadetermineedi

ZIPPER paid several bills	 this fins La November and
Deeenber 195$i

•98. Sheba. ass	 Several Cities
Nsgei	 in Germany

Central Offices in
Brom

A transportation firm.
The night °Moe phone of the Bonn branch
of this firm is identical to the home number of Alexanisr
Oellarius, one time Berman Baum Leutenant in Abitibi. Oat.
Cellarius issued A OsrAd by ZIPPER in !eq.1941:,d again
in Deoembor 1954.ANus-4 3 c4-4,4ALI p#464	 1)/14.44AArs

February 1956 intercept on ZIPPASite von Lossow showi t- 4 74
that von Lossow told his cousin Henning Wilke to use WAN,

Thsatner as,
lianoluoter-1,
waists

SKr namotrlisitienVoit fighfolliffargepAietoaligari"
TiArtso . Tigris was an oldtime Baca run i	 agent, now
anodised.	 ikA,r



Haen011 Aires101. Savoroven

99. Elsotriche Firma 	 .	 Trier
Tilli Rolohert

frankfort claims that this tire is sonasetel with =Mos
"ona, Ossellsehatt Govere See iten 187. pars 1.

100. Inport-Sxport Firms	 Manburg
Belts& und Bald

This tima first purposed by Bens la 1947 as a sowers Malan Justus
vas takes on by zIPPZR liter that year sad 6 sobers of ZIPPBR
tarnished oover. Justus was dropped la most of 1948. MAXUS
further known.

Crirsirereaviskiirieekisiti‘"Cla shigazaki, also
	 alae-alidalirantaa,1"1170.b.-Oberst	 'ma.	 los

meat 	 t	 Bout Diary. Boa told Otagn_that-ho-
t hie `UTILiTYsaid that this had his aupporto but

I the Paarieaas didn't like his slase he was working tor the Bri-
tish, Bans saidAlhat this was all the sore reason to reerait
Later Baua told @abject that ImLwould hams an important ass/80000t fez'

where as	 selLup_the	 I OS 22 Jasmary
him la ths spriag.	 ,s1Metaa

th
Vasa wrote to subJect Wm's" A. masks, General de DivIsim (E)
Tapiola 969, 2s. Samos Aires, Argoalina.. and thanked hie for his
2001 wishes.

102. Sports Verlag

Purposed by Baun ase Cover tor. VII Section (later Dismal. 12).
Bs proposed to put in about ten reporters end journalists to
attend iatorsational sporting *vent,. This was to be founded; by
a gadaama (probably Julius Blassima. at that time LIPPEEit, ani
forior SLs end Abwehr Officer, with extensive experlease Is Pr.
'war Sports Masud publioationo.). Nothing further is 100.11
about the "au& or ma it sash were ever founded.

103. Rothe uad 4000104*	 8ehreellisch0Ommeal
Glassworks Oh&

Bann proposed that ZIPPER subsidize this small operating faotory.
It is known that ZIPPZR did is fast subsidies a noodles' Glassware
tiro, whieh this is. This say be identisal to 0 'FORTUNA, which
was subsidised extensively by ZIPPER. We know positively of 85,000

OVSB 0 FORTUNA.
104. Abel's Zunstverlag	 erpprT	 .	 Stattgart

Purposed by Baun-a. cover. No sash art publishing firsvosa-be found



105. IP. Bruokmana
Verlag

lipapbraburges Sin
86m
allosish

(Item 104. pare 3. ooatinued)

in Stuttgart. &sever. km used psuedo.'s extensively, and this
might oososivalay be ome. Might also be identical to Stuttgart
man pay roll number 0 3891, now dropped.

Samiiki4pasamidempbsdetse this fire but rather to release
It from Military 001001100at matrol. The NO had seise& it from the
owner on the basis of SWAP masaareltip. Be= proposed to install
tea to fifteen mambas of organised= 170 (Later reorganised under
pliest• 5) and all of =ionisation 1917 (unkmomn). There is no Li-
dice:1= that ibe•811):7Altes ever asked for our interstim plet on
behalf of this filma or that say gINEBitea ever worked make ite
cover: This firm publishes esisatitio and art publloatlow. and
art-reproductions.

106. Obssisohe 011

Detailed travel vouchers !Or reimbursement of travel Is Amstris
mode GO to a Prof. MR.", Redakt.. appeared In the Noe. Asoosstivis
or ZIPPER.

\

	

L-_	 qt,,

	

K.:m
g Aboshr Offioor, Albreeht

z7	 Va_ a wiwkLug_memberaeithis ox-
laation. rooks worked with	 2 Xisusasr In WI II.and

sum is known	 Rieke ben_ne4g
951_1___IRAILAOAL_OJFAAN50AL

Imobook.

1/6 7-n
principle spot of HANSA, ZIPPNdlts trits)tlen, marks se reP•
resentative of. Se* item 29. pare 3.

106. Exportvermittlung
	 W. Nubs Str.

Mine, 142, 1-2758, Lothar %gel uses this cover and works
at this sired.

109. Nottebohm Co.	 Ilittelyeg 30
flumbers 13

Appears in Nospplesos Notebook. Girt and Klaus Notiebobs are esti=

:Zot:::11vrillal:AllutItema:1;o:ath:iftrusisS;(715"1"111

Lembo*

106. Zu,repa Won
Thrsirkaverbaud

107. "an internatiosal Shipping possibly
awaits,. "-	 &DRAWN=
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Page- -482,- pars 3

110. German Oribatal
Oodpany

\,	 r
ckt	 ,

	

'	 LC:

fizys_p_js<Ar

Kgriete Olbrueok, former 7 !-,.V.PWe&.• leader of .IIT 7900. BY 80. and
VH"ls_the cthief_Cairctimpreaontatirt ot1thie firm. ..pp

at his own request, ostensibly,	 for
gent. At the time a M1	 told POM Case officer thet he had--
severed all IS contact with*ZiaLH, VA 3 Sept. 1953,;QLW
reported that 001. Kurt Ferchl and Maj. Gerhard G. ,*rtins, *iorking
with the Egyptian Air Forge told U8 Army Attache, Cairo that
were working in an intelligence capacity for Olbruek who ei
the employ of the. Boau-GoVeroseela June
of 454 Joseph Obermayer and trans Spachmana were discovered to
be pasaing intelligence material to the British and German 3Bes.
As a result of this a,full investigation of the German Advisory
Group was made and aseWiel asked to leave the country. /Wahl,
horw7er was fttained. At last report Olbrueek WAS still in Egypt.
The Goma Oriental Company deals in arms. It is interesting that
oae of the represent:dives under Olbrueck is Molter Deter a repro-
sentativt of Rheinmetall-Borsig in Egypt for many years and a
contact of U: DREAMER• F at- (7144	 e.ofts	 p 11,4 .fr r ti4

C3jPillOt	 :41f"(	 t4 0	 C4151)616-F. -4/63.m. Eisen uAll Stahlbau	 ) tioltenhauer SW. 178
lugs Pricdrio/2 Howeldt

On 28 June 190 an informed scum ssedidiepoS in Finland complain-
ed to a Raiz' presertative thatmlest German Intelligence intel•
ligenoc ores' ives are SOW engaged in activities dstrissnta to

,	 US. de we	 German interests in Finland". (Ma0 13381)
• ts	 isalttb______,

r o -;	 r	 -eft act Irf tles2ffith the consent_ot
the Bonn C  vesT . Duckgitz ins reportede_eiworkingfa_Alltert

1/4E4 ,FgUSt Fri 	 ich
,Ab

1

5, alasche (Director 
rly Amehr =A. Presently Sp the_Raa

report	 French-
00111 OPCA 815)

)4)T/1*ft Finnish contacts Isere
reported to be Penthonen. fnu ( possibly Poyhonen of the Finish
Foriegn Service, nelsinki) who ostensibly reported to Howaldt,
an a Helmut Rack, Copenhagen ( Previously employed in the German
passport office in Copenhagen. then by S.A.A., Copenhagen. 'Fired
from 8.A.S ., 1, September 1953.). 41PPLB was worried by P08 about
much of the above, and a written agreement asked of them not to fUrthe
engage in M3 activities in Finland. ZIPPIA replied in the affirmative
Nothing concerning the above was ever proven or disproven at A'S.
ZIPIIR denied using Cellarius in any IS activity at any time. 0

-Thi

1953 stated that	 individualwere
tivities in 2can4anavies Boweildt.Kiel Alexander
OW BOOS	 r of &ohne and	 1. 8 . —44B

ress attacheprey ono
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(Itom 111. para. 3. °outlined)

MERKaa told Pea that ZIPPa's association with Collarius was not
air/singes basis. 4 FDIMOR g a Mamo 40/III/Z NO. 1146 stated " OsIlarius
is not a member of this organization and WaS never (3 July 1951)
workins for us. Some of our coworkers are in loose, mere private
contact with subject.,

Certain indications exist. however. !ha* ZIPPER was a little
oloeer to *Marius than the above memo would imlioste. =HUB
self. in Ally 1951 indicated that it was his intention to approach
Oellesjus (m)LA 7139). On 1 Ansust 1951 UTILITY. ties asked is he was
in contact with Cellarlue. 'Ifs replied that he had no contest with
Oslierius in resent 'ears.( MLA 7676. 9 . Augnat 1951). Axel von
dor Buoche, a . lember of the USft308 ')ffise. Karlsruhe, reported to

KUBARK Staffer that on on 12 or 13 July. 1951. lithe Ablehr is getting
active again, eves Oellartun is beet: in town' as it matter of faet I
sew him lunching with mum smd e LgISICE the other day . (in Emd
oodesbere,. mar 2762 	 mon 536_,) .A 7 July 1954 Lloyd I.
Raines reporte4 to Gardert that u INR=R mat 0e1larius ono, ovary
two or three woke. (WR 815. 12 July 1950. Zor other ZIPPER coatacts
to Oellarius se* item 98. para. 3.

At last report Duckwits was ambasoador to Denmark ( SGEA -5703.
21 December 1954).

There are no other ourrent POD traces on the others.
V.8708 operating Llostly out of Kiel was reported to have Fin-

ish contacts through rim Kahlke, manager of Eoviet controlled Savo
A411.. and a source on the Finish ship "Inger*. 1-8708 reported is
Amery 1952 (rum 3164) that be . intanded with the fla Of Eahlko

.	 .	
C.R4p"4A. e.

in He1iingfore ,reorult eouroes on the Finish ships •Aura. Iambs'
end Wilk.'.

A great deal of the confusion eurouz a4tell- Wins mAr arise
hie possible activities for the British being nfuned with hissliWW"
ivities on behalf of the GIS. MOKW 2925 quotee.	 of	 -

,27/__Raroh-1947-r-ostates-that-3ubjeat-wan_beincue*C.1)7.WheATILea
Ohief-of_an egemit-aet-in_the tiritish_Zonuf_Garmann and was

that eras. WPPA 8052 state' 'Cellar-
ins told source that at the end of the war when he tried to bring out
importunt Finnish SI files out of Finland he was able to establish
contact with the British who Proved very cooperative. Oellarlas also
mentioned his work with -Schellenberg. the former SD Chief, with whoa
he collaborated elOeely at the end of the war and who as we recalls
'garbed later far British SI." From 11:114 7139. 1 ;Illy 1951. 'Marker
at that time said that Z1P2BH was aware.of Oellarius's proximo* in

of Kuehn* al	 and was virtually certain
titles for the BIB direct-

• 31 March 19471 •
eat gain British

*pendant sources
r sod

Bonn in cooperation with the German Covernmant.ADA4049__
• larius has been chosen b Ad

.bo chiefs of ther

Bonn as
that this was • cover for intell	 • a
old at the German Foreign Offi*K- Fran w
subject was being usad,biAaritiah as chief of
Zone". While these-reports were coming is sever
were clesor1014-Ce11arlus as as a personal friend of
wor
1_jitbruary49
General Hass Speidel as



V-1286045 none unknown.

Paso 45 m.1- pare 3.

(/ten 111. pare 3. continued)

From )LA 2562, 10 JulY 1950.Onnex; U. $ For other reports of Capt.
Alexander Oellerius as a British gi agent. see NW 3889, 27 JanuarY
1950 (not available, this base). Seel also MGLi 1038, 5 January 1950
reporting that Oellarins if in contact with Off*FIN0 ('mani-an one"),
according to ROTH, heed of Agency 0. Subsequently, ROTH told our case
oft Leer that 0ellarius was at one time under consideration for employ-
ment by 0178PRI1O, but that he was not hired. 14-11-112-bilatil
siaseLoftleer-- 	 -Ume,fer

olassit-brA/FFEIER -but-that-hist----birelt: It is the belief
of our case officer that 08,810INO disi, in fact, employ 0ellarius, sub-
sequently discovered his British ties, than dropped his, and now dis-
claims any previous connections in order to avoid embarrassment.

It is worth noting that the Bann Diary melee neny refferenCes to
organinatioa KILLER (See IOLA 12873, 19 August 1952) FroilDILk 252.
23 September 19523 pose 10. °Meld easements After prolonged chocking
of POD max, es have decided that the KUM here (Diary) meant is pro,
bably Alexander Oellarius, who used KELM as an alias. Dol. DOMs had
also ordered that KELLER was not to come to the Jagdheus again but was
iastead to move immediately into his new quarters in Munieh. Those of
his things which were still in Oberesel were to be retunned to him as
opportunity arose. BMA asked why. and Dieter said that he did not
know. Besul grew indignant; and said that 	 ibition against

_5

including the Baranowaky orgenisation	 .	 -	 'riad been voiced
and that it was now too late; he was sure that his organisation would
know of the new arreageCents. As for JOULER, this was an ad and per-
eonal.relationship (note; Oellarius had been Beua's Chief assistant
in Oat I in the Owen.); KELLM was very abs.o to Banns and the latter
therefore objected to cutting off their friendship merely because the
Americans said so, particularly when Xja-La we' being kept n
nximaizatIMaa.

A study of the BOWs as of 15 March 1956 reveals that current
reports on Finland come from five scums.

V.11868, Herbert Kuchenbecker, Ammo Bavaria

V.12802.2 Hlisabeth ' Silbert, Helsinki

V-16105 sane unknowns Baero Bavaria

V.18159 (formerly V-18162) noise, Heinrich Dienst. 11, Bonn/
Freiburg

It's quite probable that many of the reports from the above
come from sub-sources. Why two of the above are in Duero Bavaria
is Unknown. It is possible that the sub-sources are legal travelers
in a restricted Imp. The two ZIPPER sections which seem to deal
in Finish Reports, and ScandaSavian, are BV NORMAND I Sfig SY NORDLAND
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7.11740, ranzie4erStuder-berere-aawMaite-Rene141-4-EQMLEB.J4kiii,
isuogo,

June 19.51 N40-ta_o_presaure of _private beriiness* (same phrase used
for 0I:braek). Subject began to work torTerriwma	-	 Arne

and owner of o WOLWOUS faetory at Oerlikome '1"tserl	 aubjeot
fire of Bamburge and -.Cor George Emil Butterli 	 coated

la_an ol:t_tist(t-Abssice-4)cdat-in his extensive career
yom_pormoilmted_uno_2ereim4Jaha)- and later escaping to Germany. .
Subject was xmcepturod by British that same year and interrogated
in Cairo. Jubjoct escaped on a6 August 1946 and made his way to
Svitserland. ate. (for a list of subject's contests i.e item 6. .
Para	 for iI' 	 1948) 
During that tinkle he formed the branah of terramer iu Mnniob. 	 cr.‘:
It is quite poadible that - .14.414 fauda were employed for this
poise, From AGLA 711. 3 November 1949 while La:Abject was UPPAR agent
n .e	 a', LituicLshJ.e s aupposoU to be Studerreiyera cover firm
oopit411 104 at Da 20.000, of whiou IA 10,000 have been paired in.
The firm is owned and operated by Studerceyer with the help of ems
employee. We notioe from Stedermarar's travelogme that be traveled
as manager of the fire Drambarg, waich liNEW mot previously inentiomed
by Studermayer. Be will be questioned again about this firm. Nothing
was uaid about CallIN money being invested in these tooter firma.*
From M31W Wile aaY 1950 oln short. like WiL10.5, Studermayer is
in all probability a key figure in (aPa404) operations outside
Germany dueth*sate4itee. After Stuilermayeets 'resignation' in

1951 came one of maw eueMits coneerning Subplot * JACKPOT
Sthiopia reports Peter otudermayer representing Terranar Bamberg
Weapoas firs presumably on GL.; mission scheduled arrive Addis Ababa
via Adel) airwaye . 24 August. Subject apoosered by Wilhelm Roloff
influential comxission ()gout representing initl Buehrle and numerous
German Pints who has negotiated large arms orders .'or Ethiopian Clovi.
ernmeut Poet War.* (DIR 13456). This is fairly representative of
subject's business after his gresignatioao . The following are
two extracts trma his business negStiatiome while still a 7IPFZ84P
its) From a letter to subject from an Egyptian )ire. dated 12 Dee.
194 * Dear Sirs Many thanks for your letter dared Dee. let and the
ieormation included. 14 are interested in mandteturing shells and
oartridges from 37mms to 155ses. Any information you nay have will
be interesting. Rockets carrying shells up to 6 nare also of great
iaterest.. As for machinery they are booing ordered from England and
USA. Your assietanoe tat invited is providing expert technicians for
filling and handling the filling materials for fuses detonarots and
shells and for assembling the complete unite. We are looking forward
to seeing you when you arrive.* or from a list given to subject in
Berns by the Egyptian Attache sometime in the fall of 1949. These
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SEar

(Item 112. pare 9 continued)

are taken from a snob longer list of items which the subject had
agreed to furnish the Egyptian Government a) 1000 ?Use* per day
b) 800 AA shells per day s)300 bombs per day d) 100 self propelled
(0'rockste per day ( 105 to 155 ems.) In 1954 when subject was no
linger, ZIEW14.1ite Ores	 94) 11 German narad Yrane Myer was ex".

• polled from free 'by order of LAO Britieu Labassy e . Uyer left by
Pairs bus for Syria on Id isbruary 1954. A patios eaoort cows-
ponied his as far as the rrootier. While in Baghdad Myer had been
employed by the import firm of Ibrahim SA ,D. P Ths report didn't say
why,

emphatically donieu that ha has any present connection to
them but admits that be is probLbly in the IS business. They susE08$
the Freneh and sop that the Egyptians suspect him of being a British

agent.
Aecordiug to all current Telepboae books and city directories

Terra's* is no longer located in MUnieh.
The 1net report on the firm comes trun LOLA 1021): 'Subject

the owner of the inport-erport ruin' JaslilLaAR4 located at fisimnd::,
9tr. 81. Ramberg 13, whieh employs tuenty-dne perilous and does a $iolViky
mtlikcn aa i.e-year bosinece exporting macaincry, ap077, parts, braokni::
tractors and tires to the Near scat. Waisot returned at the end
May 1954 from a three month, 10.000 DAA trip around the Bear East WC:,
was unable to visit leypt sinc•.. being suspected by the Egyptians
being a British agent, be was refused a visa.

Memo Tor the Record, 27 ;UM 1.955

!Raines stated that Ahl•rs who works for Axel Springer had told his
that Die Welt acts as cover and cutout for ZIPPER press coverage or,
political events. Seeding (Oonference) was covered by man who U4Whi-
name "RIZMIRANZ " in writim: Real name net determined but available:
upon request via Abler'. DTILITT paid full expense.. Transferred ein(4
of DM 15.000 to Die Welt. All or part of whisk went to eover
operation. Ahlers believes ZIPPER has about four people covered is
Die Welt. Worgitzki is the case offieer.4

wergitaky, T-12600 is Leader of Dienst 11.

114. Leal' 6 Maierguenther

Wireless .et for Operation NATI kept here. Owner Memelter not
ZIPPERIeg._ Set finally moved to home of priest in Brenner.Operation AATI defiant in Noveiber 1949.

SEC ET
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115. Order of Malta	 Rome sad	 throughout the Catholic
world

010ranal ran 041hlea (Bans) is a member of the iSoverolgn Military
Order of Malta'. See Rome Croup.

„L: -	 .
116. AUer tealerraakirchea 	 SendlisEvr Plats, 8Friedh.	 Mulch

ZIPPER1te from 1948 until 16 7umo 1251. Preseany carried as a
ZIPPER Special Scametios. UPPER was using father-laelam's
firm in Mesmolagea, name unknown, for meat .over. 7rost WPM
meme 18 Nov. I949 to 20(23.3) from 30(32) 'Several members of district

21;;;
6 ars legalised firm of A4 in MOmmiaseme. Pre* 21 Feb. 1950

K memo Re. 63/50 e TARGET SwITZERLAND, 141580 (A. von Berm
kircbsa), The firm of the father-la-lam sad the wife of the VOWS
ia question is beia used for mosey treassetioas betmema Switsorland-
Austrin•Oseehoolovalda-Itely. The attached closed envelope *obtains
the ass's real ammo.' Present status of the smbjact sad his fathor.-
la-lesna firs to WEER unknown.

117. Virtschaftteseitmka i 	 Stuttgart
-	 CLe-c—

1416y	 ftiodrish v. - Tgritau. IlForsherotAmsnilskjor this
pub1tsatia resides is	 Presently listed is Duero Bavaria.
Prom ZIPPER memo. 63/50.21 M. 1950. *Me is esti* as investigator.
vill be stationed later on in Rase as a Journalist. Switserlamd
sad Italy era transit countries for travel to the Bear Rest.°
LLIMIJIIALUNdLokasAaad_through POD ji_m_tozjigra Switserleade 

Izitqa___Irjrmas orate
Ara la, an& Egypt._ Subject_ic--kaowa-to_ 	 in those
zJ9R.as • reerui*sr. Subjoet is .presestly _oarried_

by ZIPPER ea_ajlorcher, and in addition to his jo nits4ohJa,•
a prominent melbar. of the Middle last Institute.

118. Carman Esperanto Association -

Fros 63/50, 21 Feb. 1950, 01141 643 President of the Carmen Bsparanto
Association. Active as lavemtigator, making uso of his ittorsatioael
lapereato oonnections. 0 041 643. has rilesat1y sititehed to Orgaalmatict
600 from Duero Bavaria.

/
119. From 63/50, 21 Feb. 1992, 1.1583. PO has bees asked to investigate

as Deputy-President of the Oilman Ilisederverbead s (Association of
Bathiag Establishments) sad as first Chairman of the Bavarian'
Heilbsoderverbandes if the international Visitors Busros could in used
for the gathering of information. Be has already entered milli'
account into close contact with'

a. is Switzerland with the President of the International
Bath Association, Mr. Sohirmer in Baden mar fairish.

SECRET
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(Item 3.19 pare .9. continued)

b. the Visitors Duero of the *Olt." in name aud the
Otfiemof the Pilgrim of the Vatican ( Monad
Dr. Beyer): as well se

e. the various organisations of the visitors Beeves
is nutria..

• r'ft	 r
<Haas'ausijanatits=-795.	 _am a

D	 of 12. owl 6. is s .o-partaer IsAbals
Aocosdlag to Iloatoboricht usher Tieteaarbeit pea Pole* ttier
onceber 1952, yvair	 404/52, this a tiesd to coves Yip*
at me nue. Ammo; was alio Conaeatod with Inseaiest  TOsikautea,
96_11mmomakemUletrass of Laiwiseheitele 

121. Firma TOith

V4960 currently withimeigatelle 12 worts tor the SposLailibrik
fuer Tamani-Pluspea Weise & abasky. Breobsel•lialleiatele. Won.
JeYe some 400004tive capeeity is the Firma VOith. the MOUVO Of
'nick is ankaose. See 50,11/2 # 97/52. 1 April 1952 sad 50/3/P
Fr. 44/52.

122. Oerlash Ossellachaft
	 Frelland air. 9

Oroebeasell bel alaisk

V4501, West vea Owlish, mow with Dismal. 12, owes aml
-	 operates this office. It may be • tall time ZIPPER mover.

Proms Plats 9
Sehafthausee. Bi4114•1111

Ladoviol	 laf_nf
;mob

	

fIMUOW4, y..	 as a imachels,-atampas
and surgical trumentskinto OermalY._ Main OR subject

reported other tisa that mAINOLmus-a

	

linalleattga	 Weiringil! a %mbar'
SKR T

120. Mailesel a	 Ledwigshatee hr.	 •

• The living expenses la -these eoustries are bolle paid
for by the various fords' Wises. 80 that no adil-
Jima 'ogle imam for the OV. fhe wits of 2543 seta
as his permemeat imerstaryt she aseaspaales Macs all
his tripe sal takes ears of the ensuing loVestpeilleSestp
al the present time, a request tor a mew paseportIor

ion2581: peados*.•



IV. ZIPPER has a wide area of contact with the German InekistrInl
Coniunity. The time which form this liaison between en intelligence ter-
Vice and its indigenous industrialists, are perhaps, closer than those
of any other western nation. This condition-erdsts due to the extensive
and continuing efforts of UTILITY. The relationship between the German
General Staff and the Orman Industrialists, is a historical one. UTIL-
ITY has collitainod and developed ZIPPP2i ls ties with both, by every means
at his dispOeal.

At one time such work was carried on by Special Connections Staff
35. This Staff was famed during the embrio days of the German Bundles.-
Republik. At that tine Occupation Organisations formed by Allied Auth-
orities but staffed by Germans, were seeking to make their place in the
coalescing civil structure of the Republic (i.e. "jockying for position").
In these early days, intrigue was, if not rampant, at least comm. Such
Intrigue, or better governmental Liaeon and high level public relations,
Wan neceseery for ZIPPER to maintain itself as an entity on the chanang
civil scene. As ZIPPER le position became more secure, it began to employ
its industrial contacts on a lather level, and in more concrete ways than
as Instruments of ZIPPER policy. Ono such way was to place ZIPPERitoe of
all degree in Gerson Industry5 and on a functional basis. The firms and
Govertsecath °titres in which they Imre placed were often partially, or
wholly unwitting. Their positions ranged from industrial planners on
planning staffs, to editors of influential publications, to mechanics.
Their roles ranged from chairmen of the board of an important induetry,
to agent and courier.

The Special Connections section wasin actuality, a misnomer. The
Staff covered a portion of the special connection contact and llas7an -per-
aonnel. limy other liana personnel were not carried on the pay roll,
but were financed by UTILIT'lls X Vouchers, -or through Imap sum payments
accounted for by crypton,yrn and psuedonyme, or by ZIPPER Cover Companies.
When Staff Section 35 was broken up, those Mason types that were covered
by it went to the excercial cover staff section, to Section MAbw, into
ZIPPER cover companies, into German industry, or became financed by clan-
destine methods. As nearly as can be determined, few if any of the for-
mer doff mestere **seed to lawk in their previous capacity. Their exit
from the payroll in no way released them from ZIPPER control.

In the previous paragraph those firms were listed which are in no
way ZIPPER Cover Pine, but with which ZIPPER has known favorable con-
tacts. This was done on the theory that ZIPPER could, if it wished,
plate personnel in many of them organisations, if the need arose.
In oddities firme and organisations were listed in which ZIPPER has
placed personnel in the past. Again on the supposition that addition-
al Americas misht be rade in the future.

This paragraph lists Special Connections contact men and other
liason types by name; and Lists the firms with which they have been in
contact either through their normal business contacts, or through their
Spacial Connections. The firms are listed largely without corsont.
An of ZIPPER'. contact types are not listed, but rather those supposed-
ly on a high enough level to place a ZIPHIRite in a contacted firm with..
out undue effort. 	 CFP7u,..JrL3
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1. \OEM tehe11anberg8( Dr.,)Inc.

st .difficult nub. .
cover. His contacts

p to ZIPPER, if
difficult to asoertain4
rg was one of the nix

IPIR world wide soon-
founded Sahellanberg became
or less. It was decided in

insisted upon maintaining

re f s iIPPRR aotivities, he
o several groups of scientists,

the OTgST group in Spain.
weapons specialists. 80h01-

US Agencies with his various
were tested by both the US and

train these projects, so nothing
as to the final outcome of taw of

of negotiations with OTEST, however,
have severed nearly all connections
ILITY in particular.

d to have severed ties with Sahel

that wal is over between then, there still exist several rrap.
gibls ties between them, and aircumetancial indication that

s.-	 muchstronger connections rulfoxist.
Roger has admitted verbally to current ties ulthe,

with	 Tn an Intercept of 4 October 1954 von tossow
Intervvritair that H.L. von lose°, is in continuing contact

in king	 'Ielltukmito a pest meeting, and one
contemplated. A 10 Way 195f also alluded to future sestings.
MEAMER's Firm TgTgX expandpd into two now locations aburtly
after ZIPPER 'dropped" its support in 1950. INIF2 is split
Into taco operate firms, Tepcdch und Textil Industrie * and
ruropa Textile, with a third firaiTefeet sharing offices
with both. Thin is typical of ZIPER cover methods. In an
intercept on Ruth Baun in March 1954, Frau Schellenberg menti-
ons that her Hueband travels a great deal between Frankfurt
and Darmstadt ( att. 2 to 'MLA-9334). This was mentioned
in a conversation about Rolf Baca (Herman Bem is son). Ralph
Baun is V'.7863, BIU4DT, Klaus, foruer chief assistant to
Schell:Inhere in TrMX, and stationed in Dienst. 6, Darmstadt.
There are other more nebulous indicators. 'Uncle tionnie n c
ROGER who has a long past record of work in the SCIELIENBMG

SFr:7

Roman Schellenberg is one of the
jects to study in the field of
run into the humdreds„ and his rola
any current relationship exists,
According to Daun ts Diary, Schell.
ZIPPgRites uho were to figure in
omic cover get. After =EX um
flaun t s protige, and deputy,
1950 to drop TgTEX, but UTILI
close contact with-him•

Concurrent uith Sche
became the rspreeentative
the best known of theee be
Mostly theee scientists up
lenberg approached save
developemente, and Bove
Switzerland. KUBARK vi
is on record at this
them. During the cour
Schellenberg claimed to
with and with

UTILITY

1 . IR	 irs

1	 - 5 1!1.4)

• its oCt+iniabi; a iseui ireisiiSentative
Qf et*	 .	 Ue still lives ati6p8 Bauer Str.. 
but most of _his tins1 spent in travel..

--Water the protiatatione of both UTILITY andC,
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(Item 1. pare 4. continued)

comp= ( 830Mallant illustration of the team work been
'• ROGFA and	 3, is the case of the Pakistan No:v.0f.

Good.will Trade Mission, PDLIP.1098, where MOIR
made the contacte and 0 ROCER took over from there.) %Myna
rapert (	 (Z) years with the Abwehr) had a foible for

-recent nfinde of on tie in the weapons field. Ibis'
apart from the OTPAST group. After ScheLlanberge senserenosi
Herr FMB has caught the bug. The ametr recent eumirle
La the purported sunD. arms male velocity booetero °waiving
Heinz Molitor? and Paul Wined..

Acinittad that theme associations are tenuous * they are
all we are everlikely to have unless ZIPPRR miles a slip, or

intercepts are reimposed.

The following are	 industrial and Organisation-
al contacts%

41Rut th‘proes
HABRTRAU Firm, Ramblut	 re Doodled%

73.0.11. (See L/GIA I • 3CO5), Paris

13raunechweigische Baschinenbauanstalt (MOLA 3967)
of RM (MUT? 7695)

Tasotro-Maecheniza, Milano Samna, Rome	 re Ceara
Caproni

Deutsche Waren Treohand AG (LI11.A 3967o liGsA 28313)

Dsuteehen Gesellschaft fuer Weltraumforechungo
Stuttgart (1-2472)

100 Ilundolsondernsraing r.L4OKV■ 57112)

IMO Trading Co, (3.1MV 5782)

Effiten OKRA 2470)

Fetebliseements Deboet & Cie OW 2967)

Furopcust OGLA 2470)

Ferrostaal Firm of Rosen (10/07-8256)

Pries & Co., Munich

G.11.11. Gutehoffrongalauette Oberhauoen AC. (MOM 8256)

Resita Co, f. AUSIZT	 27643)( (3- t-	 )
Duchproefnungs und Treuhand GeseLlechaft (1-3806)

SECP0 srb SR	 M e l5S19 er	 ‘e(Y) /al	 /
I

e 1 -1-t vv) 1 pYr-1).Ai: eerf-iLed-,-_-rf),f_r/)
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RsrlAn (D.)606)

;0,010. 744)

879)

zottr	 tii*otnicaovni OM 1690

%mpg'	 K.

Ermi4taft4 Pirs1/421104011

Mastiiinen Auld Cleratoben DOXIM1256)

*got OAR 01311008256) •

ROM' & 0044 OftlabaOh 0.00244)

Rabotenm: 	 r Dr•- *iiUsi'von lainenoron

04201kimis...141411 (0(W1879)-

:..., Comae itise4 Wien 0104•41.944, 3CEN*7$79)

• lbsini404 :Bank, ftlatitrorthilain	 4904.:,

3446 (Agenciee) 1.44a London Olalat•04920 �7 .444" ;4-4-t 
4,6 CYer:e e_

Corliconc Zurich (131114819)

Societe ele Construction lischanique at A1E . (Wash42.6872)

Ilausmnn:OtO;(10104•7444)

tsding #14• ■■ (M04359)-

Ttuste0 t4444, 8looden(UN459)

Moo Co.l Rome (00107695) and (new. 104047430

013045102, mag#4303)

toutecho .400usichatt gUer W4s2.tratusforsehung,-

Zeith Firma, Reidenholn . (MG=08065)

Milling Ond Vierling (161011•01/695)

lion & Co., Rangoon

Hoo( ga4 y.) ; 7,	 P*	 v.

SECRET
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6/Chniewind,*

Schniewind is not a Staff member of ZIPPER, nor in the
proper sense of the word a special connection. He is the
fathe2-1.04es of antitlal.Hans Hermann	 '0 =WW1
who is responsible forrand	 There are
a few indications of Schniewind, ZIPPER liaeon. In MO
Schnievind proposed a plan whereby the Kreditanstalt fuer
Wiederaufbau was to furnish cover for 50 or so ZIPPERites.
There is no record of whether or not this was ever done, either
on a paper teals, or physically. The Dr. was also oonnested
with a banking group with which ZIPPER was once attempting
to arrange for the construction of, and finarl: Af gr!,
fair sized housing project. There uns also at—	 :3 inter-
oept reference to Seller's Hank ( partner to Sc)niewind in the
banking firm of Aufhausear Munich is F.W. Seiler).

Schndsmindia_not-on
•%	 which could be of considera .  use toj4IMIRw_but

. .	 !.... 4,	 1.	 the Seedieh
inte11ince is reported is not ,,,,•,r 	 conania-
any intelligence function, Schniewind is in an excellent position
to act as a Swedish, ZIIPER liason officer, in addition to his
other duties.

An Intercept wan instituted on cion-ini•law sahroth for
a while, but it proved disappointing in regards to Sohniorind.
There have also been indication° that Schniewind is not a can-
Pletsgsresponaible person Lathe Intel-14=e sense,

connections are listed here on the theory that he's
just too good a thing for ZIPPER to miss.

Mdnisterialdirektor a.D., Mitglied die	 C130 Mbeinchen..
Reichsbankdirektoriums UR. kali pace&
ischer Generalkonsal, Gerichteasseesor	 Allesaher Str.
examen,	 16

Bankhaus Seller & Go., Wenchen

Bayerische Ruekvereicherung AG. 	 Meath

Joseph Gautsch AG., Munioh

Mueller Rueckversicherungs.AG	 Uunich

Julius Darger Tiefbau-AG. 	 Wiesbaden

Rhoinischo lkyrothellenbank 	 klannheira

Bayeriaohe Hypotheken und WeohosltenR	 Munich

Felten & Cuilleaume Carlsverk A0. 	 Koeln.Muelbsim

S ECHT



Duesseldorf

Kattersheta/Main

Frankfurt/Main

Frankfurt/Main

Frankfurt/Main

P'renkturt/Atain

FrankturtAain

Munich

Knisbath
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(Item 3. pare 4 continued)

Industrialsreditbank AG.

"Sarotti" AG.

Kreditanstalt fuer Wiederaufbau

De	

va

utsche Genoseenschaftskasse

Deutsche Quendwarenwirtschakft

landwirechaftLiche Rentenbank

Selefonbau.und Normalseit Ulmer & Co.

Gloria-Gas GmbH

Steelworks	 H.

te• Crrans Josef jtitter ficon nent•soba
rty pi a	 LIS

On 23. haw, 1955 the following10n 26 Novelober 1954 tbe
to an aimed *motive of Duro
was obtained fres Infanont (deleted

ituns Josef von Hitter von Henteoh01
hal** mudding atblinsodius Str. 

Subject *slalom to frequently visit Line and
in Austria. and Salsburgo Land,Salsburgs end his boon

40111110a dri 	 a pay V	 lie is boon to
with	 r Germs; SS General MUgUni0b, Wish	 • and Dr. Hens Iftwborn,

lawyer resituag in Salsbrrig. In converation. Subject
bas tatted *tat be bees kted for Gthisn tor dppreod..
initerly three C9) PAM	 MY II

jr_seinlid-iss-
nautt Ma unable to
to 040044. 0 	141

*dm is on •ex4/1 Oensral. 	 the PP
type Obligation, Sobutsbund Deutseher	 Hemel

have accused ZIPPER of supporting binirEOVIR has
the Americans of supporting him. they. WPM*

little doubt that they consider him as vee7 =ram,
and at	 'gated nuisancO.

ri	..forneriesther_of the 88.,
to have an

Dautmohelikadatakkiteing..._

ollinatteffacif iaisisoft.
SECRET



(Xtem 4. para 4. continued)

Nothing is known of Hann Frelhorn other than that he has
been reported as a contact of Hoettl, and that 0I0
nes to maintain that he is involved with 011genhsbab.

The key to Gilgenheimib to relation to ZIPPER probably
lies in the Geeellachaft fuerWehrkunde. This tue a KUBARK
PP project until support was withdravei in December 19524
KUBARK dropped the project prbaellytIde to the presume. of
General Steiner, and to a loss of MBAR& operational inter-
est. At the time EUBARK suspected the GFW of accepting ZIPPER
support concurrent-17'1th KUBARK. ZIPPER admitted to sup-
port comeencing January 1953. ite GPW contains one Staff
ZIPPERite, two ZIPPER special connections, Gen. Steiner whom
ZIPPER denies, von 011genheidb the mymbewmen, and two
eupposed Steiner men who are reported as not liking Steiner.

arc periodically reports that Kernmayer and von Wagon-
heiWb tire In intelligence contact with one another. They
further report that Kernmayeris not now GIG, and that the
ILV intends to recruittim.

stainer was involved briefly with ZACACTUS, but now re-
moved fram any known US aupport of even an incidental nature.
Also removed from any German Government support, as far as
is krona.' Steiner was mentioned in EGIA012622 as being envoi,-
ved with Dr. Waltap Hertieh. 22 October 1954 show he is in
touch with Josef Woo3len-

C1C is *lowly interested in von Gilgenheleb. It is
knoun that a US Agency at one time ran Intercepts on the
GFW, Whether CIC ts interest originates !maths fact that
they believe Welt° be a ZINSHite, which they obviously do,
or from the fact that he is allegedly associated with
Kernmayer and hawse with RIS suspect Hoettl, is unknown.
CIO definitely believes that Steiner is also ZIPPITAite.

The question resolves itself to whethmA. The Grif is
a completely ZIPPER controlled organisation, and hence both
Steiner and von Gilgenheimb are ZIPPER controlled (as CIC
contends). B. The GFIT is a fairly independent organization,
and ZIPFP2 merely subsidizes it because ZIPPER in general];
in agreement with its aims, but not woe *fits membei
hems both von 011genheidb and Steiner are not necessarily
ZIPPER connected. C. That the GfW is an organisation which
is not ZIPPER eupported, as ZIPPER now claims (ZIPPER approached
FOB for OTW support in Jann3371953, PULL $665 "Intercepts trest
coverage of ZIPPER covert agency indicate adelnistrative ties
between ZIPPER and GfW including money transfer), and hence
the ZIPPER staff member and special connections are active in
the club for the sheer joy of it all, and the only connection
between ZIPPER and von Gilgenheimb is what they,ZIFFER,read
in the one directory. D. That some other arpncy of the
German Government has taken the GFW over, and the ZIPFERitoe
stay on because UTILITY likes to keep his hand in things.
E. That 011genheimb is a ZIPPERite of another ZIPPER Section
than that running the Wehrkuhde, possibly engaged in separate
functions or even rival ones: e7ry-r-r



Arbeitecpmainschaft
Demokratischerkreis
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Bad Oodoeberg
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(it 4. pare 4. continued)

P. That Gilaenhoiab is a ponotratisn of a ZIPTIM PP
project by a rival /8. or that Steiner Sm.

la	 [+‘ UPPER.e denial of parenthood, it must
be bon	 • that Zinn has no *miter.tcr iirni
internal Ceram PP projects and lust deny" of

ounorship.
That the Oesellachaft SuerWahrkunds is !WPM eoi.

trolled there eau ba little doubt. The relatieleohiP
between MISR and von Clilgenheimb and Mothers met
wait future devo3operonts:

The following are Gilsentisiable Comearefal-seateets.
As tor as isU*7u.Ietili4tiø and
their association with Gilasobabb 	 as
aspeets.

8iessens.Schuokeroarke
AktiongeseLlsehaft

Zweigniederiestoung
runtish
Prewar Ste. 8

Koala ficelvinherg
Postitleh

*knish • Alla*

rutin*

Pima Kreusswiliff4d,
Aktiengesellschaft

&sharing Aktiengesellschaft 	 Numbers
Oeschaeftsetens	 Voilledter Str. 33

Pim Weasel Collars* Sohn	 R021,60/Borrn
Oacrlaendische Industriegeeellechaft 8ohliessfach 289
*He	 Nenakirchen (Searl

and	 _	 Saar
LU 	 t., OC1,41.4	 1/1°Y)tm •

rr*V1CS Iv\ CO. g7t0C-k.,	 atm* air. 2

Hofftaann & Co. 	 Spit:)as stir. 8

Von Gilgenheinh works for Aug. Schnakenho &
Apparatebeu fur die Clwasisehe Industrie* Nuns

SECRET
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with $ tins =Orr, latrine rioters, and is studying Spanish
prior to esbariation tor South Aserioa•

Foreign Office	 Obto *sentient
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(Item 6. pare 4. continued)

Former V- 11740, subject is_the osuer_of_the

13. This f employs twenty-one persons and does
9,000,000 DM a year business exporting machinery,
spare parts, trucks, tractors and tires to the Near
rag, Also office at Friedrich Herschel Str. 12/0, D
Unnich.	 tO be 41,t0a igAnkv• agent  6
current1r.	 at 142

sent. ReportedbyArPOR as drop* 16 June i	 v itc)

The following la a quote frcm a ZIP
listed firms with which 141740 was connected, 	 The
list of the foreign firms is just as incomplete as the
one of the German fires. Only the most important and
mealthieet firma of the Middle teat. For Saudi■Arabia
the firm Euesein Aquelni at 04. Djedda should be added,
owner of which is the present Libanesian finesse Wa-
ster."

" Business dealing with theso firms are very serious.
Many ch:umaels were opened up for trade. Moat of the above
listed Osman firms are acommoodated vith these foreign
firma and, therefore, represent current business rola.
tions."

" (V41740) is holdin shares mith these repreeent-
ing agencies. They 	 negotiated by (V41740) for a
certain interest in the tiomeriesinn granted by the Geri-
man firms. This is supposed tale the basis for exist-
ewe as well as for cover."

The following is the list of firma given:

MUM'

StahluDnion Duesseldorf
Elaenmerke Gelsenkirchen
Siemene-Holake
Bayer Leverkusen
Benteler Bielefeld
In iterutheim
Merhardt Ulm

Kabel
Klein Schanelin Becker, Frankenthal
Widmann Ond Schniteler Duseseldorf
Matthew Herm
Akkumulatoren Varta, Hannover
AskonimMsrke
Deutsche Gramophon GeseLlachaft
Bieber Poraellan Mittertaich
Reich, Dim
Geha Hannover
Iteop:do, Frankfurt
Bruneviga, nratitlf3CiS13
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responsibility, he has hesn knOUPAO have delvat1nto3.1* field
Otedananitt-COMVZ.—

There are two	 John von Freponds. CM, has an intelp.
limn°, backgroundo\the other, a cripple with both legs gone
appears to be a legitIpatia t---4....m. mula lity be related to
Rio'	 von Flee 

Ober phal_MST MG* Vt19 . LI :AL .L •r 29
/ (*.---!*,	 8.190/3-	 -

M., are • ...C._,....
subject. Thesis indivir.

the
Several German Veterans
J.1801.	 Ron.

vt.	 •	 11:0 ft . !. •

11# 1 . 11	 9..

'-
't").-T LA;,--11

and connections in the Huh, area.
jiiIInsaeeet.assets (as far as Zinn's concerned) lead

into the Near and Middle Feat with additional =all leads into
acme South An can countries. One of the Generals has industrial
ties into New Delhi and ICA6Fat-ak The 81, facts *aro brought alt

in a conversation betweel	 and 0 JAKOB1 same.
time in early 1.953 ( At that time 0 JAKOB' handled some 31 special
connection°.

Stinnes Shipping Finn 	 Hamburg
Shipe-tABa1tic

-.11LOQINLAS a !fteelal_Gannectinn!Lto
in-setnality-he_ia_a-Zatetialkpal&rm

Unknown rondo. Utilised_lgr_Zaiga-ln-the Vales
13:_paest i sen-to-tielve-connectionsAtith Josef  Wagner •
.ur&_____j,trtcn__Eirm-for-Ch-iaatremicaiduetriees

intercept show (UCLA 4928). A former-Major
Kos .	 hal. This finn ia also tied closely-W/121-

in the tMn Weapons Office, intercepts Ohm that he
is also In contact with ( ROWAN= .6620), who also
gets involved in the weapons field. Dehmet travelled
several times for the Org. in 1955. The last time be*

Ins in NOveraber 1955. NbjeA___41n the !Wood alsinees".

rvansellsches Hilfseerk	 Hamburg
Z 1- 0 . has many co:motions with
them people as intercepts show.
(Also see Gersteumaiars Fuson, ' pr.)

JAKOBI la contact is Heinz Asmnann.

German Aviation Training /fission 	 Buenos Ares, Argentina
Through Werner Baumbach.

SPD Cq.7:71' re Helnut von Grolmann

Uhule, Walter is an sconamiet in the textile field. He
works for a rubber firm in Hamburg (Also, See Schacht)
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and la ZIPPERio don Liao to Want Sehaeht,

Bark Dauteobee Leafier (es a ALBAN!)	 Veeekep fan

81.01100,
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as he wee Pad 001062.t, hit for pawpaw uslavonip
Ospooaki travola trequeutlif.

ef ALL OVER W1111 OM Z1flR HAS =TACT Ism= allOIAL

OCOMBOTDXS. aiTl comoiao com agOTION•

Pedant Ilialatry of Utak,	 so Dr, Mark ea**

Offloo Of DiroOtor of Outohoffalsogelsotto AA' mo Muth* Ødç .

 Isodeopolied vs Eta* Binder

virteehattapeLttiacd* Ossollachaft van 1947
re Joseph Male on Diode* ( Diriotor, Moms noiniser)

litethssubas ifor3ai of etuttgart	 pe Helm Boogarto

mous%Pablis WA& and Oaustitutlon);
sO flaw	 11101W

Cleasettioubsolur Arbeltekrolo bar larulituel ?haft
so Paul Ithsenberg

Dieuetello fuer Auswerties ADEP3ogeohlatoo	 So HAM VOAnape
laad Home FOP	 re Auguet Ruler

Thforuotioodloaet ilheialodoWeetfolm 'to /WU nit*
Orliiatiosunipa	 vs Youttookp 110Meo *4 d.bi", a. D.

Thiernittica Col3ootiug lit,a0Oh Of the lesuleeverfaOSIOgeOetuto
se !WNW Gen=

Lower Sena Idnistry of the Interior re tau OWN*

•radosa1t1tlaste7 of lama. Andre	 re Dieu In Globito

Henri= 1.an4espoLlsei 	 xi Illohal von Oadia
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Die new Hecht In Fromm
This publication is supported by the
Rbelloauhr CIA ani FL'oblitafj2ss sea'
ems, to MINA a (or 11) as OW calls
it.)

N Oracarbi laubvie
olio

Stauftenberd
Oudot=
Hawser. Paul

Der Soheineeribr Oar Band) re Alfred Orlasswer
Der Band lay be VIM lapported.

ilinistosbna of Hato* Affairei land law Sonny
re Groin=

donee* kW Ugh . Commil no Freiherr Trek% von Reaps

Offial of Prot000lp Conan 412eneo3lta7 N Danz von Iternarth

German Ministry of trade

BTS	 re pans doilweek

flouts**. Institut fuer
Zoitgoaehichto

Dune des Evaagallsohen

14sehtanetoin

Noreneglan

UsAREUR Industrial Police

Institute of Hostess lax

N • 1 Hesse

N Gerhard Kroll

re Adolf KUntoon

re Reinhard Ilausilaeh

COMO Military Weeks to Syria 	 re Kokert liesserer (drop
pod Oct.‘ 	55)

- 1-14`^SC-.
N Dr.trinst August MoseorsOmidt 	 e	 v‘D-
WI in Midas for this paw to

Of 1951. QS of Mil Staff 000tooto to
Cow type ROM. The Dr* Si

5310 a amber of the dermen4latien Chador of
Oessortio•

=I est g	 Wogen der on*	 luHeinrich Iehlan

laitre des lborlschen landespeu. re Hotel& fra
maim la bayeriecbon Steatesokrot«
moist Aar des FIrschtlingaveeon•
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(Item 9. pare 4. continued) .

the economic cover busineds; 21 Jan, 1951 # Heiningep to
i"Zn the latile setter one will soon establish thelipproprtte

place. In the mean while we suet await the result, which the
negotiations of (Gen.) Hans Speidil are bringing to a. head,
me cannot rash its though I am convinced that we shall then
reach our	 fteiningerKmade his telephone calls, both to
Bann, and L	 from limber's phme. A recent trace

4.■Ms.•request ,	 •	 ) stated that the subject travel
ed	 to be •active in the intellioonce
field. There are also intercepts Vhinh ram that n_'4 " .-.

 in close oontact with 	 3 at a time
was an admitted ZIPPRRite morhil—g -iin the eeonamic field. It is
coneelvahle that after his replacement as chief of ICO (tamsa
retonmed Staff 7# with a slight lope of functions) he took over
ZIPPER te more sensitive cover work. This is, however, only
conjecture..

If one man. cbee head a section concerned solely with
ZIPPI01 1e very covert economic holdinge# Dingier is a logical.
choice. He is a highly placed ZIPPFItite who has been with then
since ZIPP72 1 e inception. He has had experienee in the (mowed°
field. Host important he is close, even very possibly related,
to UTILITY(Ihis is imrcrtant einoe it is very herd to toll
where UTIISTY's private funds begin and ZIPPSR's end, unumn
might want only a most trusted confident engaged in his possibly
quasi.private business).

Unfortunately, however, there is no indication that any
one individual, or that any one section AC ZIPPER is engaged
in deep cover activities:. Ostensibly, section 514 is the
.economic procurement section. Mile the Chief, Guenther Gerike#
and his industrious assistant, 0 ROGMR, are most certainly
cover compam types, through intercepts, through the =NM
accountings, and tore RO(ER le own admission, this section	 -
handles only a small portion of the procurement weft. EIngler's
present section (Dingier is leaving this motion before the
end of January 1956) 119# with r, mum and 0 DORNEORG; are
known to have handled a$ noch as 514,

In any events ZIPPER's explailations to PDS of Dingler's
• position in the Org., end of his'activities# have been loss
than candid. ZIPIIR reported that DiMbre reeigned from ZIPPER
Section 7 on 15 April 1948 due to an honest difference of
opinion on methods of operation. On 1 tiovember 1949 POD received
the following note from =TERI "Request for Temporary Travel
Document Hans Juergen Dingier. Reason: Ur.'DINGLER is the
former leader of the 1CO. Since his release from his position
he is no longer emfaoyed b the organization for intelligence
purposes. He intends to emir-ate to South Africa to take over
a farm there. He plans to stay for about 640 months, than
to omme back and pick up his family. Therefor, it would be
appreciated if it would be possible eimallanefkily to prolong
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(Item 9. pan 4• continued)

the vaLtlity of the passport up to fall 1950,"
In December num was ini'oneed that KUBARN e4

not facilitate Dingier's travel. UTILITY beton qui*, •

persistent in the matter, explaining that the fritter. .
us one of ZIPPIta moral* and exceedingly Impowtant.
These requests were a000mpuiled by renewed assurances
that there was no oaaretion* monetary or otherwise.
between /angler and UM* other the40the tem regard
in whieh UTILITY held Dingler• Co 11 April 1910 (WASHY
2379) =ARK relented and liAPHINP: FACILITATION MOM TRAM, rt,

Intercepts revelled that subject had been in eantast
with Herren Bon airing the period that he me ow longer
with the oxniaatioa0, Stibject left in Apra of 1.950
and rettenW about figs months later. Iremedistl* won
return Dilberg called Special Coneectsion Hans Notamann,
later visiting him the same month(POD got the telephone
bill). The same month (October) ErprER issued subject
a duty rail ticket valid for travel from Munich to Bielefeld
and veturn. When querried on this 30s	 that Dilberg
was on temporary duty performing a special task for UTILITY'
A thorough search of the records revealed that Dingier had
in actuality Wig on the payroll sines the day of his reale-
nation(ICLA•03969) in April 1948. Re was weiM as Special
Cerneotice 1091. at a monthly salary of MI PO and desert-
bed as an "active journalist; collaborating fres the
outside as a epot.ter 5. Us was teemlnated ar a Special Connection
on the pay	 and Acked up ea a mew of IN* at the
same salte.rs Ibis in July 1950 while subject was in Africa"
In DeeenbarDW.a. told membere of KM that he didn't kayo
whether he would return to Africa or not (lb had booked rculeagy
far his family to Africa In January 1951).

Dingier sailed after having received an unknown stme of
money from wrnala (ruil 170) and having seen the Ituodes-
Relia representative (and MCI cameo, time)* Oskar von
JOhn(true name Odkar John von Freyend). Swains in 190

returned tr(te Africa* Pm which the irate flattish
his departure.He in oanjunction with IIERKFZIO

brother FriddrIsh iUsia, hadiatteeptsd to eat tolp en woods
cover for (ogees.* She British are understood to have
objected.

Upon the return of Dingler he was inteediatelTtaken on
the staff of ag. tater. he was given the Staff 119* which
according to	 is possibly the emotion
which handlse uether than joint operationeenNow be is 	 it
to !wane the coretandant of a newly forced school.

The following are his known Industrial Connections:
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(Item 9. pus 4. continued)

Swiss-African Catering Corporation

Schmette Tim 'boll

Firma Pleaher & Co. (A resent intercept upon IR minnow. UMW
' office, shoes phone number is known, shoes that Dr.

Dr. Seibold, Manager of this film. has been hired by
ZIPPER)

Oderlix • Co.	 v. Alfred 1. *well

Bayerischs Wirtschaft Verlag Ye Baron di Douche

Note, In a oonversation with Xenia A. Cabot on 1 1ebruas7
1954 41 EWER related his objeetiods to ZIPPIR's pleas
to setup extensive nets la Gramm and Africa. In doing
so he sited and earlier WPM attempt in Africa were
Omamma formed a company. 'Duo to their ineptitude
and •versoalouanear therbecomme involved with the lift-
tie who played thus along and sometime later exposed
t	 Ufk2-10. 54, g5 P&L.

O. Diets m_den. mobilo* 12:.,

Taken on to the

$ notion known es =Wa le Doses-
til_aervloe Is comparabl	 IMAMS 00 Section. Kaseobeck has
now deputed to the Gorman Armay C62. but it is most probable
that 0 PM, who replaced Xnesebeck, will tale up the thread of
his contacts, or if they have been exploited, one of the ZIPPER
operating sections will be in flattest with them4-

Knesebsokss known contacts ares

apt, 41.	 lowsemoBasiliuda

Umesoturin of Prlatlag Masdhlas Parts.
ro Carl Maud Sobaeseassa..Maaagor. also

Poops Wharf LM..

Roses Wharf Ltd. London, Ragland
Importers of COUR

re Dr. Zell. Imkusw. a British subject of 0021110

origin

Beni Boas Ltd. Load= 2.13.5, Mastcheap
Importers of Cotton Texti100

SECRET



Banburg-Ilelnflottbek
X. Unlock Str. 48

Schollenberter St,. 45
Bomber*

Born

Page 68b- para 4.

SECRET
(Ma U. pare 4. continued)

Zeit Vends Die None Marche
Verlag Sonntassblatt

Oberstudionrst Oessellschaft
Dr. O. Beek

Oessndtsohaft Der Bundesre-
publik Deutschland.	 .

UMB800
Institdt Der
:USW (Waft&

Oernoringer St. 30
0sutimraunieh

14. Gonelifeboat letholischor	 Breitestr. 13.0
ibblisisten Deutschland' o. V.	 Keels

( a alone connection to Abendlandisehen Akedenie)

Arboitssoseinsohaft zur Foorderung	 BilienfRhein.
dor Partnersehaft is der Wirtschaft 	 Postschliessf. 75

16. Moot Planck Gesellschaft sur	 Osettingela
Tosdaruss der Vissonschafton 4. V.	 Bunsen Mr. 10
0aneralverwaltung

17. institute de Ooltura Bispancia	 BWIldrid
eluded. Universitaria

18. 7ohannes Maude-Verlag	 Xassol-VilheinshoOhe
Heinrich Schueta Allee 33

Notes There are litorallv hundreds of contests, business and
personal tec .J. Only thaw are 11004 above whisk
seam to be acquainted with him personally.

ornpr.-.
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• Boatelainat. Rritiah 'shiest of Omen 01101

liovololootria A.G. • stwortall.. 011134402hot
Chaftil Amoy of afesr4 1144$fte, upriser.

or *uplift° late.
, re the amp* awe &meg

stots 6 Co. boric& RtdOtenbutiPlats
Collo* febri0 jeportord•

re Herr Riess

ohm 11.16• : aus1 Ii
IsPOrtOre of eleetrie 1,--

re Ran Roseafold.

Dalin*? Co..
hoporkr. of

re , ,griarr

lira" Row Oakes
Ism" 6. Salvor*•

Ho'
is laelatte.•
ably be useS1*:
'ration with which
the Monarchist -movosent.

1. Abwailandloohea Academie

2. Aboadlaadiseho Aktioa

3. OeatrolereP100.4. Docaueatali!"'•

4. laatitite dcliatedioa (DI

5. Radio Radom). la** (Gard Vurts. zsg: Lds

6. Ministry of Propagaada4paia	 Paloii)

7. Settee Abeadlaad

8. *rust Ilett Verlag, Stuttgart V., Beteubuibl SiV.

9. Verlag Neuss Oiondload. 4m41401

SEChtic



V. The ZIPPER adelaistrative structure Is Berlin is called by
ZIPPER the Wares Kredit Berlin (1KB). In somas usage, it is referred
to as the peril' Meldekopf (is eostrast to the Meldskopf, or message
seater), but this is teshaisally erroneous.

0 EMMERICH. T6644, of sestion 512 might be called the Chief of
the WM though he coatis's his active leadership to seneral polisy.
Be is more or i.e., ZIPPSR os Senior Repres•atative in Berne. He
malataias offises is the summit Iasidents House. The physical .true-
tune of the WEB may be divided late four parts. the MBIBSIDPF, EWER,
the INCIVENTS MUSH, and the WALOKAPELLI.

The Meldekopf is ZIPPER'. Berlia Ceatral Message Center. All
'poushing is dons from hers. Its Chief is 0 WADS, Vd6629, although
the manifests and tiara's film' are kept by Chief Courier 0 MONSON,
Alger. The Meldekopf is la no way operatioaai.

KAMER, ZIPPSR's Berlin Radio Stellar, II lamas* Is the Amerisas
Headquaters Compound in Berlis, Bid. B. It was ease knowa to PCB as
ADLER, sad before that as ROE!. ZIPPIR varloisly referred to the
Radio Statics as ATLANTIS, or the %Onlooker Bisset. It is now pa-
orally referred to by ZIPPER as the Tunkstelle. 0 SCHULTZS, V.6617,
is the Statics Chief.

Chief of the Iseideits House is 0 KUCHLER, V-5626, who is listed
by ZIPPER as a Cl/CE Officer. Is actual practise he is a high level
Flap Offiserk, who cleans up ZIPPSR's occasional mistakes is Berlin,

With the gum authorities. The Incidents House is a requisitioned
House and supported utility wise by the Army aid BOB. The losatioa is
presently Pauline* Str. 12, Berlis-Lichterfelde. It has moved five
times (or more) is the last four years.

The Waldkapelle is an lavestigatory Complex which does back-grouad
checks and occasional C.S. jobs for ZIPPER. The Waldkapelle is headed
by 0 UNA, V-308I, who assigns jobs out to versions detectives and dot-
•sti» agessies. Most of the detectives are undoubtedly witting, but
sot necessarily ZIPPER costrolled. They are ksolis to carry oa a good
deal of legitimate business.

The thing to be kept is mud is that with the ose exeeptios, Radio
KAEFERa Berlis locatioss constaatly change. Is the Busies Republic, or
West ZONS proper, ZIPPER &ma lt hesitate to take out long term leases
for its administrative establishments. Is Boras where the Soviet 1S
has relatively fres access, evert the large administrative locations
such as the Meldekopf, seldom remain Is one place more than a year. For
this reason only cash loaatiOns as are knows to have been used la 1955
or later, are listed is paragraph I.

The following orgasisations and compelnies listed in this paragraph
are those of the various o filiales s . ThOit losatioms change frequently,
as do their names. The miss listed here have already most probably change4
They are listed only because many people have the mistaken sotto* that thei
are actual firms (They have been reported as such om occasion.). While
this might be the case is ose or two isolated iastanoes, these firm names
are for the most part notiosal, and employed by ZIPPSRites much as we
use Oryptoayms and Psuedoerms. ZIPPIR is quite clever Is picking these nam
Nearly all of the have several, 12x2s2M simular bet unrelated countered-
parte is the Beals Telepkentkireeterro



Duro Bavaria

Diesst. 5

Dloast. 3

Dim% 9

neut. 9

Dieu% 11

Diesst.

Diesst. 12

Diesel, 12

Zwelgst. 12

Zweigat. 12

Diesst, 62

DIAN'S. 62

The gime s listed balm oossist. la saay eases. of ose agent is a mat*.
room (or. Attie). sad • tolephoss. Very few of the itess liatod below appoar
the Ber1ia Tele*** Direetory, aad thaw whisk do have amoral *ouster parts cm
the same asme. Maid, of a physical groual cheek them is as way to *Monta-
na(' betas.* those whisk de appoewo sad a possibla ZIPPER Cover OmapolaN,

lo X. Wain Xiskattfagesoeseasehaft 'kb&

2. Irwia 1asiorbash4 Taaketell• (11■11968 Up.)

3, H. jessges. Sehabfabrik

44 Frans Saeger. Sekakwarea

5. IC4 Nowak, Midis. Artikel

6. R.	 Drogerie

7, Harold Orothe Oo.. Farkesfabrik

9. Jjflj Geer1ita, Farb.' 114 Lasko (V-1172UP6)
also

Gebrmmterlidassa fuer Karl Dater sad Reba
patted.. for V-1172 himself.

10. Uri Disohoff & Co., Le•dassohises

U. Ludwig Dram. seek., IrforkSteeit•
(r4129100)

12. Otto Nadler. lereissariikel

13. Alfrod Mleuosiorf. Staasemi

14. LeopoldElohunhaskOo.,Stoisladustrie

15. Norbert Sohmritser. Reataohasittel
(V-3552/230

• 16. Walter Stoll. Farbes	 Lobe	 Dleast. 142

17. Frietrieh Doss% Woman's. 1. Wertr. 	 DURO. 142

Wilhola Dobler. Valersubohoor
(both v.26o6 zxp.)

18. Rerhort Dasher, Faerborel, 3. Vertretor	 Dioast. 142
(V-2616 Exp.)

19. N4 Jaiehho. Kiesierk	 Dim,. 161

Pa. Thomas. hastbassimise
(both V■2031)	

SF 0 nr:r

4T



elnethlostsobsr Prossolionst (8210)

Ssethionteeber Sato Torleils (a0)•

22. lrestioutseber Bettortionst (WV)

loyowisebe Bieelassog000llsehatt (320)

Soillisatimbe loam - Bank Onbil (0)
( 'Ws WW1 on 21 May /951 Vie

Solos-Orolit Dank Ikea-
Ohin Dans B-15. Bnoiwoho■Ic	 .51t•
33, Autos /Craws possibly idontisal
to V.4100, sow bead of kit. Bleak.
Berlin)

nos awl.) Irestsoro MB)
CO BROIL *staidly asiatalirs
pennant tenses, Boo item
IP, Para 14

26. Stotol Astor.
(Formerly Fraskturt

• nal Office. probibir
so longs, *wan.)

SECRET
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SECRET
Sestion 122

/Motion Ws

Bootion too

swabs 512

Bostic* 519

as-pert 294

ex.-29.2

Ir. Let - Transport Vessiebeswass
in (WV)

.14ekibrisse11sebert Berlin(TUB)

the *Issideatso
Mosso
usually' a =CMOS

MOMS& NW
11-5626
Also at liaalaeata•
How



TI. The followiag are' EIPPBR Covers aad installations whisk aril
so loager is use, Oaly a small portiomof those know* are listed. Tbe
*umber of derequisitioami bosom aloes ruas into several headred. Those
helms are only those which ire thought to have bees major covers.

1. Hotel a ASTOR Stoning

2* Suchhof 0 AMISS (bet) fitaraberg

3. Borgfriedoa Hotel 013AIL8IOR ippeahaia

4. Opel Raatiag Lodge 0 BASSLAU Aasbash

The term HOHMANN SESDLUNG is so longer is eurreat use by
WPM.

Rotel	 o BRUIN	 Bremen

7. BOW. a BRISTOL °Unbolts'

8. Resolving Bits 0 SUMACH, sow incorporated Sato 	 ALMA.

9. Bruaabauer Haas Bad Reieheahall

10. Hotel 0 OWN= Frankfurt/Main

11. Rouse 0 00BOND Berehtosgadea

12. Ebtol a COLUMBUS Braman

19. Hotel	 0 CONCORDIA 0 OMAHA Oriesheim
Tbe prommt status of this loaatioa uakaosa.

VA. Rom =ER Obiessa•

15. TWA Richter	 0 EUROPA Yisebbaeh
This Rotel supposelly dropped is Deeember 1952.

16. Rouse 	 0 ISIRTR
Relieved to boy boos droppsi.

17. a .FRANCONIA	 Bahamaholm

18. Schloss	 o 'MING	 bet Priea

19. Hotel	 0 litGABOU0	 Brews
Formerly 0 NORD8131. sot to be soafased wit41018tatlos
NIXIABOUG which is still lapporatisa. Both together were

fOrmerir ham es a NORDS3B.
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20. Offices ( V-8100 )	 0 ORIENT	 Offeabash

21. Hotel	 o STERN (See below)	 Gisheis bet
Frankfurt/Mais

22. Hotel	 0 STERN (Se. above)	 Butsbaeh

23. Hotels VlERJAHRSEITEN, may, and SCHOTTENHANEL, have trots
timi to time bees reported as ZIPPER meeting places. the
Vierjahrseiten for VIP's. the Wolf for Sestioalik~ial
Cbasectioss, and members of the Abesilamdischei"Akt101., sad
the Sehottenhamel Hotel for transient ZIPPERites. There is
no evidence, however, that ZIPPER has any monetary coansetioms
to them as is believed to be the ease with 0 HABIS, the hotel
at Sekell sir. 4.

24. Series*,	 O SCHULTZ a CO.	 Stoeberl
Usaleit 42

Reported by ZIPPER as abandoned whea 300 moved its main elements
to Oberpfaffeshofen. Current ($5) Directories still list its
office at this address, however.

2,5. Schwebischer Bilder- 	 0 NECKAR
	

Karl - Schmertz Str.
dienst GmbH
	

28/IT
Stuttgart

Reported by ZIPPER as dissolved and funds transferred to
o RHENANIA. 0 NECKAR!' offices above were takes over by
o JURA. 0 NECKAR did maintain offices in iinsioh past the
date ripported as dissolved by ZIPPICR, but is now not listed
in current direstories.

26. Akademische Gemeinschafteverlag
	

Salzburg
Austria

Furnished cover for elemests of old General Agency A.
A Mulch Breach was set up by ZIPPER in 1952 and remained
operative until 1954. It is not listed is entreat Munich
Directories. The Salzburg branch is believed to have bees
abandoned is early 2955. •

27. Starsberger Oesellsehaft 6 STARNBERG	 Staraberg

This ZIPPER Cover went Bankrupt.

28. A. Ganghofereche Druck usd Scariness/telt	 Ingolstadt.

ZIPPER Considered using this comeny of Reissmuellees as
cover is 19k9SMGLA-754). but there is no evidence that they
ham ever &agleam, at least under this same ZIPPER does use
Reissmueller's publishing House ewhich has bees ineosporated

mr Aka 6); tfar or tarstrfrptifightifiatit
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VII. Because of the peculiar relation of ZIPPER to the emerging German
Government and its longtime unofficial statuenin tho Busies Republic, ZIPPER
has, of necessity, been forced to use extensive commercial cover. Since, for -
many years they could not enjoy an establishment ii=the/ministry, however
modest, or even office space in federal buildings except under US auspices,
all known establishments, administrative and operational were forced to employ
commercial or US Army cover outside of Pullach Compound. The necessity for
good cover was heightened by their proximity to the "Iron Oortain", and the
relatively easy acceptor the BIS into the western zone. In addition ZIPPER
worked under the purvey'of "friendly' services, and in order to achieve a
degree of independenoe	  a probable condition for their future accept..
ance as the German IS	 they spread their service throughout Germany in a
series of small commercial establishments.

From the early days ZIPPER has been understandably reluctant to detail any
extensive information on their cover arraingements. Due te,t40)problem of fi-
meowing their "Legal Bodies" which were neeessary to cover 	 People with
the various' German Government welfare agencies and tax bureaus, POD was able
to maintain complete record on these firms (20 at present). In addition, ZIPS
PER was forced toge, gli „1--0/3 funds for the establishment of their larger field
administrative Be 	 aitezia or Dieaste114, and communication facilities. POD
Financo retains complete records of these loottions in its project files.

Incidental memos and charts supplied by ZIPPER show that they have made ex-
tensive 'loan' to established Germs companies. Most of the information on
this was passed to PCB in the course of negodatioas for additional funds, of-
ten to save some company from bankrupt*, in appeals for US Authority inter-
vention cm behalf of ZIPPERites and ZIPPER Special Connections, or in charts
explaining its former Speoial Connect ion Operations. The liana amount of those
loans run somewhat over half a million marks. The financing mechanisms used
in such cases cannot be determined from the records available at this base.
Most such financing was presumably dons either in the "black" days, or in the
days of Army coontrolIeben accountings were largely superficial. After 1949,
complete accounts were institited endoriginalo with recelptseturned over to
POB. These accounts are in detail and it is from them, and particulally from
occasional unsterilised receipts (due to the negligence of a finance clerk, or
through poor interdepartmental oosTdivation) that our knowledge of the ZIPPER
physical establiehmmW1U-immemm,

Fok example the NovembefAIPER Section accounts ( 24 Vol.'s) ran as followss
(1u order) Ceutr. °verb.. 513g '- 3. *intr. Overh. - 4e. b. 514. $52, 553, 555,
V-funds, 5511 ..5a,b, 660, 670, 712, WICB, Stadthaua, Empfangsbusro, Menai. 6.
Dienst. 11, 12, 62, 142, 161, Duero Bavaria, Dienst. 2o 710, Dionst. 5, Dienst.
7, Dienst. 9, Section 375, Section 400, and Section 900, Next cams special
Sections V-3002, V=67, V-12053, Iutta, V-82 1,ard Printing Orders. These
Special Sections are often transitory and	 not be considered permanent
uh/Ste determined to be so from other sources.
' In addition to breaking down expenses by section, as above ZIPPER expenses
are also totaled by type% of expense.* much as the US Government breaks down its
operating expenses into object classigication. An intensive study of ZIPPER
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VII. (continued)

expenses revealed that their most sterilized receipts were generally
charged to classification H III, entitled Kosten fuer Fremie Dienst 	

,.•._

Expenses for other agencies ( an examples Studiengesellschaft zur
Foerderung wisseaschaftlicher Arbeiten MM., Mehlem/Rhein or Had
Oodesburg-Mehlen a. Rh., Mainzer Str. 70). This classificatioa was
believed for long time to be simply a mechanism for transferring
menses pakid on behalf of one Dienst. to another, much as KUBARK
Has* Finance Sections employ the mechanism of the T/A. This, however,
is not the case; expenses are transferod to Central Headquarters Pullach
and incorporated in the respective as:mounts. It is common to see one
Dienstw's payments appear in anothers account; this i.e the rule when
one incurres expenses on behalf of another.

When the need arose to find ea sfinanoe mechanism for expensing covers'
not 'cams, or reported to POH;:eipense classification H III was MI first
scrutinized. As suspected, this account was not • legitimate deities
to transfer expenses from one account, where the expense was incurred.
to another for which it was incurred, but rather . a device for writingat expenses not properly chargeable to any other of the accounts. Farther.
the account was not a "true" accounting, in that many of the expenses
were reoeipted for by psuedo without any enumeration as to the purpose,
or any other ac	 han general expense charged. There was no_ sitrans-
fee as the	 of the account would load one to believe. In
the numerous cases whore the purpose was related such as "Red Croon".
to source was give*, and such expenses were duplicated in legitimate
accounts. Further, this was not simply a German devil* for wanes off
misselknecusHexpeases sinee another such account did exist which was large
enough, and general enough, to WWI' almost any general expense regard..
less of size. In addition, these were not "one time" expenses since
such an fccouu, sate large, alas> existed for that purpose. Several
legitim	 Ola

i!!:
tions of course exist. These transfers might be to

accounts nOvtu	 over to POD, but this would be a violation of the
original agreement between UBARK aad ZIPPER. These expenses might be a
part of a pending account, but to write such an account off tonexpense

is a questionable practice. These numerous expenses might be for 'special
projects', but such an account also exists, and an exsustive search re-
vealed that not one of the identifiable establishments supported from this
account had been revealed to POD. (legally speaking from the viewpoint
'of MARK such is not legally neeessary. since ZIPPER is a subsidy project.
and all expenses are witness off to expense upon transfer, but to Mr ‘
knowledge ZIPPER has never been told thin. in ,Nilf fluiSe She opposise.;
There could be some legitimate explainatiOn o f' 	 Occouat, but at the
best, it is very poor accounting practice. A check of one month, August,
revealed that this acoount, B III, ran to DM 57,630.38.

Another account which seamed promising in regards to any clandestine
diversion of funds, was the 3002 account (formerly the Nausea account,
formerly the Dr.'s X vouchers). An addition of the account showed, how-
ever, that for the month of August its total was DM 3,500, end e search
of five months showed that these expenses at no time exceeded 5.000 DM.
the largest being 4.701.68 for the month of November, 1955.

An other Conroe of diversion could be the section leaders "personal"

SECT
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payments, which are totally unaocounted for and payed In lump suss
increments of 500 DIL(August total of such payments 18,500 DM) with-
out accountings or receipts. ZIPPER i though , would hardly choose such
a method for rimming covers, and Such payments are understandable if
viewed in the light of a repmentatioa allowance, or as an unaccount-
able expense actplit.

The largest single account is unmeipted in part. This is the 0 III
ND .; Arbeit Kosten/lxpenses for activities of IS personnel. This cost
is, however, amoUated for by V numbers, and bears too easy checking
for any attempt at falsification. The various tasks of these V-men is.
of course, outaide the vary'', of this study. Whether or not some of
the unreported Dienatellse Sub-Sections under special cover, work on
'other than joint' operations. cannot be determined.

SIAOS this is a General Study of ZIPPER Covers it might be well to
record the general histOrical background of ZIPPER cover developement,
such as is known, and describe their present cover structures and general
cover policies, such as can be deduced from our present knowledge.

The history of ZIPPER Cover starts with the abortive attempts of
Bergman Baun. A fairly concise statement of his mamas may be found
in a suamary of his diary(BOLA-73): *comparing German and laglish
methods of providing cover, he eoncluies that he pre:6W the latter.
Be foil. that business cover has two advantagess it provides better
protection, and if well laid on, it shows a profit which can be plowed
back ibtoIS work. Be makes generalised suggestions for cover, mention-
ing types of commeroial activity which norMally have an interaational.
character. This economic cover was to be used for both •Nahonfklaerung.
and Tiefenaufklaerung' by virtue of branch offices scattered through-
out the world. This plan, he adds, would require the services of two
banks, one German bank to finance the cover enterprises inside Germany
and the other an American bank to take o gre of all cover firms outside
Germany.* Baun se =homes were, however, somewhat beliond the bounds of
reality as may be sees from an estimate of his costs which amounted to
a total Of nia07 millions of dollars over a period of four years for
she establishaent of economic cover alone. It is interesting to nolo.
though, that his estimates for the cost of IS work over a period of
four years wee not too far oft the sups actually spent.

Brun's arandlowesehemes for =menial cover fine* reduce theme
selves to the one small company TETE; froaivhioh Baus found it necessary
to pilfer small funds ( an estimated $ 6,000.00 and 4.000 cartons of cigar-
ettes. An estimated $ 14,000 from all ZIPPER sources.) to support him-
self in the manner to which he felt he should become accustomed. incm,
in the early stages of bankruptcy, was turned over in its entirlty to
Balla's immediate assistant,

Intermittfmtly, during Baun's economic cover period, Bann was the
target of GIC investigations which sought to establish that Bane had
been and presumably still was, a member of the ', rote kapelle e . These
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investigations began when a psuedo Latvian DP was captured in Canada
by the Mounted Polio*. The PP, Dimitri Leshenko, stated that he had
previcuely worked for a Soviet Espionage ring, disguised as, and oper-
sting in, the Abwehr. Baun and several associates were :lamed. Later,
two former Nom subordinates from the Abwehr. Dr. Adalbert Linker, and
Erich Arno Hiller, denounced Dam to the BIC. Au investigation was be-
gun, and two more former Abwehr type, Leo Kerma and Nikolai Ruddia,
were found who wore willing to state that Baua und his immediate Staff
were ',rote kapelle". The OIC finally labeled the denunciations as
revenge. The CIO investigating team fell into diaripute when it was
discovered that the ohief agent investigator, Gunter Rothonow had con-
tinued the investigation, unauthorized, envolved a ZIPPERite, and stol-
en files from his superior. a Lt. Stone, who had also been envolved in
the original investigations. This is important in the cover picture
since several of the personalities envolved with Boma were, and are
ZIPPER Cover types or ZIPPER Staff members.

Baun's diary is particularly useful since it names many cover
types, most of which are still in the business, and the type of work in
which they were to be engaged in. It further furnishes interesting
sidelights on the Doctor's future intentions in the cover field, moat
of which haven't been carried out, to our knowleage. The following is
a summary of a conversation between Baun and UTILITY z aConoerninc
tactical intelligence, Herr (UTILITY) feels that it would be best to
build this part of the organisation into the German Police, with the
approval of the americans, principally for cover purposes but also
for the sake of other advantages. I saamad(Baun) and said that the field
organisations are at present much too brebut that only big units can be
directed at this time because' of insufficient cover. Should the German
police constitute the cover, I should recommend splitting the organi-
sation into smaller parts. The most important objective to achieve in
the course of time is the separation of operations from administratioal
the latter to have American cover, but the former to have economic
cover.'

Baun's notes record a further conversatiow uTiurr ne:; states
that in , the foreseeable future the organisation will be eol German.
Faun if the time ahould come when the organisation, split into small
groups, would go abroad, it must remain German. On the other hand, the
cover must be American. Bean replies, 'But Herr (UTILITY), theta the
old way which I have already followed." And further, • I should like to
cell your attention to the fact that I em prepared to work only IS wise
against the Soviet Union for Germany with America. All cooperation with
the Americans must be regarded not as an end but as a means to an end.
I have no intention of getting myself involved in your policy dealings
with the Americans, but I beg you to keep me constantly informed.l.'
UTILITY agrees with me completely and adds, ' If we once have a Germs*
government, regarkless of where or whether it la the government for all
of Germany or only the provisioaal government of West Oormany, we must
take part in the establishment of German police end military (der
Aufstellung einer deutsche* Exekutive). I am convinced that the
Americans in this respect will lend us a heal.'

SEGL:
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VII.	 (continued)

EGLA -124 Contains short notes of the group who were to establish
ZIPPER economic cover on a 'world vide o basis. Those named were
EduarlIougassian. Joseph Heinemann. L ._Li. Alfred Mayer, Kurt
Werner. and Paul Olueok. Nothing current is knows on Hougassiaa:
ZIPPER asked that we interoeel upon his behalf in 1949 in regards to
a visa. In 1950 a CIC report came in that a boisterous group calling
themselves Canaria people were reoruiting in the Hotel Babe, Berneck.
Among them, conspicuous for his quiet behavior, was Edward Hougassian.
a All Pasoha ben Huson. We passed the report on to ZIPPER, suggesting
that his usefulness was at an end. Nothing further on his appears in the
FOB files. Joseph Heinemann Is a former black marketeer, traveling for
his own enterprise Behr Schulz 6 Co. between Hamburg and the near east.
ZIPPER has denied any *elation to the subject. but reported that be is
suspected as a double agent for an unknown service and the British.-
The Diary stated that Olueck was to work with Hougassiaa. Alfred Meier
is presently ZIPPER os second ranking finance mane pay roll number 4015.
Kurt Werner, true name Horst von Pflugk-Hartung. operates ZIPPER Cover .,
Firs K. Werner & Co., Hamburg, the primary !Unctions of which are tuamoin. 1
Other ZIPPER members engaged in the cover field under Haus were Alexander
Cellarius, former leader of one of the two sections under Baum in the

Russial end one of those accused of oleo* kapelleo_tles
by Dr.4	 and RIS-Ltehslako, Latvian DP apprehended in Canada. , '""
O TIGRIS, Bagrat Barbarlantp, now dead, who was to be the link up man
With DRO, Gen. Kanayan: supposedly =BARK controlled. Cellarius is now
in the Bonn Office of the transportation firm Kuehn' and Nagel,
night office number is his hams phone. Other tantalizing loads •AZ
AuslOnd nets abound in the Baum Diary. There are too maay of tbma to
go into detail, but a few which Baum indicated as established ares Erich
Blumerl Swiss IS contact, (probably) Baron?. von_Malfetti, former Itil
aa706Uniii, Munlah, a mu, v.1.2053 and his net in A. (
origlail in German is not available. .0 HENGL is now a leg61 traveMer 	 -
mostly in Czechoslovakia), Schmittlein, Argentina (as a *Resident fuer ?let-
enaufklaerung o .), Abele, Kunatverlag. Rolladenfabrik, Karlsruhe (now a-7
ZIPPER Cover Firm), F. Rushmann Verlag.export-laport firm Reitsch und Held
(owned by ZIPPERite Justus, and gave six ZIPPERites cover IA 1947). Sports
Verlag, Frankfurt/Main, Die Bruecke• refugee newspaper, Rothe and AMU/MU
Glassworks mbH., Schwaebisch■(aNuendvmakers of medical glassware (possibly
identical to 0 10041NA; e glassware firm to whom ZIPPER has given 05.000 131).
Osteuropa Institute (to which ZIPPER has strong present ties), Yell Ihjam
Chan, Turkestan, Hilmi Seraphim, 0 PAUL, Niameler es Co% Braunschwieg (
ZIPPER has present ties with this firm), Geragoss and Beano Danish	 2.

genes, Journalist Dr. Herbert Tian Bangkok, Dr. Kurt Yermebram (auto-
bahn net plan)* Immanuel Birnbaum. Poland (dropped at his own request in
Sept. 1954, alledgedly for trip to Moscow, now, February 1956, requiring
Till& to states. suspeated of being _d icestriaa.C41 • aaasing, b100=0
Gen. Marinez-Cämpos, Spain. Manrred	 p. Hong Kong, Arthur Heissig,
Peking, Mooskerg, Shanghai, Wolf C;i..

Schenk', Chuagking, Wilhelm Mackeben,
Brazil and Central America, Berchtold, Yugoslavia, Max A. Bartenstein•

Switzerland (custodian of ZIPPER funds, Switzerland), Arkavasd Atanian,

Qrpm:i
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-;	 tddle East, Alaxeyevich Sayslowski, Argentina ( Head of "IP Div., Argentin
,p1 pman:Ulrich, Swiss police, Hugo von Thurn und Taxis (out of the picture duo

to ill heolth), Georg Vey-Baehr, Madrid (to set up a net under cover of
.;...t kipi an ice cream business), Michael Kettle, Switzerland, Hassan Ali Sado.

\,444Hassan Kassajep, Magomed Abdull Nadir, all middle east, (Baum had opera-
,.: 1.qted in the Balkans, and probably middle east, where he was succesful in

11 is Abwehr days. ZIPPER seemed to relyupon him for reactivating their
• middle east net, with the help of MOO. Anatol Michailowatki, France.
Bans Mosberg, Israel. Von Raganat, BIS, Heinrich Schelde, export-import

,	 -----	 •
. • 7' )firm Corseen, Bremen, Hans Krueger, Madrid, Haider Bey Bammate, Middle
• • .5 ■J	 •

Esst, Wfildemar Fast, Turkey (participated in Operation CICERO), Dr. Emil
niiirr, Turkey (works for Mark pharmaceutical firm, Darmstadt), Herten, Af-
ghanistan, Walter Eugen *saner, Seain and Morrocco(long time operstivo
there, see primer),

The best idea of ZIPPER general policy in regards to future cover
establishment may be found in ZIPPER memo 121, to 20 from 34 (34/75 ...

34.3), Subject: Economic Camouflage. beginning with paragraph b.. entitled
Cover employments on. the economy*

"As the associates of this project were not in a position to pursue
occupations other than their intelligence activities and, on the other
head, were required to have sueh occupations vis-a-vis German authorities
such as labor offices, financa offices, tax antes, insurance offices
and police headquarters, it was necessary to find them cover employments."

• The following experiences were made in the coarse of these activities:

1. .Large enterprises are entirely inappropriate for camouflage purposes
because of theemployses° councils and the management which is usually
composed of several persons (members of the executive committee, board
of directors. eta.) Eben if in exceptional cases it were necessary
that associates be employed by such enterprises, it could not be avoid-
ed that a large group of persons would be in the know of the actual
connections. Thus a danger of diseorery arises which might be out of
proportion to the result obtained.

2. jn medium enterprises there are the same predioaments as in the large
enterprises, though to a logger degree. Possibilities of having as-
sociates employed by such enterprises largely depend on the personal-
ity of the oilier of the firm and the kind of his business. They were
utilized already in individual eases.

3. Small enterprises are usually the most appropriate for camouflage
employments as they are run by one person only who also does all the
bookkeeping: The danger of discovery is of itself less threataing.
Also, one man only can be employed: by such enterprises so that possi-
*bleiMecovery will affect :051 of the associates only. This method
was applicable on a large scale due to family relations and person-
al acquaintances of the associates themselves and. by utilization o f
possibilities of other members of this project. The economic depression
of the past month; showed, however, that htest enterprises were par-
ticularly subject to crises and were forced to continuously champ

SF1
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their personnel. For just the same reasons, i.e. the present economic
situation, it is particularly difficult, on the other hand, to find new
appropriate enterprises for new eamouflage employments. Another aggrava-
ting factor lies in the fact that activities in camouflage employments
must "optically" agree with the aotually?iperformed intelligeaes activi-
ties.'

c. "Smployment of associates in enterprises financed by this project.
Enterprises, upon which this project exerted financial influence pro-
vided the sagest method of camouflage employments. The financial sit-
uation of this project unfortunately, permitted the application of this
mOthod in the rarest cases only. This influence Wag gained by this
project by giving assistance to new firms, by grantiag loans or by
advance payment of salaries for camouflaged associates for • fixed time.
This method of financing offers the possibilOy of providing associ-
ates with complile and 'optically' perfoot covers which meet the re-
quirements of their activities for this project!	 ,-/	 , ,1

■ 1_4_ \

irt.	 -	 \
'In conclusion it may be said that, by a pplicati O# camouflage
methods according to para. b end c.a no &isomer? es of any kind
occursi and that, by tho continuous work in this field, dissovwries
of associates for want of caMouflage employments could be avoided.'

'From 200 to 250 aseocietes could be employed by application of the
camouflage methods mentioned in para. b and c. A more exact figure
cannot be given because of the discharges of personae) which are go

-ing on at present.'

! III. Conclusions

'Conclusions

The necessity to operate, in the near future, in western.0ermapy as
Nal ogilioitikiOrtgrftemealesite*Ortailimtsallerfasalho. protection
ISA011**614wAtittatiassoia ligpssigtgaionting atihsetipithe. •ows* of
giggloggteePtgatiagolusleattotellemilitenthitstgasnlohdpirst of
ibeambinia Wel Mod paint esobItt ssetgbs*Usce tang barge • . la this
ttealittligtheigoothgborsitiglersfotatetaavillIgikatgasor, P•ranks•ht way
IbbailPlib0440114411011bettatdithillbtfrairialittgesockvesup. This
littatIsnrouttbsengibiednetliii• by side with the change in tbe previous
procedure of employment."
'Theoretically, this employment may be effected in groups
VIDiggettitailsidigittlytagtigatg6litorietok sifloptsatein groups of various
thcfitioftsitztliugyitfttalabloploysent of groups will, however, be
practicable only exceptionally and will be justified for sections of
th' ^subrheadr...re	 1	 M. oney. .riitVievitaer e	 grffiroinia17411•1141fra:
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employment offers the best opportunities of adopting the economic
cover employment to the intelligence activities of the associate
concerned. Persons who have to travel much will find ample pos-
sibilities on the employer level, whereas those who do only office
work may be odequatodly protected by cover contracts as employees."

"Since effective camouflage adequate to the intelligence require-
ments of this organisation can be provided only by such firms as
are under our financeial influence, the following possibilities for
an emplowment of assiociates can be listed s"
"1. Sales organizations of large US firms, such as large automobile

firms, oil companies. gramophone-record producers, motion pic-
ture exchange fires, magazines, eta. Perhaps there are also
other American-controlled firms in German y suited for such a
purpose."

62. Financing of existing of existing German firms which, by a loan
of capital,may be induced to accept a member of this organiza-
tion as partner. Such firms would moreover offer the pcesibil -
ity for employing other associates of this project."

"This woad have to be carried out in such n way that the as-
sociate will be provided with the required capital, shish must
then be refunded to this organisation from savings or profits
made in the enterprise. The associHtion with existing firms
would offer the advantage that the initial outlay has already
been written off, and that both the type of the enterprise and
the moral and business qualifications of the copartner can be
assissed. It is understood that only such firms can be select-
ed as have proved their soundness. The member of this organi-
zation acting as a partner in a firm would not exercise any di-
rect functions in this enterprise but would remain full y avail-
able for intelligenee activities. however, he would have in
it a b441 for his fUrthersubsistanee in-ease he should leave
the organization.'
Hatablishmant of new enterprises.

The same considerations put forht in para. 2 dote apply to
laisbaulia.titta*tontaryitieniteas

-1.,iif--are rouge.. and thus are eligible for stele subsidies ear-
marked for such purposes.,

"4. Oover firms.

There is, of course, also the possibility of establishing
special cover firms.. Homer, it Must be taken into acoount
that the founding of such firms is very expensive. Their
lifetime will hardly exceed one year and so the means spent

on the estavlishment of the firms are lest..

SECRET
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'An employment of •ssboiates of this organisation in firms financed
by us offers the possibility of reducing the sums to be paid in the
way of salaries, sinod these members may eventually draw tiller sal-
aries from these firms.

"After an evaluation of all these facts and • thorough examination
of all the problems involved* the opportinity mentioned in para. 2.
above, i.e. the employment of *soloist*s in firms financed • by this
organisation seems to offer the best possibility. It would provide
our assiciates with the necessary cover and in addition with the means
of a livelihood in the event of their leaving the organization, at
the same time guaranteeing the refunding of the sums spent in this
field.*

'As regards intelligeaca activities, a net of firms controll•a bribe
organization would offer all the required opportunities for ooverin
motor vehicles and would mreover provide all the other technical firms
will also offer an opportunity for operations 'broad will depend on the
selections made.'

°Aramles of Cove: _Firms. 

1. A publishing firs was granted a loan by this organisation for the
publication of two new periodicals. In return, tut firm employpd
11 associates camouflaged as salesmen in the various districts Of
the western Zones of Germany. These assiciates were in no way
bound to discharge any duties to the *blinking firm and were thus
free to pars.* their intelligence activities. (notes This could
be either the Reissmuelleralishing House of Inaolstadt, or the
Wamldbo Hameln mew or	 in, or possibly some other.)

2. An industrial enterprise (laboratory equipnemt) nes granted a loan
by this project for its establishment. This enterprise employed
emaciates of this project as drivers and drummers who were like-
wise completely free in pursuing their intelligence missions.
(notes Could be Rothe & AsMussen Glassworks WM., the Standard
Grinding Glass Apparatus Plant of Mien, S r)RTUNA, or even the
G. Hodenstook Optima:se Works, although this last is doubtful.)

3. An insurence company in Hamburg was supported by insurance contracts
placed by this project and in return employed three members of this
projedt as its representatives under the same contitions as mention-

ed above. (notes probably Gook Max& Berns, although it (mad be •
branch of the Gerling - !Concern in Hamburg)

4. i wholesale enterprise employed four emaciates of this organiza-
tion as drummers* who are completely unhampered in their intelli-
gence work by this employment. This firm finds its regard for its
cooperation by being able to deduce the salaries nominally to be
paid for these employees from its taxable incase. (*Ap t Probably
the W. Kemper Wholesale Firm or the Sauna Wholesale Firm of Hohen-
limburg.)	 SERI
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5. 'An industrial enterprise (manufacture of apparatus) nominally

employe three of our associates as sales agents in various dis-
tricts, Also this plant was induced to this cooperation by say,
ing in taxes effected by this procedure * " (Nary Kommendit Oesel-
sohaft„ Bremen )*

"Still more examples of this kind may be given,"

'344/2919°

The above memo was written in September of 1949 and ZIPPFR Cover
policy has been modified to some extent sine* that time, However*
although our knowledge of ZIPPSR Cover activities has fallen dff
sharply is the last two years, all known cover activity stems to_ •
indicate that ZIPPER'. essential philosophy in cover matters has
remained unaltered.

In the past ZIPPER his divested operations from the various
field away headquarters * while rendering administrative support
from Pullet* Comma through the field agencies to the various
operating units. In the ease of entails nee-field agency sub-sec-

.lions, Cover Wompanies* oommunleation establishments. and PP pro-
ject groups, the support and policy dinettes has been provided
directly from FUllash Compound* Devlin operations have varied
from this proseedure * utilislag'administrative support from both

• their distant field agencies and .from the relatively independent
structure of the In*

At one time Zinn utilised US AAMT Cover extensively* but in
the last few years this Cover has been Mused to Pnllaoh Compound
proper, D/F Stations and a tow scattered commnaleatiom faellities
such as Radio Station Kieffer* Berlin* Irsasterg Castle, which is
presently in the process of derequisition, and me or two houses
in Berlin. With the probable exception of Radio Kaeffer * these
installations may be expected to switch to Osman Federal * or
COmmercial Clover* . In additio‘vit is likely that certain evalua-
tion groups and CI liason offices will enter Federal offices or
'Carman Service Cover * It la also a possibility that certain of
their field offices may enter Federal buildings* but this is con-
jecture. At present the field mew installations, a &pedal cos-
metics. Potion, and most of the field communisatioaestablish-
meats are under the eominal cover provided by the use of 'Legal
Body" names. As preViously mentioned those bodies were first
formed as paper entities to cover ZIPPERites in complies* with
German law. They were Dover intended to easoluerads as true busin-
ess soccer:1s t and though an lasprovement over the use of Muni-
tioned Mules and Army Unit designations, OW durability is
problematic. This last weakness is somewhaC'effset by the relative
ease with which new ones may be institited* Their use has, accord-
ing to ZIPPL4 proven adequate Cover for purely administrative offices.
Our knowledge of these facilities and their respective covers is
fairly complete for all known field agencies * Since most of these'
offices are under long term leases, it is questionable if many of
then will be given up in the near future, though their cover might
conceivably be abased*
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in order to avoid aLi covorage. It should afford opportunitiee for
Ito personnel to travel legitimately about the host country, and it
muet be financially able to maintain several establishmente. Further,
to offset the resulting lona of value to ZIETER from any compromise.
it's assets should be readily couvertable or auvject to easy disposal.
Such a firm would also li4e1y to have been financed from its inception t
ZIP:E.R prior to 1950. Examples aros bookstores, publiahlug firms, im-
port-export firms, internationalized tranaportation companies, and in -
particular specialized manufacturing fl.rma, Possible candidates for
such . a list are. ABU& a:UNsTVLALZ. Stuttgart (Art Publicatioas),

F. Ruchmann Verlag, Biotech und Held (export-import firm), the 'Sports-
Vaasa". Frankfurt (Haportedly to be formod for ten members of Dienst.
12, at that time Org. 4711. by a fnu. hagemmon, probably Julius Hane-
mann. ex. 53 officer, former sport's film expert, and at that time, 1947
a ZIPPERita. This VAS to provide covor for reporter agents at Weir-
national sporting events.), Rotha.and Asmuesen Glassworks mtaa. Schwas-
bisch-Gmnand. Niemair & Co., Braunschweig, Wesser Gypsum of Oldendorf
and Bodeaverder ( at the time of its inception the Wieer-Gips•Gruppe,
formed for the purpose of a Scandanavian net, and reported as having
an office in Stockholm near the time off its consolidation into the
larger canbine of Wormer Gypsum, in which 4IPP44 at one time, 1990.
reported owning 9 % of the stock.).

During this study on ZIPPER Covers certain factors and principles
have come to light which have aided considerably in researeh.
has from time to time attempted, when other means havefailed, to use
American intercession in Obtaining visas for persons whom they an in-
terested in (i.e. Dr. C.H. Nicolaus Bensmann. Edgar Bilgert, Hohannea
Bischoff, Geyer, Spangenberg, Rudolf von Glinski, Ulrich Schoettle, and
others.) and also requested aid in the interest of German firms (i.e.
Standard Oil, DPAO, Rodemstook Optische Werke, Anthem, Steuerad Far-
werk, 000/1., of Bremen, and othere.). They Dave been somewhat nieve in A.
this. Not only have they asked for intercession, but have oecasionally
asked advice of ?tB. end other Americans (John Booker of Ney York for
example. might well be able to furnish leads at to 41Pgai l e American
activities.) in certain or their cover problems. 411"PhR occasionally
lists its Staff members in its conected firms an wrorschere s . There
are several factors which operate in aiding identifieation of low level
operating and field administrative groups in Germany. The various
operating groups must have imendiate access to a number of files and
reoortAsj ;Thie brings up certain security factors which tend to group

fieldjfi-inown secure locations (this is not necessarily true in Berlin).
The housing situation is critical enough to restrict movement and dis-
courage short term leases. Further, the occasional need for physical
communicetion possibly enters the picture. ZIPPER tends to place cov-
ered offices in buildings where anatito Staff members reside, or have
at one time lived (this is more true in Munich than elsewhere.)tases
where certain offices have related functions, though under unrelated
cover, they oecasionally place them ka the same building. Where they
have long term leessa i they often move abother section into the same T
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office previously occupied by a former one. They tend to use the same
real estate firms in procuring office and housing space. Whether for
communication reasons, or due to current availability of suitable of -
floss they may group along the SaMO street or same general develops-
merit area. ftmerous leads have been found from consulting city direct-
ories. ZIPPER has become cognisant of this in the last two years and
consequently many of its offioes which still exist have been dropped frc
,recent telephone books and directories, but this too, has been of as-
sistance in evaluating suspected locations. Also, for historical resew
(i.e. a witting official in the Government Industrial Registry files.
controlling? and S. registration) many of their "Legal Bodies" begin
with S o . end occasionally IlTs (perhaps more than we know.).

The utilisation of these, and other LIPPER cover procurement tend -
smiles in developing leads has been reasonably successful. One of 8111,0
al examples, Hans Richter et Co.. Industrie - betelligungen GmbH., a
ZIPPER Cover, is located at 7 Walhalla Str., Munich is on the same floor
with the Studiongesellsohaft sur Pardoning vissensohaftlicher Arbeiten
mbH. Sinai this is on the same floor with a ZIPPER Cover, and is a gee-
ellschaft, it was listed with several others as a lead. The ZIPPER Nov-
ember 1955 Accountings were received a t POB after the first of the
year. The 400 aiwount book Listed the above as a new cover for 847/A
located at Mainzer str. 70, Mehlem/Rhein and/or Bad Godesberg. The vols
of accountings shovel it to be a fair sized office. 847/A is the des-
ignation for what was the Frankfurt Field Office of ZIPPSR, ( The Food-
erung Gesellsohaft might, however, be only the courier service cover.
slam it was found in the 400 account.) A possible lead as yet unresol-
ved is the Bayerisohes Wirtshaus-Alpina inh. th . Forster Mariend, Strout!
Str, 32. This is obviously not a ZIPPER Compsey, but may have some
working relationship with thin. Another possibility is the Sued Verlag.

Recently ZIPPER has striven to separate its administrative offices
from its operational. This is in line with ZIPPRB!s concurrent strong-
Shining of the demarkation line between staff and agent personnel. The
difference in type of cover between the two is fairly distinct and has
furnished valuable leads as to the type of installation. Unfortunately
it has also lead to a recent diversification and maltiplioation of laC.
level. installations in the West Zone of Germany which has proved dif-
ficult to follow.

In the detailed listings of known ZIPPER offices, pare I, it must
be kept in mind that a portion of these locations may be out of date,
or even incorrect. All of the items were taken from the materials at
this base. Such a listing as this is only as good as the source; as ex-
cellent as the PCB files are they are only one answer to the cover
problem. They are at best a supplement to a- ground chalk. Other source
in addition to KUBARK file checks, exist in various German Government
and Civil offices. I have no means of judging whether or not most
most of them are inaciessable to AmericServicos, or whether any such
developement of access would be worth iieeffort. However, a few suoh
possibilities are listed below'

1. The Trade Police i.e. Gowerpolizei ( because of registration
and taxes.)
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2. Chamber of industry and Commerce (die Industrie & Bandels-
.	 kammerbzw. Handserkskammer)

9. the Germs °our, Register 1.e. Amtsgericht Register

4. the Trade Registry i.e. Remdelsrigister

5. the Petleral Gazette i.e. Bundsanseiger (also other gemottee•
Amfthlasifters)

6. the Chamber of Commerce °melte i.e. Mittellungshlatt der
Rendlskammer

Private nagistries, or trade registries i.e. Register der
henntsen Pirmenhemichungen (privet)

Information Bureaus i.e. Auskunfetelen (Behlmelpfeng, etc.)

the °averment Yinanee Office for Corporation Taxes am*,
Taxes i.e. rinanzamt fuer die UMsatn440erpe
stansi ( =Mites admittedly several time *a
used the mechanism of Tax refunding to !inane. 1
in legitimate firms.- One ZIPPER woo in feet cite
this is the most tette:salary method.)

10. the City Administration for Trade Tax.. and Lend Tax 1
Stodtverwaltung fuer die Gegerkestener. Grunds
(particularly thoSachbearbeiter sad iCasee, or
investigative official in suspected oases of eft

11. the Delivery offies of the Mals Post Office i.e. die
mem der Zustellung

• 12. the Mein Government °Mee of Statistics, i.e. limp
Statistik

19. the Ocoupation Authority for Industrial and Armaments
i.e. saaateaagabehoerden andustrieberieht und

14. the city offices for Gas and Power eonsamptim, i.e.
limbos Verbs (USG, BRWAG) fuer 'des ignerideis

Insurance ampules, Tire, Theft, Arreet, i.•. %Oil
mon, Feuer- Unbruch. Banos

16. Delivery Services, Associations, Banks, etc.
antes, terbeenden, Spedituren, Denbo

17. Customs, i.e. Zell

18. Health Insurance. i•e. Ortskrankenkasse (required)

19. Trade Unions, i.e. Gewerkschaftes

SEEL
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20. the Construction Of ties, i.e. Banamt wegen der 04.baende

21. the Health Office, Factory inspection Division, i.•. Ossund.-
heitsamt vegan der hyg. Yabrikaufsicht

22. the Office concerned with industrial Safety. i.e. Kesselueber.
wachungsverein u.a.

Most necessary in research and easily obtainable are the standar
references, the city address books, the telephone books, the Feder."'
address book, and other branch address books, i.e. Stadtadreasbm,04:
Telephonbuch, Butissadressbush, Branchenadressbuschern.

In regard to Zipper American activities, if any. Several
ites settled in the US., several have travelled there from time
It's not known if any of these personalities hare engaged in as
ZIPPER cover there. ZIPPER has, as previously noted, asked FOB
cession in the case of several ZIPPERitis with Abwehr ba
prospective business in the US. was somewhat ill defined. They
occasionally admitted to certain American contacts which we ha
or no specific knowledge of. Several memo's and a chart show t
possibly have monetary and business contacts with the American
industry. They ones admitted to a purposed plan for converting
Dollars into Gorman Currency through their American film amnion
Several of their projects, current and defunct, have utilized f
verlsg cover utilising US films.

They have US. contacts through DOG. the German Standard 0
Subsidiery. Over, fro. and Spangenberg, fun. are two of their
special Connection contacts to the states. ZinsIte Dr. Kamm.
a Special Connection ( possibly Staff) contact to Dr. Brinckmann
the Brinkmann Wirts & Col Firm, a banking firm of Hamburg, mant
by ZIPPER an a contact, to the US. (Notes These may be aliases.)

Intercepts show that several ZIPPERites have current businekis
dealings with American firms, and personal correspondence to forinp_
ZIPPLRites in the US. We have no evidence that any of these co
and connections are engaged in any extensive collection efforts.
US. Any organized effort of ZIPPER in this direction would most
bably be mounted through one or more cover companies, or throAlak
series of individual Zanotti. ostensibly working in German 2
the US. If such were the case ZIPPER would undoubtedly attempt
keep any such personalities from being listed in documents pass
FOB. 4 study of covert high_ Irvoi ZIPPLAItea and Sneotabignne).L-,mom to be tom sa espeeds44, sensitive OperitiOne
*hoe that it,Dlita boo Wily well ameacm4 te Wei* osy,
entadi To such persons from information passed to us: - Most o

knowledge of these things come frail intercepts and incidental •. J .

nations with POD Staff members. They have made numerous slips
ever, in failing to delete, or uaing known aliasesof their statt,,
in the voluminous administrative and operational material whichifli',

have received from them.
Any real effort to identify or discover any extensive 2aPPAR'

activities in the US. would necessitates
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1. A thorough trial intercept coverage of suspected ZIPPER
Cover Firms.

2. A Us. customs list of all German Firms bolting US import
licenses.

3. Lists of stockholders in suspeeted ZIPPER Firms.

4. Ground surveillance of know, ZIPPER *cover* people.

5. ODINVY checks of ZIPBERites and ZIPPER Special connections
known to be in the US.

• For Obvious reasons such a Program would not be
feasilile at this times and would quite possibly be unpro..
ductive.

Listed in this study are several ZIPPER P.P. organizations and
ZIPPER contaots to German Political organizations. Since ZIPPER hal
no known charter for operations in the field of 1nte0644 politics.
Met of these projects are either passed off as recruiteent or col=
leotion efforts or not alluded to at all.' To attomptto analyze any
ZIPPER projects in the field of German politics is otiviously beyond
the scope of this study.	 •

A nature of the G1S's world-wide Operations is their partner .. .
ehip with German industry, particularly with the German Arms Industry.
This partnership has been a noticeable Charadhteristic-of ZIPPER oper-
ations in the middle oasts where ZIPPER he, worked-closely with German
arms distributors.attemptinclodeV irlopt World wide markets. Whether
this haa been a matter of zuna Polidys or -merely a convenient means
of utilizing logical cover is unknown at pak • .However, considering
ZIPPER', part in the orrAGGN ease and UTILTrrWcAwiinued liason with
Rhein-Metall Borsig and the Mass. ifestdelitsche litduistry Gessellschaft
in Mannheim, it might be fair to suggest that' ZIPPER's interest in
the development of tbe German Arms Industrz_is more than incidental*

16(”Orw the sonrusion surrounding 44rnS4 Covers has arisen from
the differences between true UPPER economic °Over enterprises, and the
'legal bodies'. Historically, most of ZIPPER'. investments in German
Industry occureGA prior to 1949. Sines 1950 UPPER has rarely alluded
to these ventures,. ovea obliquely.

The legal bodies were formed for the most part in the first six.
months of 1952 (See 3X104901). The total . investment slightly oxsOoded
400,000 marks. Sines their inception ZVI= has periodically rendered
sorapalous accountinion their capitalisation. The legal bodies were
first formed for purely legal reasons. Later, logically, when ZIPPER

found the need of superficial cover for its numerous email aiministrati
offices throughout Germany, these 'firms' were the logical answer* to
the problem of this type of cover. The lepal bodies may possibly be
dissolved in the near future.

The main difficulty encountered in research in the field of true
ZIPPER economic covers has been financial, rather than operational.
Most of the operational aspects of the covers are well documented in
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POB Files. Great gaps exist in this bases' knowledge of the financial el
Tiro extel/ent illustrations of this are Wessar Gypsum and the Gloria MA-
Verlelh.

Investment in the companies which eventually made up the Wessex' 07pi
combine was first !suggested by Baum as a cover for ZIPPER '• Scandalising*
Net. Memo l e, , plus an excellent detailed chart Show that in 1950 LIIIRR
owned nano percent of the stook in the consolidated company, derived !rook
various percentages invested in the original companies which went to salli*
Up the final company. Nothing has been passed POD since that data to el*
what occurred to these assets. Neat of ZIP1'ER 4 true cover investmente
were made oportunely enough, near the time of the Gorman currency reflore:
Since that time the present vast German Industrial plant has come int0.14
from practically nothing. The accumulative value of original induetrill::
investments in Germany has increased at a rate which .exceeds Horatio Alss!
wildest dreams, lesser Gypsum is now a large and prosperous concern. Ilk
the value, however, if any, of ZIkeit 's present holdings in thie compOPY
are is unknown, nor can any clue to this be found in the files at thil
base. The only positive thing known concerning Wesser Gypsum since 1950
is that aalliM Was in the position to place its man Max Breua-Wogoklos(„e6.
the position of manager, sometime after that date. --- 	 1'

Any one familiar with the Gloria Film Verleih in the past S•Vior-41Falh
finds the notion that this firm gained its start from POD . unbelievable.
The Gloria File Verleih e s present assets are quite considerable. They ell
own, or have controlling interest La, many theatres in Germany. They are
possibly Germanise° largest film distributor. Yet, numerous files at this
base show that it was conceived and given birth at POB. The extent of
ZIPPER's present interest in the enterprise, if any, is unknown.

The current wrangles of kaiTER with the Bonn Government over mosey
matters, coupled with the lack of noticeable affluence on the part of •key
ZIPPNBites makes it difficult to believe that LIPPER has been solidly_
successful in the economic field, or that it possesses large hidden assets
(One slip on ZIPPLR e s part, however, regarding hidden assets can be found
in the case of 4 pihaLLAI s African venture.) Still, the records show that
1947 until 1949 ZIPPLA made extensive investments, several highly UWASOCOS
fUl, but some in companies which are today prosperoug,by any standard.

The most anno*Y1ng aspect of this study from %gluing to end • has be
the tendency of each question to bring it's family with it. Every aniwer-
ed question hae brought up a score mOTes fresh and unanswered_	 meaY
perhaps , unanswersable.

Note: For several reasons this study has been a cursory one. Only
an attempt 90 pick the highlights has been made. A maiotitt
of the PUB. files have been left undredged for =MB
Many of the numerous references on given items have beep Id"
nored. In this way much valuable, and in some cases possibly
essential material has been omitted. At best this paper mare
ly points the v., :y to future studies, if the need should arise

;



UPSWING INSTALLATIONS

Berlin HQ thcorner Uhlandstr. and Hohenzollerndamm office byilding 4
Cover-Abwicklungstelle Tel # 87416h 	 15 persons
No CIS coverage as in gritish sector

Bremen

Gipfelloreuz ELINT activity. All UPSWINGEas under cover of Bundektelle
Fernmeldestatistik. They use names different ffom true or
regular UPSWING alias and have identification cards from the
Bunde6;telle


